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0 Kurzfassung
0.1 Einleitung: Motivation und Zielsetzung
Moderne Gießverfahren ermöglichen eine formgenaue Herstellung auch von Teilen sehr
komplexer Geometrie. Daher sind Gießprozesse eine weitverbreitete industrielle Fertigungs-
methode. Insbesondere Feinguß ist dabei ein Verfahren von zunehmender Bedeutung. Vor
dem Hintergrund der Fertigung komplexer Bauteile in hochwertiger Qualität und kleinen
Stückzahlen ist die numerische Prozeßsimulation ein unverzichtbarer Bestandteil einer
zügigen und effektiven Fertigungskette.
Auch wenn das Gießen von Metallen schon ein lang hergebrachtes Verfahren ist, so stellt es
die numerische Simulation vor besondere Probleme, da viele verschiedene physikalische
Effekte zu berücksichtigen sind. Diese reichen von strömungsmechanischen Effekten mit
freien Obeflächen, die im Formfüllungsprozeß auftreten, bis zum Wärmetransport mit
Phasenänderung während der Erstarrung. Kornwachstum und Spannungen treten bei einer
weitergehenden Abkühlung des Bauteils in den Mittelpunkt. Zusätzlich sind auch noch
mikroskopische Phänomene zu beobachten, die im wesentlichen mit der Erstarrungs-
morphologie gekoppelt sind. Insbesondere für eine Legierung sind da Mikro- und Makro-
seigerung zu nennen, die mit der Strömung in der Fest-Flüssig-Zone zusammenhängen, und
bei einer globulitischen Erstarrung kann die Strömung von Kristallen zu Gießfehlern führen
[46].
Auch wenn eine gekoppelte Analyse der mikro- und makroskopischen physikalischen
Phänomene bedeutsam ist, so liegt noch ein gewichtiger Forschungs- und Entwicklungs-
aufwand vor einem Vorhersagewerkzeug dieser Art. Daher ist der Schwerpunkt dieser Arbeit
die makroskopische Simulation von Strömungen in Schmelzen. Mikroskopische Aspekte
werden nicht berücksichtigt.
In den letzten Jahren wurden verschiedene numerische Methoden auf die Simulation von
Gießprozessen angewandt. Anfänglich waren dies Finite Differenzen (FD) mit strukturierten
Gittern. Damit ist eine einfache Vernetzung und effiziente Implementierung möglich. Das
heutzutage am weitesten verbreitete Simulationsprogramm MAGMAsoft basiert auf der FD
Methode. Später fanden Finite Volumen und unstrukturierte Netze besonders bei der
Untersuchung von Strömungs- und Formfüllungsproblemen Anwendung. Hier ist
TELLURIDE des Los Alamos National Laboratory als Beispiel zu nennen [44,54,74]. Mit der
zunehmenden Anwendung der Finiten Elemente (FE) Methode auf immer breitere Gebiete
fand diese Methode auch Beachtung für die Simulation von Gießprozessen. Der große
Vorteil dieser Methode ist ihre geometrische Flexibilität. Zudem bietet die FE Methode eine
gut analysierte mathematische Grundlage. Finite Elemente werden beispielsweise bei IUSTI
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(Institute Universitaire des Systèmes Thermiques Industriels) in Marseille zur Simulation von
Erstarrungsprozessen eingesetzt [52,56,57,58].
Das Simulationsprogramm CASTS, das am Giesserei-Institut der RWTH Aachen entwickelt
wurde, basiert ebenfalls auf der FE Methode [11,12,33,34,36]. In den letzten Jahren wurde
bei ACCESS ein hybrider Ansatz entwickelt, der die mathematischen Vorteile der Finiten
Elemente mit den technischen Vorteilen der Finiten Volumen verbindet. So können alle
Ansätze der FE Methode genutzt werden, wobei durch die Berechnung unstrukturierter
Differenzensterne die wesentlichen Eigenschaften der FV Methode Verwendung finden. Die
Differenzensterne werden zu Beginn der transienten Simulation aus der FE Vernetzung
berechnet. Die hybride FE/FV Methode nutzt diese dann als virtuelle finite Volumen, ohne
eine geometrische Beschreibung der Zellen zu benötigen [48,49,62,63]. Dadurch wird der
Matrix-Aufbau während der Simulation wesentlich vereinfacht und effizienter.
Abbildung 0.1: Aufbau und Kopplung in CASTS bezogen auf die Anwendung im
Feingußverfahren
Die verschiedenen physikalischen Effekte, die während eines Gießprozesse auftreten, sind
stark nichtlinear gekoppelt. Daher ist ein integriertes Simulationsprogamm, das diese Effekte
möglichst breit abdeckt, notwendig. CASTS ist ein solches integriertes Progamm, das derzeit
Wärmetransport mit Strahlungsheizung, Spannungsaufbau und Strömung mit freien
Oberflächen berücksichtigt (Abb. 0.1).
Aufgrund der nahezu konstanten Dichte der Schmelze, können Strömungen in
Gießprozessen als inkompressibel betrachtet werden. Daher muß die Kontinuitätsgleichung
mit besonderer Sorgfalt behandelt werden, um sie korrekt zu lösen. Zunächst wurden
Elemente mit erster Ordnung in Geschwindigkeit und elementweise konstanter Druck-
approximation in CASTS implementiert. Bei diesen Elementen wird die Geschwindigkeit in
höherer Ordnung als der Druck approximiert. Das heißt sie erfüllen die sogenannte inf-sup
oder Babuška-Brezzi Bedingung und sind also eine stabile Diskretisierung [30]. Dennoch war
dieser Weg für die Simulation von Formfüllung nicht geeignet. Durch die zusätzliche
Einschränkung, zumindest lokal grobe Netze verwenden zu müssen, war eine verbesserte
Auflösung des Druckes notwendig. Außerdem ergab sich die Notwendigkeit effektiver
Randbedingungen für den Druck bei dünnwandigen Bauteilen. So ist eine stetige
Approximation des Druckes naheliegend.
Die Vernetzung dünnwandiger Teile für die numerische Simulation ist sehr aufwendig. Die
Geometriedaten dazu stammen in der Regel aus CAD-Programmen, die bei der Konstruktion
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eingesetzt werden. Diese Daten werden genutzt, um die Bauteile dann mit Hilfe von
Netzgeneratoren wie IDEAS zu vernetzen. Selbst recht grobe Netze bestehen schnell aus
mehr als 100000 Knoten und einer Vielzahl von Tetraeder-Elementen. Daher ist die
numerische Auflösung auf groben Netzen ein wesentlicher Punkt bei der effektiven
Simulation industrieller Bauteile [48,49].
Da Ansätze höherer Ordnung eine drastische Erhöhung der Anzahl der Freiheitsgrade mit
sich bringen, benötigen diese Methoden sehr große Ressourcen wie Speicher und
Rechenzeit. Dagegen sind Methoden gleicher Ordnung für Geschwindigkeit und Druck
aufgrund ihres geringeren Ressourcenbedarfs sehr attraktiv. Methoden gleicher Ordnung
verlangen jedoch für inkompressible Strömung eine besondere Behandlung des Drucks, um
die richtige Lösung zu berechnen [30].
Dazu wurden verschiedene Methoden entwickelt: künstliche Kompressibilität,
Druckkorrektur- oder Projektionsmethoden [24,30,69,75]. Im Feld der FE Methoden sind
stabilisierte Verfahren im Einsatz, wie zum Beispiel Petrov-Galerkin Methoden, Bubble-
Funktionen und neuerdings Multiskalen-Verfahren [1,3,6,10,25,26,27,30,38,39,79,101].
Jeder dieser Ansätze basiert auf dem gleichen Prinzip. Es werden Skalen unterhalb der Netz
Ebene aufgelöst und in das globale System eingebracht. Mit dem sogenannten MINI
Element [1], das eine stabile Diskretisierung durch Bubble-Funktionen darstellt, kann durch
statische Kondensierung eine stabilisierte Methode gleicher Ordnung entwickelt werden
[6,70].
Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist die Entwicklung und Implementierung eines zuverlässigen
Strömungslösers für grobe Netze basierend auf der FE/FV Methode zur Anwendung auf
Gießereiprozesse.
Das wird mit folgenden Maßnahmen erreicht:
• Die Navier-Stokes Gleichung für den inkompressiblen Fall wird mit der hybriden
FE/FV-Methode diskretisiert. Dazu werden für die Approximation des
Geschwindigkeitsfeldes und des Druckfeldes Finite Elemente erster Ordnung
verwendet.
• Die entwickelte FE/FV Methode gleicher Ordnung wird stabilisiert. Basierend auf
dem MINI Element und seinen Bubble-Funktionen wird eine Stabilisierung
entwickelt.
• Die Stabilisierung wird durch die statische Kondensation der Bubble-Funktionen in
der schwachen Formulierung der Differentialgleichungen erzielt. Auf diesem Wege
werden Differenzensterne für die Bubble-Funktionen hergeleitet. Die hergeleiteten
Stabilisierungsterme werden lokal durch konventionelle Stabilisierungen wie Upwind
beziehungsweise Petrov-Galerkin Methoden, limitiert.
• Die entwickelte Methode wird anhand charakteristischer Problemstellungen validiert
und anschließend auf Formfüllungsprobleme angewendet.
Im folgenden Kapitel wird die stabilisierte FE/FV Methode beschrieben. Im Anschluß wird die
Wirksamkeit dieser neuen Methode anhand typischer Strömungsprobleme gezeigt.
Schließlich wird die Anwendung der stabilisierten FE/FV Methode zusammen mit einem VoF-
Verfahren auf Formfüllungsprobleme beschrieben.
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0.2 Die stabilisierte hybride FE/FV-Methode
Zur Verbindung der Flexibilität der Methode der Finiten Elemente (FE) mit der eher
physikalischen Interpretation der Methode der Finiten Volumen (FV) wurde eine formale FV
Methode entwickelt und im FE Code CASTS implementiert. Diese hybride Methode basiert
auf Ansatzfunktionen erster Ordnung, einer Zusammenfassung der FE Integrale, die den
jeweiligen Knotenpaaren zugeordnet sind, sowie einer FV-artigen Behandlung der
thermophysikalischen Daten bei der FE-Integration [62].
Abbildung 0.3: Definition eines virtuellen finiten Volumens in einem Finite Elemente Netz.
Mit „mass lumping“ wird die Masse auf den zentralen Knoten konzentriert.
Die Bindungen zu allen benachbarten Volumina bzw. Knoten werden durch
die FE-Diskretisierung bestimmt. Die thermophysikalischen Daten werden in
der Mitte der Bindungen ausgewertet, wo die Volumina aneinander grenzen.
Dabei werden die thermophysikalischen Daten aus den räumlichen und zeitlichen Integralen
extrahiert und durch finite Volumen Mittelung approximiert. Dadurch müssen nun nur die
Integrale der Ansatzfunktionen oder ihrer Gradienten ausgewertet werden. In jedem Knoten
des FE-Netzes wird so ein virtuelles finites Volumen definiert. Die Verbindungen zwischen
den Volumen sind durch den FE Ansatz definiert. Auf diese Weise werden unstrukturierte
Differenzensterne für die Diffusions- und Advektionsoperatoren hergeleitet (Abb. 0.3 und
0.4). Der Aufbau der globalen Matrix besteht nur noch aus der Kombination dieser
Differenzensterne und der entsprechenden thermophysikalischen Daten. Dabei wird der
Diagonalterm als die negative Summe der Nebendiagonalen ermittelt. Durch die zusätzliche
Anwendung von „mass lumping“ wird so die Flussbilanz gesichert und ein finites Volumen
definiert.
i
j area of FE-integration
Abbildung 0.4: Bereich der Elementintegration über die Elemente, die gleichzeitig die
Knoten i und j beinhalten.
Die Gleichung für Wärmetransport und die inkompressible Navier-Stokes Gleichung sind mit
der hybriden FE/FV Methode diskretisiert worden. Zur Diskretisierung der Navier-Stokes
Gleichung wurde ein Ansatz gleicher Ordnung für Geschwindigkeit und Druck eingeführt.
Dieser Ansatz benötigt zwingend eine Druckstabilisierung. Für den FE/FV Ansatz wird eine
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neue Stabilisierungsmethode, die auf Bubble-Funktionen aufbaut, entwickelt und in dieser
Arbeit präsentiert.
Stabilisierte FE Methoden entspringen den Defiziten der Galerkin Methode, die
Stabilitätseigenschaften eines kontinuierlichen Problems in der numerischen Lösung
abbilden zu können [7]. Stabilisierte Methoden konstituieren dabei eine systematische
Methodik, die numerische Stabilität zu verbessern ohne die Genauigkeit zu verschlechtern.
Die verschiedenen Ansätze dazu sind eng miteinander verbunden (Abb. 0.5). In allen
Methoden werden Skalen, die auf der verhältnismäßig groben Skala der einzelnen Elemente
nicht aufgelöst werden können, in das grobe System zusätzlich eingebracht. Diese feinen
Skalen werden nun je nach Ansatz unterschiedlich berechnet [2,4,7,8].
Abbildung 0.5: Kommutatives Schema der Stabilisierungsmethoden
Einer der ersten Ansätze dazu war die Streamline-Upwind Petrov-Galerkin Methode (SUPG).
Diese Methode wurde zur Stabilisierung von Advektions-Diffusions-Problemen entwickelt.
Die eigentliche Differentialgleichung wird dabei durch den skalierten Gradienten des
Residuums erweitert. So wird Diffusion, die aus den feinen Skalen resultiert, in das System
eingeführt [7,10]. Später wurden dann Bubble-Funktionen genutzt. Diese Funktionen wurden
von Arnold und Brezzi für Stokes-Probleme (Potential-Strömung) in die FE-Methode durch
das MINI-Element eingeführt. Dabei wird die Diskretisierung erster Ordnung für
Geschindigkeit und Druck durch eine lokale Approximation der Geschwindigkeit mit Bubble-
Funktionen ergänzt (Abb. 0.6). Diese Diskretisierung erfüllt die inf-sup Bedingung und ist
somit stabil [1].
Der zusätzliche Freiheitsgrad pro Element kann durch statische Kondensation gelöst und die
Anzahl der Freiheitsgrade auf die des Ansatzes gleicher Ordnung reduziert werden.
Numerische Resultate zeigen außerdem, daß auf die übliche Rekonstruktion des Bubble
Modus verzichtet werden kann [85]. Auf diese Weise läßt sich eine effiziente und konsistente
Stabilisierung einer Methode gleicher Ordnung ohne großen Berechnungsaufwand
erreichen. Somit ist das MINI-Element ein wichtiger Beitrag zu den stabiliserten FE-
Methoden.
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Abbildung 0.6: Schematische Darstellung des MINI-Elements in 1D.
Obwohl die Diskretisierung mit dem MINI-Element und klassischen Bubble-Funktionen
theoretisch stabil ist, verliert die Stabilisierung mit zunehmender Advektion an Wirkung
[6,70]. Daher wurden sogenannte „residual free bubbles“ untersucht. Diese Art von Bubble-
Funktionen wird durch die exakte Lösung eines Randwertproblems auf jedem Element
definiert [25,26,27,79]. Für diese Randwertprobleme existiert in der Regel keine analytische
Lösung [78]. Die jüngste Entwicklung hinsichtlich stabilisierter FE Methoden ist die
variationelle Multiskalen Methode [7,8]. Diese ist äquvalent zur approximativen Berechnung
der residual free bubbles auf den Elementen. Auf jedem Element wird ein lokales FE
Problem gelöst. Die Genauigkeit dieser Methode hängt daher auch von der lokalen
Diskretisierung ab. Der Aufwand für die Multiskalen Methode ist sehr hoch. Deshalb wurden
das MINI Element und die klassischen Bubble-Funktionen als Basis einer stabilisierten
FE/FV Methode gleicher Ordnung gewählt.
Dazu werden die klassischen Bubble-Funktionen und statische Kondensation in die FE/FV
Methode eingebracht. Dies geschieht in zwei Schritten: Zunächst werden Bubble-Funktionen
und statische Kondensation auf die Lösung der skalaren Wärmeleitungsgleichung
angewendet. Im Rahmen des FE/FV-Ansatzes wird die statische Kondensation auf die
schwache Formulierung der Differentialgleichung angewendet. So werden stabilisierende
Operatoren hergeleitet und gemäß der FE/FV-Methode behandelt. Die stationäre
Wärmeleitungsgleichung (0.1) dient hierbei als Startpunkt für die Behandlung von
Advektions-Diffusions Problemen:
( ) qTuT =∇+∇⋅∇−  ρλ (0.1)
Zur Diskretisierung werden u

,,ρλ
 als konstant angenommen. In der Implementierung
werden diese dann entsprechend der hybriden FE/FV-Methode gemittelt. Nun seien die
Ansatzfunktionen erster Ordnung iΦ  nach den Knoten numeriert, die Bubble-Funktionen kb
seien elementweise gezählt. Die FE-Integration werde auf dem Berechnungsgebiet V
durchgeführt. Quellterme werden mit erster Odnung approximiert. Dann wird die statische
Kondensation mit der Rückführung des berechneten Bubble Anteils in die schwache
Differentialgleichung für den Knoten i durchgeführt. Diese Vorgehensweise führt schließlich
zum Stabilisierungsterm (0.2):
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Das kondensierte System nach der Substitution zeigt, daß zusätzliche Diffusion in den
klassischen Galerkin Ansatz eingebracht wird. Da jedoch die eingebrachte Diffusion mit
zunehmender Advektion stark ansteigt, muß der Stabilisierungsterm begrenzt werden. Daher
wird die Bubble-Stabilisierung mit steigender Peclet-Zahl lokal durch ein Upwind-Verfahren
ersetzt.
Im nächsten Schritt ist nun die transiente linearisierte inkompressible Navier-Stokes
Gleichung (0.3) der Ausganspunkt für die Anwendung des MINI-Elements auf
Strömungsprobleme. In 3 Dimensionen ist die inkompressible Navier-Stokes Gleichung ein
System aus 4 Differentialgleichungen. Drei Advektions-Diffusions Gleichungen bilden die
Impulsgleichung, und die Kontinuitätsgleichung komplettiert das System. In dieses System
werden die Bubble-Funktionen eingebracht. Zur Berechnung des Bubble-Modus ku  wird die
diskretisierte Impulsgleichung für das Element k und die Bubble-Funktion kb  pro
Komponente behandelt.
( )
0=⋅∇
=∇+∆−∇⋅+
u
gpuuvut 

ρρυρρ (0.3)
Die statische Kondensation ist die Lösung der schwachen Differentialgleichung für den
Bubble-Modus kb . Unsere Methode basiert auf der Berechnung eines approximierten
mittleren Bubble-Modus integriert über einen Zeitschritt. Da auf die Rekonstruktion des
Bubble-Modus verzichtet werden kann, wird die Variation dieses Modus während des
Zeitschritts (0.4) vernachlässigt.  
kV
kkk
I
t dVbbdtu )( ρ (0.4)
Der berechnete mittlere Bubble-Modus wird zur Stabilisierung der inkompressiblen Navier-
Stokes Gleichung verwendet. Ein Upwind Verfahren wird zur Stabilisierung der
Impulserhaltung eingesetzt und die Bubble-Funktionen werden zur Stabilisierung der
Kontinuitätsgleichung 0=⋅∇ u  genutzt.
Aus der Erfahrung mit der skalaren Advektions-Diffusions Gleichung ist eine Limitierung des
Verfahrens notwendig. Die Terme der Bubble-Stabilisierung kommen in ähnlicher Weise in
einer druckstabilisierenden Petrov Galerkin (PSPG) Methode [93] vor. Eine solche Methode
wird als Begrenzer gewählt. Die PSPG Methode wird aus Ansatzfunktionen erster Ordnung
und durch die lokal skalierte Divergenz des Residuums der Impulsgleichung gebildet (0.5).
0)( =⋅∇+⋅∇ residualmomentumu ρ
τ (0.5)
Die schwache Formulierung der PSPG Stabilisierung ist einfach konstruiert. Jedoch hängt
die PSPG Methode wie alle Petrov-Galerkin von der korrekten Wahl des Stabilisierungs-
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parameters τ ab. Tezduyar et al. [93] schlagen als Wahl den gleichen Parameter wie für
Upwind Methoden vor (0.6):
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mit den Element-Courant- bzw. –Reynolds-Zahlen C und Re. Diese sind definiert als:
υ2Re,
hu
h
tuC  == ∆ . (0.7)
Der Stabilisierungparameter τ ist immer kleiner als t∆ . Damit reduziert sich die Stabilisierung
für den Grenzübergang zu infinitesimal kleinen Zeitschritten zu Null. Ein Schalter von der
Bubble-Stabilisierung zur PSPG Methode limitiert die benutzten Bubble-Einträge. Es werden
nur die Bubble-Terme genutzt, deren Absolut-Werte kleiner als die entsprechenden PSPG
Terme sind.
0.3 Anwendung der stabilisierten FE/FV
Methode auf Strömungsprobleme
Die implementierte stabilisierte FE/FV Methode wurde anhand verschiedener
Konfigurationen getestet. Jede dieser Konfigurationen repräsentiert einen Teil eines
industriellen Prozesses. Wenn jeder Test zufriedenstellend gelöst wird, kann die Lösbarkeit
eines komplexen Prozesses erwartet werden. Zwei Benchmarks zur Lösung von
Strömungsproblemen wurden ausgewählt. Zum einen ist dies die isotherme Strömung über
eine rückwärtige Stufe (Abb. 0.7). Zum anderen wird thermische Konvektion betrachtet.
Aufgrund der besonderen Notwendigkeit der Stabilisierung bei Tetraeder-Netzen, wurden die
beiden Probleme mit solcherart Netzen durchgeführt.
Abbildung 0.7: Vernetzung der rückwärtigen Stufe. Das Netz besteht aus 3030 Knoten und
13685 Tetraedern.
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Eine homogene konstante Geschwindigkeit wurde am Einlaß gesetzt. Am Auslaß wurde freie
Strömung als Ausströmrandbedingung gewählt. Die anderen Wände wurden mit einer
Haftbedingung belegt. Verschiedene Einströmgeschwindigkeiten wurden betrachtet. Für alle
Fälle existiert eine stationäre Lösung (Abb. 0.8).
Abbildung 0.8: Die stationären Lösungen in einem Querschnitt parallel zur x-y-Ebene in der
Mitte der Geometrie Die Lösungen für die Einströmgeschwindigkeiten (a) 1
cm/s, (b) 2 cm/s und (c) 4 cm/s werden gezeigt. Die Farben zeigen die
Geschwingikeit an von blau nach rot an.
Die numerischen Ergebnisse zeigen die erwartete Charakteristik. Die gleichförmige
Geschwindigkeit am Einlaß formt ein parabolisches Profil oberhalb der Stufe, was am
Farbverlauf von blau nach rot erkannt werden kann. Ein entsprechender Farbverlauf zeigt ein
ebenfalls parabolisches Profil am Auslaß mit einer erwartungsgemäß niedrigeren
Geschwindigkeit. Die Verwirbelung am Fuße der Stufe vergrößert sich mit zunehmender
Reynolds-Zahl. Damit reproduziert die stabilisierte Methode diesen Test zumindest qualitativ.
Der Test der thermischen Konvektion behandelt einen Würfel bei konstanter
Ausgangstemperatur von 1600°C. Diese liegt deutlich über der Erstarrungstemperatur, so
daß kein Phasenübergang stattfindet. Auf gegenüberliegenden Seiten des Würfels wird ein
konstanter Wärmestrom von 5 W/ cm2 in den (beziehungsweise aus dem) Würfel gesetzt.
Die weiteren Seiten werden adiabatisch behandelt, vergleiche Abb. 0.9.
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Abbildung 0.9: Geometrie des Konvektionstests. Der Würfel ist mit 3229 Knoten und 15278
Tetraedern vernetzt. An zwei gegenüberliegenden Seiten ist ein konstanter
Wärmestrom in den beziehungsweise aus dem Würfel aufgebracht.
Durch die entstehenden thermischen Gradienten sollten sich an den Seiten mit dem
gesetzten Wärmestrom Konvektionsrollen bilden und das Temperaturprofil beeinflussen bis
sich schließlich ein stationäres Strömungs- und Temperaturfeld einstellt.
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Abbildung 0.10: Ausbildung des Strömungs- und Temperaturfeldes in einem Querschnitt
mittig im Würfel. Die Temperatur variiert von blau zu rot. Das durch den
Wärmefluß beeinflußte Temperaturfeld läßt zwei Konvektionsrollen anlaufen
(a). Diese vergrößern und vereinigen sich (b). Schließlich wird ein stationärer
Zustand erreicht (c).
Mit der sich verändernden Temperatur setzt langsam eine Strömung an den Seiten ein. Der
Wärmestrom heizt und kühlt die gegenüberliegenden Seiten, und zwei Konvektionsrollen
entwickeln sich. Das Temperaturfeld wird durch die Strömung verändert und die Rollen
vergrößern (Abb. 0.10a) und vereinigen sich (Abb. 0.10b). Schließlich wird ein stationärer
Zustand mit einer Konvektionsrolle im Zentrum erreicht (Abb. 0.10c).
0.4 Formfüllung
Die Modellierung freier Oberflächen ist ein wesentlicher Bestandteil der Simulation von
Gießprozessen [20,32,45,74,81,82]. Neben der Behandlung der Erstarrungsfront ist
insbesondere die Formfüllung ein kritischer Aspekt, da in diesem Teil des Prozesses viele
spätere Eigenschaften des Gußstücks bestimmt werden. Unter den vielen Ansätzen zur
Modellierung freier Oberflächen ist die VoF-Methode einer der am weitesten verbreiteten
Algorithmen [43,45]. Die Front wird dabei als der Übergang einer Funktion F des Füllgrades
von 0 (leere Zelle) nach 1 (volle Zelle) betrachtet. Die Front wird indirekt im Fortlauf der
Füllgrade beim Transport des Fluids verfolgt. Dazu wird die Transportgleichung (0.8) gelöst.
qFuF
t
=∇+∂
∂  
. (0.8)
Die neue Oberfläche wird anschließend anhand der Füllgrade in den Zellen rekonstruiert.
Ohne eine solche Rekonstruktion verschmiert die Front durch numerische Diffusion [42]. Die
entsprechenden Rekonstruktionsmethoden basieren notwendigerweise auf der geome-
trischen Beschreibung der Berechnungszellen [44,45]. Da die FE/FV-Methode über keine
solche Beschreibung verfügt, ist in CASTS eine andersartige Stabilisierung der Front
vonnöten. Diese neuartige Stabilisierung, die Fluid-Field-VoF (FF-VoF) Methode, ist durch
die Phasenfeld Methode inspiriert. Mit diesem Ansatz wird eine Rekonstruktion der Front
vermeidbar [31,63.65].
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Die FF-VoF Methode basiert auf der Beschreibung der freien Energie an der Oberfläche. Die
Konzepte der Phasenfeld Methode werden dabei auf die Füllfunktion F, die als Fluidfeld
betrachtet wird, angewandt. Dabei werden die Phasen flüssig und fest mit den
Volumenanteilen leer und voll identifiziert.
)1)(( 212 FFFFqFuFt −−+∆+=∇+ βε
  (0.9)
Auf diese Art und Weise wird eine konsistente Störung zur Transportgleichung hinzugefügt
(0.9). Das Oberflächenpotential kontrolliert dabei die Form und Breite des Übergangs mit
einem glatten Profil (Abb. 0.11). Nimmt man die Übergangsregion als zwischen 0.05<F<0.95
liegend, so ist ihre Breite δ durch die numerischen Parameter ε und β bestimmt:
123 −= βεδ (0.10)
Die numerischen Parameter können nun variiert werden, um die Breite der Ober-
flächenregion an ein unstrukturiertes Netz anzupassen. Steuert man die Parameter mittels
der entprechenden Elementgrößen, kann die Übergangsregion auf wenige Elemente
begrenzt werden.
Abbildung 0.11: Die konsistente Störung durch das Oberflächenpotential definiert eine
parabolische Differentialgleichung. Die 1-dimensionale Lösung ist ein glattes
Profil.
Die modifizierte Differentialgleichung (0.9) ist parabolisch statt hyperbolisch (0.8). Damit
entfallen numerische Probleme, wie die Notwendigkeit für ausgefeilte Advektionsschemata
und insbesondere die Rekonstruktion der Oberfläche. Tests in 2D mit regulären cartesischen
Gittern zeigten die Fähigkeiten der FF-VoF Methode, Strömungen mit freien Oberflächen
effektiv handhaben zu können [31]. Numerische Diffusion wird minimiert, ohne daß die
Oberfläche in den Zellen rekonstruiert wird. Nach diesen ermutigenden Resultaten wurde
eine FF-VoF Methode im hybriden FE/FV Ansatz von CASTS implementiert. Diese Version
wurde anhand von 3D Formfüllungsproblemen, wie dem MCWASP Benchmark 1995 [16,83],
getestet.
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Abbildung 0.12: Geometrie und FE-Vernetzung der Platte. Das Netz besteht aus 10224 Knoten
und 7740 Hexaedern. Das Einlauf oberhalb des Zulaufes ist stets gefüllt.
Im Rahmen der 7. Konferenz Modeling of Casting, Welding and Advanced Solidification
Processes wurden die Resultate eines Benchmarks zur Formfüllung präsentiert [83]. Das
Problem war der steigende Guß einer Platte. Dabei war ein vertikaler hoher Zulauf gewählt
worden, um Turbulenz im Angußsystem zu erhalten. Dieser Test ist immer noch eine
Herausforderug für jedes Simulationsprogramm für Formfüllung. Die Abbildung 0.12 zeigt die
Geometrie und die Vernetzung mit Hexaedern. Am Rand wurde eine Haftbedingung gesetzt.
In der Form wurde Vakuum angenommen. So reicht es, nur die Schmelze
strömungstechnisch zu modellieren.
Die Simulation mit der stabilisierten hybriden FE/FV Methode zeigt ein sich verjüngendes
Profil der fallenden Schmelze. Dabei bleibt die Front kompakt. Die Schmelze erreicht den
horizontalen Zulauf mit sehr hohen Geschwindigkeiten. Durch Verschmierungseffekte füllt
die Schmelze den Zulauf schließlich über die gesamte Breite. Eine pilzförmige Oberfläche
wird beobachtet, wenn die Schmelze in die Platte eintritt. Dabei läuft die Schmelze zu den
Seiten und schwappt zurück. In den begleitenden Experimenten wurde ein entsprechendes
Verhalten beobachtet. Wenn sich die Wellen geglättet haben, steigt die Schmelze mit einer
nahezu planaren Front. Die Front ist kompakt, und die Strömungsgeschwindigkeiten gehen
zurück, während die Platte gefüllt wird. Nach 2.65s ist die Form komplett gefüllt (Abb 0.13).
Dieses Resultat liegt im Bereich der Vorhersagen der Teilnehmer an dem Benchmark [83],
und es ist eine enorme Verbesserung im Vergleich zu den 22s, die mit der Vorgängerversion
erzielt wurden. Dennoch bleibt noch eine Abweichung von 18% zu der experimentell
ermittelten Zeit.
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Abbildung 0.13: Simulation des MCWASP VII Benchmarks. Die Schmelze trifft auf den Boden
des Füllrohrs (a) und läuft in den Zufluß (b), wobei der gesamte Querschnitt
gefüllt wird (c). Die Front bleibt auch im Zufluß kompakt, und die Schmelze
füllt den Zufluß komplett (d). Die Schmelze fließt in die Platte, und die
typische Pilzform der Front wird wiedergegeben (e). Anschließend fließt die
Schmelze zur Seite und wird an den Wänden reflektiert (f) bis eine planare
Front für die steigende Füllung erreicht wird (g). Nach 2.65s is die Platte
gefüllt (h).
0.5 Ergebnisse und Ausblick
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurde eine neue zuverlässige Methode zur Simulation von
Strömungen in Gießprozessen präsentiert. Diese Methode wurde durch die Einführung einer
Approximation gleicher Ordnung und stabilisierter FE-Methoden in den hybriden FE/FV
Ansatz des Simulationsprogrammes CASTS erreicht. Mittels Bubble-Funktionen mit
statischer Kondensation wurde eine konsistente Druckstabilisierung erzielt. Diese
Stabilisierung wird auch in Bereichen mit hoher Reynoldszahl sichergestellt, indem die
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Einträge der Bubble-Funktionen lokal durch eine druckstabilisierende Petrov-Galerkin
Methode (PSPG) limitiert werden.
Damit können nun Strömungsprobleme gelöst werden, die typischerweise in Gießprozessen
auftreten. Verschiedene Tests demonstrieren die Fähigkeit der stabilisierten FE/FV Methode
solcherart Probleme zumindest qualitativ lösen zu können. Die Tests beinhalten:
• Isotherme Strömung über eine rückwärtige Stufe,
• Thermische Konvektion,
• Konvektionsgetriebenes Aufschmelzen (AMETH).
Die Resultate dieser Strömingstests mit Tetraedernetzen ermutigen zur Anwendung der
stabilisierten Methode auf Formfüllungsprozesse. Dabei werden freie Oberflächen mit einer
durch die Phasenfeldmethode stabilisierten VoF-Methode modelliert. Diese FF-VoF-Methode
wurde schon in der vorherigen Version CASTS 12.3 erfolgreich verwendet.
Die Füllung eines T-Stücks und der “MCWASP Benchmark 1995” wurden als Formfülltests
päsentiert. Die Resultate für das T-Stück weisen plausible Druck- und Geschwindigkeits-
felder auf. An den Kanten der Schenkel treten die charakteristischen Wirbel auf. Ebenso ist
das typische Druckprofil mit hydrostatischem und hydrodynamischem Druck zu beobachten.
Die FF-VoF-Methode sichert eine kompakte Front. Neben der Füllung des T-Stücks wurde
der MCWASP Benchmark 1995 durchgeführt. Die simulierten Füll- und Strömungsmuster
stimmen weitgehend mit den experimentellen Resultaten überein. Nur im Übergang von
Füllstutzen zum Zulauf wird aufgrund der starken Turbulenz eine Verschmierung der Front
registriert. Durch die Randbedingungen an der freien Oberfläche und die lose Kopplung des
Strömungs- und Transportmodules ist dennoch eine Abweichung der simulierten Füllzeit von
18% im Vergleich zu den experimentell beobachteten zu registrieren. Diese Abweichung liegt
jedoch im Rahmen der Abweichungen, die bei kommerziellen Programmen für den
Benchmark auftreten.
Insgesamt ist durch die stabilisierte FE/FV Methode ein beachtlicher Fortschritt im Vergleich
zu Resultaten eines einfacheren früheren Ansatzes erreicht worden. Typische Strömungs-
probleme können reproduziert werden. Außerdem ergibt die Simulation mit der stabilisierten
Methode eine realistische Füllzeit für ein Standard-Benchmarkproblem. Diese Ergebnisse
werden im Unterschied zur nicht stabilisierten Methode in CASTS 12.3 ohne eine
aufwendige Optimierung numerischer Parameter erzielt. Die Implementierung der
stabilisierten FE/FV Methode in CASTS hat somit zu einem produktiv nutzbaren
Simulationswerkzeug für Formfüllprozesse geführt.
Weitergehende Entwicklungen, die in dieser Arbeit keine Berücksichtigung finden konnten,
verbessern die stabilisierte Methode. Darunter sind eine automatische Zeitschrittweiten-
steuerung und eine verbesserte Druck-Randbedingung an der Füllfront. Durch eine
Multiskalen Methode kann ferner die Stabilisierung selbst verbessert werden. Damit können
dann die Geschwindigkeit und der Druck in dünnwandigen Bereichen eines Bauteils und in
der Übergangsregion an der freien Oberfläche genauer aufgelöst werden, ohne die
Vernetzung zu verfeinern.
0 Executive Summary
0.1 Introduction and Objectives
Modern casting processes allow the precise production of parts with complex shapes. Thus,
casting is a widely used industrial process. Concerning the manufacturing of complex
industrial parts with high quality even in small numbers, a reliable and predictive numerical
simulation increasingly becomes an inevitable part of the production chain [48,49].
Although casting is an ancient skill, it still is a challenge for numerical simulation. This is
partly due to the wide range of physical phenomena present which work within different
length scales. These phenomena range from fluid flow and free surface dynamics, which
govern the mold filling process, to heat transfer and phase-change process occurring during
cooling and solidification. Grain growth and material response (e.g. residual stress) start as
the part continues to cool. Additionally, phenomena on the microscopic scale influences the
casting process. Such phenomena is severely related to the solidification morphology.
Especially the flow within the mushy zone of a solidifying alloy influences micro- and thus
macrosegregation. Within equiaxed solidification the flow of the crystals may result in defects
[46].
Despite the importance of the consideration of micro- and macroscopic physics together, the
coupled simulation on micro- and macroscopic scales still demands much research to deliver
really predictive simulation tools. Therefore, the simulation of fluid flow regarded on a
macroscopic scale is the major topic of this work. Microscopic are not considered.
During the last decades various numerical methods were applied for modeling casting
processes. This starts with finite difference (FD) methods using structured grids. These
methods allow fast and simple enmeshment and a performant implementation. Today the
widest spread commercial simulation tool for casting processes MAGMASOFT, is based on
the FD method. Later finite volume techniques applying unstructured meshes were especially
applied to the simulation of macroscopic fluid flow and mold filling. For example, the tool
TELLURIDE, which was developed and used at Los Alamos National Laboratory, is based
on the FV technique [44,54,74]. With the increasing spread of the finite element (FE) method,
this approach also found application to casting processes. A major advantage of the FE
method is its geometrical flexibility. Additionally, this method is thoroughly studied and
mathematically founded. The FE method is for example used by IUSTI (Institute Universitaire
des Systèmes Thermique Industriels) at Marseille [52,56,57,58] to model solidification
processes.
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The simulation tool CASTS, which has been developed at the foundry institute at Aachen
university of technology (RWTH) is based on FE approximations [11,12,33,34,36]. Recently a
hybrid approach was developed at ACCESS to combine the geometrical and mathematical
features of the FE method with the computational simplicity of the FV method [48,49,62,63].
By this means, all techniques used within the FE method can be applied. Furthermore, the
main features of an FV method can be reproduced by constructing unstructured stencils.
These arbitrary stencils are calculated at the start of the numerical simulation using the FE
enmeshment. The hybrid FE/FV method works on virtual finite volumes resulting from the
calculated stencils. There is no geometrical description of the cells. During the transient
calculation matrix assembly is drastically simplified this way [62].
Figure 0.1 The segregated structure and coupling of physics in CASTS
The physics, which are involved in a casting process, are tightly coupled. Hence, an
integrated simulation tool is absolutely necessary to deliver a qualified analysis of casting
processes. CASTS is such an integrated tool to simulate 3D solidification problems.
Currently it covers heat transfer including radiosity heating, stress/strain analysis and free
surface flow (fig. 0.1).
As the density of liquid melt is almost constant, the melt may be modeled as incompressible.
Incompressible flow requires special attention to solve the continuity equation correctly [30].
At the beginning of this work fluid flow was simulated in CASTS using first order velocity in
the nodes and piecewise constant pressure approximations on the elements and an artificial
compressibility approach. This is a stable approximation fulfilling the inf-sup or Babuška-
Brezzi condition [30], since the velocity is approximated in a higher order than the pressure
field. Nevertheless, it was not feasible for the simulation of mold filling using coarse meshes
[61,63]. Thus, the constraint of using at least locally coarse meshes demanded an improved
resolution of the flow in critical domains. Furthermore, in thin walled domains, effective
boundary conditions for pressure are required. This leads to a continuous discretization of
pressure.
The discretization of thin walled parts is a complicated and time consuming task. The
meshes used for the numerical simulation of industrial parts origin from CAD models
provided by the design team. Enmeshment usually is performed using mesh generators, e.g.
IDEAS, which can handle such CAD data. Even fairly coarse meshes consist of some
100000 nodes and numerous more tetrahedral elements for industrial casting parts.
Therefore, a main concern of industry oriented simulation is a sufficient resolution of the
numerical problem using coarse meshes [48,49].
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Since higher order approximations lead to a drastic increase of degrees of freedom, such
methods also need much computational resources. Hence, equal order methods are fairly
attractive due to the minor degrees of freedom and necessary computational requirements
[85]. But equal order methods applied to incompressible flow require special treatment of
pressure resolution to ensure a correct solution [30].
Several techniques as artificial compressibility, pressure correction or projection methods
have been developed [23,29,68,74]. Within the framework of finite elements stabilized
methods like Petrov-Galerkin methods, bubble functions and recently the variational
multiscale method are known for stabilizing the solution [1,2,6,10,25,26,27,30,79,101]. All
these stabilizing techniques are closely related. Using any type of stabilization sub-mesh
scales are resolved and introduced into the mesh scale system [7,8]. This way, the fine scale
degrees of freedom are coupled locally to the coarse scale ones. The MINI element [1],
which is a stable discretization, utilizes bubble functions. Combined with static condensation
a stabilized equal order approximation can be derived using this element [6,70].
The main objective of this work is the development and implementation of a reliable flow
solver based on the FE/FV framework using coarse meshes to be applicable to industrial
casting processes.
This is achieved by the following tasks:
• The incompressible Navier-Stkoes equation is discretized using the hybrid FE/FV
method. This way the velocity field and the pressure field are approximated equally
by first order finite elements.
• The developed equal order FE/FV method is stabilized using the MINI element and
its bubble functions. Based on these classical bubble functions a stabilization is
developed.
• This stabilization is obtained by static condensation of the bubble functions on the
level of the weak form of the differential equations. This way bubble stencils are
derived. The obtained stabilization terms are limited locally by conventional
stabilization methods as upwinding or Petrov-Galerkin methods.
• The developed stabilized FE/FV method is validated using characteristic flow
problems. Finally the stabilized FE/FV method is applied to mold filling.
The stabilized FE/FV method is described within the following chapter. Then the capabilities
of this new method are demonstrated on typical flow problems. Finally the application of the
stabilized FE/FV method and a VoF method to mold filling problems is presented.
0.2 The Stabilized Hybrid FE/FV-Method
To combine the flexibility of the finite element method with the more physical interpretation of
the finite volume method, a formal FV method, based on an FE discretization with first order
shape functions, was developed and implemented in the FE code CASTS. The hybrid FE/FV
method is based on a reordering of the FE integrals attributed to the nodes and a finite
volume like treatment of the thermo-physical data [62].
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Figure 0.3: Definition of a virtual control volume in a finite element mesh. By mass
lumping the mass is concentrated at the central node defining the mass of
the finite volume. The links to the other volumes are defined by the FE
discretization. The thermo-physical data are evaluated at the mid of the links,
where the cell faces are assumed.
The thermo-physical parameters are extracted from the spatial and temporal integrals and
approximated applying common finite volume averages. Thus, only integrals of shape
functions and their gradients have to be evaluated. In each node of the FE mesh a virtual
finite volume is defined without a real geometrical description of its boundaries. The links
between the finite volumes are defined by the FE interpretation. This way unstructured
stencils are derived for the diffusion and the advection operator respectively (fig. 0.3, 0.4).
The global matrix assembly consists only of combining the stencils and the averaged thermo-
physical data. The diagonal term is not evaluated explicitly but achieved as negative sum of
the off-diagonals to ensure a balanced flux. Furthermore, masslumping concentrates the
mass to the centered node this way defining the finite volume.
i
j area of FE-integration
Figure 0.4: Area of the element integration over those elements, to which nodes i and j
belong simultaneously
The advective-diffusive heat equation, the incompressible Navier-Stokes and the mass
transport equation have been discretized using this FE/FV framework. An equal-order
approach has been introduced to discretize incompressible flow. Thus a pressure
stabilization is required necessarily. A new stabilization method based on bubble functions
and the hybrid FE/FV framework has been developed and is presented in this work.
Stabilized FE methods origin from the deficiency of the Galerkin method to ensure stability
properties of the continuous system to the numerical approximation. Stabilized methods
constitute a systematic methodology for improving stability without compromising accuracy
[7]. The different approaches are closely related (fig. 0.5). In any case, scales, which are not
resolved on the coarse elemental length scale, are added to the coarse system [2,6,7,8].
These fine scales are approximated differently depending on the selected approach of
stabilization.
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Figure 0.5 Commutative Scheme of Stabilization Approaches
One of the first approaches was the Streamline-Upwind Petrov-Galerkin method. This
method was designed to stabilize the FE method applied to advection-diffusion problems.
The original partial differential equation is enhanced by the scaled gradient of the residual.
This way some diffusion originating from fine scales is added [7,10]. Later bubble functions
were used. Originally bubble functions were introduced to the FE method by Arnold and
Brezzi [1] for Stokes-flow by their MINI element. The approximation of velocity is enhanced
by bubble functions in this element (fig. 0.6). Furthermore the MINI element fulfills the inf-sup
condition resulting in a stable discretization.
Static condensation reduces the degrees of freedom to the same number as for equal-order
discretizations. Numerical results show even, that the usual reconstruction of the bubble
function part of the solution may be neglected [85]. This way an efficient and consistent
stabilization of equal-order methods is achieved without much computational effort. Thus the
MINI element is an important contribution to the field of stabilized FE methods.
Figure 0.6 1D MINI element using first order velocity plus bubble function and first order
pressure approximations
Despite the classical bubble functions allow a stable discretization, their stabilizing features
deteriorate with increasing advection [6,70]. Therefore so-called residual free bubbles have
been investigated. This kind of bubbles is defined by the exact solution of a boundary value
problem on each element [25,26,27,79]. In general this problem cannot be solved analytically
[79]. The latest development on stabilized FE methods is the variational multiscale method
[38,39]. This method is equivalent to the approximate calculation of residual free bubbles on
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each element [7,8]. Since this method requires the solution of a local FE problem on the
elements, the accuracy of this method depends on the local discretization. As the multiscale
method is rather complicated and expensive, the MINI element using classical bubbles is
selected as starting point to design a stabilized equal order FE/FV method.
The classical bubble functions and static condensation are introduced into the FE/FV
framework of CASTS. Therefore bubble functions and static condensation are introduced into
the framework of the FE/FV method to solve scalar heat transfer problems in a first attempt.
Within the FE/FV framework the static condensation is applied to the weak form of the
differential equations. This way stabilizing operators are derived and treated as common in
the FE/FV framework. The equation of steady state heat-transfer (0.1) is used as starting
point for advection-diffusion problems in general.
( ) qTuT =∇+∇⋅∇−  ρλ (0.1)
Within the discretization the values of u
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 are assumed to be constant. Actually these
values are treated according to the principles of the hybrid FE/FV method. First order shape
functions iΦ  are numbered with respect to the nodes. The bubble functions kb  are
numbered with respect to the elements. The FE integration is performed over the domain of
computation V. Source terms are approximated of first order only. Finally, the condensation
procedure is completed by substituting the solved bubble part into the weak equation of node
i leading to the following stabilization term (0.2):
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The condensed and substituted system reveals the addition of diffusion to the classical
Galerkin approach. But the stabilization has to be limited, as the introduced diffusion
increases with the degree of advection. The bubble function stabilization is replaced locally
by an upwind scheme with increasing Peclet number.
In a further step the transient linearized incompressible Navier-Stokes equation (0.3) is the
starting point applying the MINI element to fluid flow. In 3D the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equation is a system of 4 differential equations. Three advection-diffusion equations form the
momentum equation. The continuity equation completes the system. The bubble function
approach is introduced into this system. To solve for the bubble mode ku , the discretized
momentum equation for the shape function of element k and the bubble function kb  is
considered componentwise.
( )
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Static condensation is the solution of the weak equation for the bubble mode kb . Our method
results in an approximate mean bubble mode integrated over a time step. As the bubble
mode is not reconstructed, the change of the bubble during a time-step (0.4) is neglected.
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Using the calculated approximate mean bubble mode, the discrete incompressible Navier-
Stokes equation can be stabilized. Concerning the upwind stabilization for the momentum
equation, a conventional upwind scheme is regarded to be advantageous in comparison to
classical bubble functions. The bubble functions are introduced for pressure stabilization
only. The condensed mean bubble mode is substituted into the continuity equation 0=⋅∇ u .
From the experience with scalar advection-diffusion problems the introduction of a limiter is
required. The terms resulting from bubble function stabilization occur in similar form, if a
Pressure-Stabilizing-Petrov-Galerkin (PSPG) method [93] is applied. Thus a PSPG method
is selected as limiter. The PSPG is constructed using first order shape functions and adding
the divergence of the momentum residual to the continuity equation scaled by a stabilization
parameter τ (0.5).
0)( =⋅∇+⋅∇ residualmomentumu ρ
τ (0.5)
The weak form for this kind of stabilization is simply constructed now. But as for other
stabilization methods of Petrov-Galerkin type, PSPG depends on the right choice of τ.
Tezduyar et al. [93] suggest to adopt the same choice as for upwinding (0.6):
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where C and Re are the element Courant and Reynolds numbers, respectively. They are
defined by:
υ2Re,
hu
h
tuC  == ∆ . (0.7)
The stabilization parameter τ is always less than t∆ . In the limit of a vanishing time-step, the
introduced stabilization reduces to zero. A switch from bubble functions to PSPG ensures the
limitation of the bubble function terms. The bubble function terms are selected only if their
absolute values are less than the absolute values of the PSPG terms.
0.3 Application of the Stabilized Method to
Fluid Flow
The implemented stabilized FE/FV method has been applied to several test configurations.
Each of the selected configurations represents a special part of industrial processes. If each
problem is solved accurately, a proper solution of complex processes may be possible. Two
benchmark configurations have been selected: isothermal flow over a backward facing step
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and thermal convection. Since a tetrahedral enmeshment needs special stabilization both
tests were performed using tetrahedral meshes to demonstrate the capabilities of the
stabilized FE/FV method.
Figure 0.7 Enmeshment of the backward facing step. The mesh consists of 3030 nodes
and 13685 tetrahedrons.
A homogeneous uniform velocity has been set at the inlet face of the backward facing step
(fig. 0.7). An outflow boundary condition has been imposed at the outlet wall modeling free
flow. At the other walls no-slip conditions have been used. Different in-flow velocities leading
to a steady state solution have been investigated (fig. 0.8).
Figure 0.8 The steady state flow field at a cross-section parallel to the x-y plane in the
middle of the geometry is presented for different velocities at the inlet. The
backward facing step is calculated using inlet velocities of (a) 1 cm/s, (b) 2
cm/s and (c) 4 cm/s. Blue color indicates low velocities, red color results
from high velocities.
The numerical results amidst the step show the expected characteristics. The imposed
uniform velocity at the inlet evolves to a parabolic profile above the step indicated by the
variation from blue (zero velocity) to red color (high velocity). The color variance at the outlet
indicates a parabolic profile also. As expected the peak velocity at the outlet is lower than the
velocity at the inlet. Below the step, a recirculation zone with a vortex is obtained. For a
velocity of 1 cm/s at the inlet a small vortex forms. With increasing velocity and thus
Reynolds number the vortex enlarges. Thus the stabilized method reproduces qualitatively
the characteristic flow pattern for this test.
The test concerning thermal convection considers a cube at a uniform initial temperature
above liquidus temperature. Thus no solidification will take place. At adjacent sides of the
cube a constant heat flux of 5 W/cm2 into and out of the cube is set. Hence one side is
heated and the other side is cooled. The other walls are adiabatic. See figure 0.9.
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Figure 0.9 Geometry of the convection test. The cube has been enmeshed by 3229
nodes and 15278 tetrahedrons. At two adjacent walls a constant heat flux
into and out of the cube is set.
Due to the thermal gradients, convection rolls should evolve and perturb the distribution of
the temperature. A steady state temperature and flow field should be reached finally. No-slip
conditions have been set at the cube’s boundary.
a) b) c) 
Figure 0.10 The evolution of the temperature and the flow field at a vertical cross-section
amidst the cube. Blue color indicates low temperature, red color high
temperature. The perturbed temperature distribution lets two convection rolls
start (a). These rolls evolve (b) and influence the temperature field further
until a single roll is left finally (c).
When the cube’s temperature changes, the flow starts slowly. After some time of heating and
cooling, two convection rolls form at each side, where the heat flux is imposed. Due to this
convection the temperature field is perturbed amplifying the convection again. Then the two
growing convection rolls meet (fig. 0.10a) and merge (fig. 0.10b) forming a single roll. The
characteristic steady state (fig. 0.10c), which is defined by the fixed heat flux, is reached
finally.
0.4 Mold Filling
The modeling of free surfaces is a critical aspect of casting process simulation due to the
impact of mold filling on the features of the solidified part [20,32,45,74,81,82]. There are
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several approaches solving problems with free surfaces [43,44,45,74]. The VoF method is
one of the most used algorithms [43,45]. The front is modeled as a transition of the volume
fraction function F between 0 (empty) and 1 (full). Interfaces are tracked evolving the volume
fractions. Therefore the transport equation (0.8) is solved.
qFuF
t
=∇+∂
∂  
. (0.8)
The new location of the free surface is reconstructed from cell data. Without reconstruction,
the interface spreads due to numerical diffusion [43]. All reconstruction methods rely on a
geometrical description of the computational cells [44,45]. Lacking this description another
kind of stabilization is required for CASTS. This new enhancement to the VoF method named
Fluid-Field-VoF method (FF-VoF) has been inspired by the phase field method. Using this
approach reconstruction is avoided [31,63,65].
The FF-VoF method is based on the description of the free energy at the interface. The
phase field concept is applied to the volume fraction F. The microscopic phases liquid and
solid are now referred to the volume fractions empty and full.
)1)(( 212 FFFFqFuFt −−+∆+=∇+ βε
 (0.9)
This way a consistent perturbation is added to the transport equation (0.9). The interfacial
potential controls the shape and the width of the interface which is determined by a tanh-like
profile (fig. 0.11). If the transition is assumed to be in the range of 0.05<F<0.95, the width δ
of the interface is determined by the numerical parameters ε and β and given by
123 −= βεδ (0.10)
By varying the parameters ε and β, the interface region can be adapted to a distorted mesh.
The parameters are controlled locally by the size of the elements. Thus, a fixed transition
zone of the thickness of a few elements can be specified.
Figure 0.11 The consistent perturbation by the surface potential defines a parabolic
differential equation. The 1 dimensional solution of this problem is a smooth
profile.
The modified differential equation (0.9) is parabolic rather than hyperbolic (0.8). Numerical
difficulties, such as the need for sophisticated advection schemes or reconstruction of the
interface, drop. Test cases in 2D using a regular Cartesian grid demonstrated the capability
of the FF-VoF method to stabilize interfacial flows. Numerical diffusion is diminished without
reconstructing the interface at cell level [31]. These results encouraged the implementation of
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an FF-VoF method in the hybrid FE/FV framework of the program CASTS and to apply the
FF-VoF method to 3D mold filling problems as the MCWASP benchmark 1995 [16,83].
Figure 0.12 This fig. shows the geometry and the FE-mesh of the plate. The bassin on top
of the sprue is kept full during the simulation. The mesh consists of 7740
hexahedrons and 10224 nodes.
At the 7th conference on Modeling of Casting, Welding and Advanced Solidification
Processes the results of a benchmark problem of mold filling were presented [83]. The
geometry of the casting is a simple plate, with a bottom gated running system. A tall vertical
sprue was chosen generating turbulence in the runner and the gate [83]. This is a
challenging test for any tool simulating mold filling. The figure 0.12 shows the overall
geometry and the hexahedral enmeshment of the mold. No slip boundary conditions were
imposed. Within the mold vacuum is presumed. Thus only the flow of the melt needs to be
modeled.
The simulation using the stabilized FE/FV method shows that falling down the sprue the melt
forms a thinning profile. The front remains compact. High velocities occur when the melt
leaves the sprue and enters the runner. The melt fills the whole cross-section of the runner,
due to smearing of the front. Like in experimental studies a characteristic mushroom-kind
pattern is observed when the melt enters the plate. Then the melt spreads aside and
swashes against the left and right wall forming a wave. This is analogous to experimental
results. When the waves have been smoothed, the melt rises with almost flat front. The front
is compact and the velocities slow down during the remaining filling. The plate is completely
filled after 2.65 seconds (fig. 0.13). This result is within the range predicted by the
participants of the benchmark test [83] and thus a drastic improvement compared to the
obtained 22s filling time using a previous implementation of CASTS. Nevertheless, there is
still a deviation of 18% compared to the experimental filling time of 2.24s.
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Figure 0.13 Simulation of the benchmark problem. The melt reaches the bottom of the
sprue (a) and enters the runner (b) filling the complete cross-section (c). The
interface remains compact and the runner is filled completely(d). A
mushroom shape of the front is observed (e), when the plate is entered by
the melt. The melt flows aside and the front flattens (f). An almost flat front is
formed and The plate is filled vertically (g). The plate is filled after 2.65
seconds (h).
0.5 Achievements and Conclusions
Within this work a new flow solver applicable to casting processes is presented. This solver
is achieved by introducing an equal order approximation and stabilized FE methods into the
hybrid FE/FV framework established within the simulation tool CASTS. Using bubble
functions and static condensation a consistent pressure stabilization is achieved. To ensure
the stabilizing properties for high Reynolds numbers the bubble function terms are limited
locally by a pressure stabilizing Petrov-Galerkin method.
Thus typical problems occurring in fluid flow can be solved now. Tests on fluid flow problems
demonstrate the capability of the stabilized FE/FV method to solve flow patterns, which occur
in casting processes, at least qualitatively. These tests cover:
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• Isothermal flow over a backward facing step
• Thermal convection without phase change
• Melting driven by convection (AMETH)
The results of these flow tests using tetrahedral meshes encouraged the application of the
developed method to mold filling problems. A smoothed or regularized VoF-method using
principles of the phase field method was applied to model free surface dynamics. This
method was implemented in CASTS revision 12.3 earlier.
A T-branch and the MCWASP benchmark 1995 are presented as tests on mold filling. The T-
Branch test reveals the proper flow and pressure patterns. Vortices at the edges of the tubes
and characteristic pressure profile including hydrostatic and hydrodynamic pressure are
observed. Additionally, the FF-VoF method ensures a compact interfacial region. Besides the
test on filling a T-branch, especially the MCWASP benchmark 1995 problem has been
performed. The simulated flow and filling patterns agree with experimental results. Only, the
highly turbulent regime, when the melt enters the runner, leads to a smearing of the interface
by the FF-VoF method. Nevertheless, due to the boundary conditions at the free surface and
the fractional step coupling of the fluid flow and transport modules, a deviation of 18% from
the experimental time is still observed. However, the predicted time is within the range
obtained by other participants of the benchmark and commercial simulation programs now.
Thus, by the introduction of stabilized FE methods into the hybrid FE/FV framework a drastic
improvement compared to results obtained using the previous version CASTS12.3 is
achieved. Furthermore, the simulation using the stabilized FE/FE method predicts a realistic
filling time for a standard benchmark. Additionally, these results are obtained without a time
consuming search for suitable numerical parameters, which was required for the previous
version 12.3 of CASTS. Therefore, the implementation of stabilized FE method in the FE/FV
framework of CASTS leads to a simulation tool applicable to mold filling processes.
Further developments beyond the goals of this work will improve the stabilized FE/FV
method. Adaptive time-stepping and improved pressure boundary conditions at the free
surface are important features. By using the variational multiscale method the capabilities to
resolve velocity and pressure in thin walled areas as well as in the transition region can be
enhanced. This way an improved resolution of pressure and velocity in thin walled domains
and at the free surface may be obtained without refining the finite element mesh.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Industrial Relevance
Since casting is a very economic method of forming a component, casting processes
are widely spread in industry. Modern processing techniques allow the application of
casting in an increasing number of application products – e.g. single crystal turbine
blades for stationary power plants or casting of titan-aluminum alloys in automotive
industry. Thus an increasing volume of casting products has been observed during
recent years and a further increase is still expected [32].
However, new alloys and more complex casting designs continue pushing the limits
of manufacturing technology as foundries strive for higher levels of productivity. Many
alloys are particularly susceptible to porosity, hot tears and cracking during casting.
The gating systems must be empirically designed through experience or a trial-and-
error process at high cost. The lack of a science-based, fundamental understanding
of the relationships between alloy composition, casting process parameters,
component geometry, microstructure evolution, and material property directly
contributes to the defects.
The effect of solidification can markedly influence the finished product, as a
solidification structure and its associated defects are difficult to eliminate once they
are created. Solidification defects tend to persist throughout subsequent processing.
Hence careful control of the solidification or casting process is of importance to
predict the properties of the final product. The gain of such control may be supported
by numerical analysis and simulation [32,81].
Computer models utilize the fundamental engineering principles of transport
phenomena to enable industry to re-engineer manufacturing processes meeting
competition from all over the world. When coupled with a detailed understanding of
solidification science, numerical simulation will enable foundrymen to design casting
processes that produce cost effective components with metallurgically tailored
engineering properties. This technology is already resulting in documented cost
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benefits including reduced scrap, reduced rework, and shorter product development
times with simultaneous improvements in the quality of metal castings
[32,48,49,58,74,81].
However, though casting is an ancient skill, it is still a challenge for numerical
simulation. A simulation tool necessarily has to cover the wide range of physical
phenomena involved. These phenomena range from microscopic to macroscopic
length scale. Nevertheless, computational simulations of casting processes are an
important tool for analysis and understanding of the mechanisms taking place. But
still much effort is required, before accurate, predictive, and affordable three-
dimensional simulations will be a commonplace tool in foundry industry [43].
Considering the manufacturing of complex parts with high quality even in small
numbers, a reliable numerical simulation to optimize the production process and the
resulting products is inevitable, due to the complex coupled physics involved in
casting processes. Casting simulation analyzing industrial processes demands the
guaranteed quality of the simulation. Reality and simulation must correspond, since a
forecast of a real process is aspired. Therefore accuracy, fidelity and robustness of
the simulation method are relevant issues for the selection between different
methods [43]:
• Accuracy is defined as the quality of deviating slightly from fact. This
definition can be refined as the measured error for a given solution. There is
also a distinction between the method’s order of accuracy and numerical
accuracy. For reasonable grid resolution, methods with a higher order of
accuracy can be accompanied by significantly larger numerical error than a
lower order method, e.g. approximation of polynomials.
• Fidelity is defined as exact correspondence with fact. A solution that
possesses fidelity is physically meaningful. A method is considered to be
high-fidelity, if it produces solutions that are accurate in relation to the
computational resources – e.g. mesh size - applied to them.
• Robustness is the property of being powerfully built or sturdy. A robust
method will not fail in a catastrophic manner, but rather “degrade gracefully”.
A robust algorithm can be used with confidence on a difficult problem. The
degree of degradation is subject of the simulation engineer’s interpretation.
The results of a robust method should be physically reasonable beyond the
point where accuracy is expected or achieved.
Since physical meaning in relation to the computational resources is an important
topic in industrial simulations, efficiency in the sense of a reasonable combination of
accuracy, fidelity and robustness are major points of concern.
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1.2 Physics of Casting Processes
In case of precision casting the process starts with heating the mold to a fixed
process temperature. Then the liquid melt is poured into the mold. This part of the
casting process is governed by fluid flow involving free surfaces, high velocities or
flow rates and possibly turbulent flow. High flow rates might cause separation of parts
from the mold or even destroy the mold. Turbulence can lead to porosity or only
partially filled areas. Additionally on the melt’s surface oxidation can take place.
Turbulent flow leads to mixing phenomena including thin films of oxidant within the
casting. Therefore mold filling is one of the most sensitive parts of the casting
process. If mold filling takes a long time, e.g. for big castings as the casing of
stationary turbines, even during the filling solidification may take place eventually
even hindering supply of melt into finally separated areas of the mold.
When the mold is filled, an initial convection is observed. This initial flow field is
induced by thermal gradients, which induce convection, and interaction with
solidification during the subsequent process. With freezing of the melt several
phenomena, which act on micro- and macro-structural level, begin [46]. At first solid
nuclei appear in the liquid at the mold wall. For a short time they increase in size and
form the outer equiaxed zone. Then dendrites, which can grow parallel and in the
opposite direction of the heat flux, will advance most rapidly. Other dendrite
orientations tend to be overgrown, leading to a columnar zone. Beyond a certain
stage in the development of these columnar dendrites, detached branches can grow
independently in the melt. These branches grow in an equiaxed manner, as the latent
heat, which is released by solidification, is extracted radially through the melt. This
leads to a higher temperature within the crystal than in the melt, which is
supercooled. The solidified region containing such equiaxed crystals is called the
inner equiaxed zone (fig. 1.1). Henceforth in this inner equiaxed zone two phase flow
of a liquid and a solid phase is observed. The transition from columnar to equiaxed
growth depends highly upon the degree of convection in the liquid. The presence of
strong convection will generally decrease the length of the dendritic zone due to a
flatter temperature gradient at the solidification front. Thus the equiaxed grain
formation is enhanced.
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Figure 1.1 The formation of structural zones during solidification. The solidification
starts at the mold’s walls in equiaxed manner. Then it changes to columnar
dendritic solidification preferring the growth direction in opposite to the
heat flux (a). Additionally in the melt nuclei appear resulting in equiaxed
growing crystals (b).
Even as the crystallization of pure-substances is of great importance considering the
semiconductor industry, mostly alloys are used in technical applications. In the
solidification of an alloy the formation of a very small zone, in which liquid and solid
phases coexist, is observed. The solidification path is described in so-called phase
diagrams (fig. 1.2). The solid-liquid interface is supposed to be locally in the state of
equilibrium. If the temperature at the interface is known, the local liquid and solid
composition can be obtained at the interface. The liquidus line determines the
temperature, at which an alloy starts to freeze. At solidus the alloy is frozen
completely.
The mushy zone between solidus and liquidus is the region, where all of the micro-
structural characteristics are to be determined, e.g. the shape, size and distribution of
concentration variations, precipitates and pores. Within this mushy zone dendritic
solidification is observed. The solid forms a porous medium having a certain
permeability with the liquid melt flowing between the dendrites. Again high flow rates
may lead to further casting defects. If high velocities occur at the dendrites’ tips, the
local high pressure can break the dendrites’ tips and transport them through the
casting. These parts solidify at other places forming a separate structure.
Furthermore the solidification of an alloy depends on the local concentration of the
different components. If the solubility of a component in the solid is less than in the
liquid melt, some solute is rejected and piled up ahead of the advancing interface.
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Such compositional difference leads to concentration variations in a solidified alloy.
These structural variations are known as segregation. Since solute is transported by
diffusion or convection, the segregation pattern depends on the casting process.
Strong convection can lead to a transport of solute over large distances. Thus when
convection is considered, macro-segregation is an issue of analysis as segregation
changes the properties of the casting.
Figure 1.2 Phase diagram of a binary alloy Fe-Al. Depending on the local
concentration liquidus and solidus temperatures are shown. This way the
local composition of the solid can be determined.
Furthermore deformation due to shrinkage during solidification leads to an additional
problem in casting. Several aspects of shrinkage exist. Extra melt needs to be filled
into special parts of the mold, which are called feeders, as they locally feed material
lacking due to shrinkage during solidification. If there is less mass than required in
solid state pores and contraction cavities are formed. Furthermore, shrinkage leads
to deformations of the part and possibly the mold also changing the domain of flow.
Stresses and strains are an issue in casting processes henceforth [48,49].
Thus casting is a tightly coupled problem with heat transfer, fluid flow, micro- and
macro-structure interacting. The tight coupling of these phenomena hinders a
nonlinear analysis of the complete process. Thus numerical simulation is an
invaluable tool to gather a deeper insight into the mechanisms taking place during
casting processes. To deliver a qualified analysis of a casting process an integrated
simulation to is absolutely necessary. Such a simulation should cover microscopic as
well as macroscopic scales.
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Besides the necessity to analyze and simulate the micro- and macroscopic physics in
a coupled manner, such an approach is beyond the scope of this work. Thus this
work is confined to macroscopic phenomena. It is especially focussed on the
modeling of macroscopic flow in casting processes with an emphasis to free surface
flows applied to mold filling.
1.3 State of the Art
Since the 1980’s extensive research has been dedicated to the development of
modeling and simulation tools for casting processes. The developments follow the
three major classes of numerical modeling:
• the finite difference method
• the finite volume method and
• the finite element method
Each class offers numerical tools applied to casting processes. Therefore basic
principles of the different methods are summarized in the following with special
emphasis on fluid flow.
The finite difference (FD) method is well known and rather easily implemented. The
differential operators occurring in a differential equation are approximated by using
finite differences on a Cartesian grid [69]. The usage of Cartesian grids allows fast
enmeshment. The main disadvantage of such grids is the bad representation of
complex shape at the boundary. Thus lots of degrees of freedom (DoF) are
introduced. Another major drawback of the FD method is given by the necessity of
special treatment of the boundary conditions. Discrete steps resulting from a purely
Cartesian discretization perturb the flow field. Thus either the boundary is
approximated using non-Cartesian grids or special care is taken to the nodes at the
boundary to obtain a sufficient accuracy of the flow field [24]. An improved
representation of complex boundaries is obtained, if grid-mapping and block-
structured grids are used. This technique is wide spread in aerodynamics
simulations. In simulations of casting processes, the construction of suitable block-
structured grids is very difficult due to the often complex shape of the part.
Nevertheless, such block-structured grids are also very common in finite volume (FV)
methods.
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Figure 1.3 Finite element mesh of a dummy turbine blade
The FV method is based on a flux balancing principle. For each of the finite volumes,
in which the continuous domain is divided, the fluxes to each neighboring volume are
calculated [69]. The complete flux is balanced as the flux out of one volume is set as
input to the adjacent volume. Such methods are very common in computational fluid
dynamics since there have been developed high sophisticated schemes to calculate
fluxes accurately even in case of shock waves [24,69,84]. Recently finite volume
methods for unstructured grids have been developed as well. Such methods rely on
finite element meshes either using the elements as finite volumes (cell-vertex) or
constructing finite volumes around the nodes by subdivision of the elements (cell
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centered) [40,103]. The cell centered methods require some book-keeping due to the
geometrical constructions. Also the calculation of the fluxes is more complicated than
for cell-vertex methods, as more cell-faces, at which the fluxes have to be calculated,
exist. Thus cell vertex methods using arbitrary tetra- or hexahedrons are used at
most as unstructured FV methods.
The finite element (FE) method is the most flexible in geometric terms. Originally
developed for mechanical simulations this method has been thoroughly analyzed
mathematically and, due to its flexibility, applied to almost any computational field in
recent years. Instead of the discrete calculation of differential operators or fluxes, this
method is based on a variational principle approximating the solution of the
differential equation in a finite subspace defined by the finite elements [40,103]. As
volumetric elements tetra-, penta- or hexahedrons are most popular (fig. 1.3). On
these elements shape functions of arbitrary order are defined [30,66,73]. This way
variables, such as temperature, velocity or pressure, are approximated by the shape
functions and the nodal values. The differential equation is applied to the piecewise
representation of the variable and by weighting this differential equation with each
shape function a linear equation system is obtained [62]. This general procedure
allows an accurate discretization of almost any shape and any type of differential
equation. Additionally, boundary conditions can be implemented accurately by
surface integrals.
Most casting processes, besides continuous casting, are transient problems. Within
such problems, the differential equation has to be discretized in space and time. For
discretization in time several popular schemes exist. A simple but convenient choice
are θ -schemes. This family of schemes is defined as the convex combination of the
variables of θ  times the new and (1-θ ) times the old time-step. The explicit forward
Euler-scheme is defined by 0=θ . Crank-Nicholson time-stepping is obtained for
2
1
=θ  and finally the implicit backward Euler-scheme is included using 1=θ . If any
implicit method is used, a nonlinear problem occurs. The most popular choice solving
such problems are Newton type methods, i.e. the Newton-Raphson method [30].
Furthermore, several additional considerations are necessary, when flow is modeled.
The governing equations of fluid flow are stated in the Navier-Stokes equation (1.2),
which consists of the coupled conservation laws for momentum and mass.
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velocity, p pressure, g gravity,
ρ density and υ cinematic viscosity
The momentum equation is of advection-diffusion type. Special care is necessary for
advection dominated flow. The degree of advection is measured by the Reynolds
number υxu∆=

Re  with ij xxx

−=∆ . For advection dominated flows, i.e. 2Re > ,
wiggles or oscillations occur, if common central differences or the standard Galerkin
approach are used. Such approaches are underdiffusive and lack of stability. (fig.
1.4). One way to stabilize these methods would be by refining the mesh in advection
dominated domains. In transient simulations in 3 dimensions this may be an
expensive task. Another possibility is to introduce diffusion into the system and
decrease the effective Reynolds number. This way is selected usually in combination
with FD and FV methods. The required stabilizing diffusion mostly is introduced into
the system by the application of upwind schemes, e.g. upwind differencing, MUSCL-
type schemes etc. [13,50].
Figure 1.4 Steady advection-diffusion in 1D: central differences vs. the nodally exact
solution. With increasing Peclet number α wiggles occur due to the
underdiffusive characteristic of central differences. The Pelcet number
determines the degree of advection compared to diffusion.
Upwind schemes are an efficient and simple way to stabilize advection-diffusion
problems, but the amount of diffusion, which is introduced into the system, has to be
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controlled to obtain a sufficient accuracy [10,50] (fig. 1.5). This control is part of
modern advection schemes. For example essentially non oscillating (ENO) schemes
try to model advection with high accuracy, simultaneously controlling oscillations.
Such schemes are based on an accurate calculation of fluxes and thus on the control
volume method.
Figure 1.5 Upwind stabilized solutions of advection-diffusion problems in 1D
compared to nodally exact solutions. Upwind solutions usually are
overdiffusive for any degree of advection or Peclet number α.
Nevertheless, an equivalent of upwinding exists for the Galerkin FE method as well:
streamline upwind Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) methods [10,26,38]. First approaches
considering SUPG modeled upwinding by an artificial diffusion method. Nowadays
SUPG is seen as a type of stabilized finite element methods instead. This way
stability is obtained without compromising accuracy. This is possible by introducing
sub-mesh resolution into the Galerkin form. On each element the residual of the
Galerkin weak form is weighted by a parametrized operator and added to the usual
Galerkin form. Depending on the choice of the operator either Galerkin least squares
(GLS) methods or SUPG methods are constructed [2,7,8]. Within SUPG methods the
operator consists of ( )∇⋅u  . The performance of such methods depends strongly on
the proper choice of a stabilizing parameter τ , by which the enhancement is scaled.
The final SUPG stabilization for the momentum equation is given by equation (1.3).
( ) ( )( )gpuuuuu t  ρρυρτ −∇+∆−∇⋅+∇⋅ (1.3)
As stated above, the density of liquid metals is almost constant. Thus fluid flow
applied to casting processes can be modeled as incompressible flow. Then, using
the above symbols, the governing equation reduces to (1.4):
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In the case of incompressible flow, the physics of the flow field is largely shaped by
the solenoidal nature of the velocity field. The singular constraint of zero divergence
in the continuity equation requires special consideration.
Typical engineering computations mostly rely on implicit pressure resolution methods
of the sort given in the SIMPLE-family [69] or semi-implicit methods as the Marker-
and-Cell (MAC) method [73]. Pressure is updated iteratively according to a previously
calculated velocity. Methods of the SIMPLE family are limited by several things, i.e.
spatial accuracy, nonlinearities hindering the convergence of the system. MAC
methods often are limited by the Reynolds-number, and the staggering of the
variables does not allow more modern advective methods to be used effectively.
Even new types of the MAC method are at best of 2nd order in space and of 1st order
in time [75].
Recently more accurate algorithms have been developed using projection methods.
Such algorithms are based on a fractional step or predictor-corrector approach. The
solution of the solenoidal velocity field and the according pressure field consists of
two steps. Hence the actual pressure is not required for calculating momentum. An
intermediate velocity is calculated using the pressure, which has been calculated in
the former time step. This intermediate velocity generally is not solenoidal. Then, by
solving a pressure equation, the new pressure is calculated and the intermediate
velocity is projected onto the subspace of divergence free functions by a correction.
The projection operator usually is close to the known pressure Poisson equation.
Projection methods are fast and robust. New developments as approximate
projections are of 2nd order in space and time [75].
Within the finite element framework there exist several choices resolving pressure
accurately. The so-called inf-sup condition limits the selection of stable
discretizations [1,7,8,9,30,70,85]. Such discretizations solve pressure correctly
without any additional stabilization. In simple terms, these discretizations are
characterized by an approximation of the velocity field in a higher order than the
pressure field. The simplest choice is first order velocity in the nodes and zeroth
order, i.e. piecewise constant, pressure on the elements. Certainly this is not a very
accurate discretization. Another choice is found in the well known Taylor-Hood
element, approximating velocity in 2nd order and pressure of first order. This is a
stable and accurate element, which is often recommended [9,30,70,85]. As this
discretization leads to a drastic increase of degrees of freedom (DoF), a further
stable discretization, which introduces only one additional DoF per element, is worth
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mentioning. This MINI element [1] is constructed by adding a node in the elements’
center of gravity and thus an additional degree of freedom in velocity. The shape
function attributed to this node is a so-called bubble function, as it is one in the center
of gravity and zero at the elemental boundary (fig. 1.6). This element fulfills the inf-
sup condition.
Figure 1.6 MINI element in 1D using first order velocity plus bubble function and first
order pressure approximations
The additional DoF associated with the bubble functions can be solved in a separate
step, as the bubble degrees of freedom are connected to the nodal DoF of an
element only. The solution of the bubble mode is substituted in the global system
afterwards. This technique is called static condensation. Using static condensation a
modified or stabilized equal order method is obtained [70]. Therefore bubble
functions and the MINI element are strongly related to stabilized methods.
Stabilized methods are applied to equal order discretizations to avoid oscillatory
solutions of the pressure field. Analogously to advection dominated flow stabilized FE
methods have been applied to pressure stabilization. Using the same technique as
for SUPG methods sub-mesh resolution is introduced into the continuity equation. By
introducing the divergence of the momentum residual into the continuity equation
velocity and pressure are coupled. Pressure terms arise in the stabilized continuity
equation and the complete system of velocity and pressure is regularized and can be
solved in a coupled manner [1]. Stabilized equal order methods are very attractive
considering the number of DoF [30].
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There are several alternative methods to model moving free surfaces:
• Moving-mesh methods
• Front-tracking methods
• Particle-based methods
• Boundary Integral methods
• Continuum advection schemes
• Volume-tracking methods
• Level Set methods
• Phase Field formulations
A survey of such methods in consideration of mold filling is given by Kothe et. al [45].
Refer thereto for details and references. Since this work is focused on the application
to 3D mold filling, the principles of methods, which currently are applied to mold
filling, are outlined.
An early front-tracking method was implemented by the Marker-and-Cell (MAC)
method. Within this technique massless marker particles are spread over the front.
The interface is approximated by piecewise polynomials connecting neighboring
markers. During a time-step these markers are moved in a lagrangian manner by the
previously obtained velocity field. A modern variant of this technique is the Arbitray-
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method. Within this method the markers are identified
with nodes of a moving (lagrangian) mesh [29,52]. This moving mesh is constructed
locally from a fixed (eulerian) mesh by subdivision of computational cells, i.e. finite
elements or finite volumes. The ALE method is a mixed moving-mesh method. Such
a method allows a rather accurate representation of interfaces and the efficient
implementation of boundary conditions on the interface. The major drawback of such
methods is their complicated implementation in 3D.
Continuum advection methods handle the hyperbolic transport equation by
sophisticated advection schemes. The list of such schemes is long, starting with the
donor-cell scheme, total-variation-diminishing (TVD) schemes as the Godunov
scheme or flux limiting methods up to the piecewise parabolic method (PPM) [13], or
the modern (quasi) essentially non-oscillating (ENO) schemes [68]. However,
application of such schemes to mold filling showed an excessive amount of
numerical diffusion even for the 4th order PPM scheme. Additionally, the
implementation of such sophisticated advection schemes is rather complicated in 3D.
Today the volume-tracking method is the most popular approach used in mold filling
simulations. It is well documented, topologically robust and relative easy to
implement. Within the volume-tracking method, the interface is represented by the
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transition of volume fractions of liquid in a cell. A cell is empty, if no liquid is
contained, thus having a volume fraction of zero. Hence a filled cell is represented by
a volume fraction of one. The front is supposed to be the iso-surface at half volume
fraction. The liquid is advanced by advection of the volume fraction function. Besides
its popularity due to the advantage of simple implementation, the disadvantages of
this method are: excessive smearing, droplets and artificial masses, if no correcting
action is taken. Therefore an additional treatment of the interface is required. The
position of the front needs to be reconstructed in each cell from neighboring cell data.
One of the first volume-tracking methods has been the Volume-of-Fluid (VoF)
method by Hirt and Nichols [35]. The most sophisticated technique is reconstruction
in piecewise linear manner by the PiecewiseLinearInterfaceConstruction (PLIC)
method [53], which is an extension of Woodward's Simple-Line-Interface-Calculation
(SLIC) [43,44]. After reconstruction the interface is advected using common
advection schemes like for the continuum-advection method. If volume-tracking
methods shall be competitive with other interface tracking methods as ALE methods
or Level-Set methods, sophisticated reconstruction schemes, multi-dimensional time-
integration schemes and the use of 3D unstructured meshes are required.
Opposite to the Volume-Tracking and Level-Set methods, phase field formulations
[30] do not require sophisticated reconstruction. The starting point is the
van der Waal hypothesis, in which the interfacial energy depends on the phase field
and its gradients [31,48,49,61,63]. Interpreting the fluid field as phase field, the
hyperbolic transport equation is regularized by some consistently added diffusion,
resulting in a parabolic equation instead. This way an efficient stabilization of the
transport equation is obtained without the necessity of complex geometrical
operations. Thus phase field methods are predestinated to be applied to complex 3D
free surface flows as mold filling.
In addition to the methodic aspects of a simulation tool, implementational aspects
need to be considered as well. A complete simulation of a casting process may take
lots of CPU time. There are three major classes of turn-around time, which are
important in practical applications:
• 60 hours is the time, which should allow a complete calculation during a
weekend, if the computing resources are available
• 12 hours elapsed calculation time allow calculation overnight
• 4 hours allow calculation and analysis by a foundry engineer during a
working day
Many simulations need more than 12 hours, thus inhibiting an optimal scheduling of
numerical and engineering analysis. Therefore, if a certain stage of development is
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reached, parallelization of the program is an important feature to obtain a more
efficient development process. Several approaches of parallelization exist. By using
special parallel libraries as PetSC [58,65] of Argonne the CPU intensive parts of the
code can be distributed on several processors, thus reducing the CPU time
drastically. However, parallelization is an issue beyond the scope of this work.
Nevertheless, there are several tools adopting the methods, which are mentioned
above. Some tools shall be presented:
• MAGMAsoft developed by MAGMA, Aachen (Germany) is widely used in the
foundry industry. MAGMAsoft is based on the FD method and structured
grids. Fluid flow is solved by an FV method based on finite differences and
the cells of the structured grid. Pressure and incompressibility are resolved
using a pressure correction method. Mold filling and free surfaces are treated
by the SOLA/VoF method [51].
• TELLURIDE was developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory (USA) to
support the laboratory’s casting engineers. TELLURIDE is based on the FV
method using arbitrary hexahedrons. The incompressible Navier-Stokes
equation is solved using a high resolution projection method. This is based
on least-squares reconstruction techniques. Sophisticated advection
schemes are employed for the advective part of the momentum equation.
The PLIC based volume tracking algorithm was applied to 3D generalized
hexahedrons also [44,74].
• A similar approach is developed at MADYLAM (Grenoble, France) using
arbitrary tetrahedrons. A 2nd order quasi ENO-scheme is used for upwinding.
Pressure and incompressiblity are modeled by a pressure correction scheme
of SIMPLER type. The development is based on object-oriented
programming and the use of standard libraries [22,63,65].
• The tool, which is developed at IUSTI (Institute Universitaire des Systèmes
Thermique Industriels) at Marseille (France), is based on an FE approach. An
Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method is applied to track interfaces as
solidification fronts or free surfaces. IUSTI models fluid flow using a
projection method. This tool is parallelized applying the PETsc library and is
used for research and industrial consulting purposes [52,56,57,58].
A further FE based tool has been developed at the foundry institute of the Aachen
university of technology (RWTH). The program is named CASTS – Computer Aided
Solidification Technologies. The developments described in this work are based on
the techniques used in CASTS. For details on the features of CASTS refer to
[11,12,33,34,36,48,49,64,80]. In the following chapter the methods, which were used
in CASTS to model fluid flow at the beginning of this work, are described briefly.
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1.4 State at the Start of the Work
CASTS is an integrated tool to simulate 3D solidification problems. It covers heat
transfer including radiative heating, stress/strain analysis and fluid flow with free
surfaces (fig. 1.7). The three aspects are coupled by a segregated step technique.
This is a common method to attack coupled problems, even if first attempts exist to
model casting processes by a fully coupled approach [51]. The problems are solved
one after the other. Thus after calculating a new temperature field, which defines the
new thermo-physical data, the update of the flow field and pressure is calculated.
Finally, stress-strain is analyzed within each time step. See figure 1.7.
Figure 1.7 The integrated tool CASTS and the coupling of the different aspects of a
coupled simulation
An important upgrade of recent years has been the change from a classical finite
element formulation to a hybrid finite element (FE) based finite volume (FV) method
and the implementation of coupled thermo-mechanical and hydrodynamic
simulations [48,49,62,65] in CASTS revision 12.3. The hybrid FE/FV method was
designed to combine the geometric and mathematical flexibility of the finite element
method with the ease of implementation provided by the finite volume method.
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Read control file and geometry file
Spatial element integration
Time loop while endn tt ≤
Calculate new temperature ( )1+ntT
Calculate new velocity and pressure ( ) ( )11 , ++ nn tptu 
Calculate new degree of filling ( )1+ntF
Calculate new stresses ( )1+nts
Next time step
Figure 1.8 Flowchart of the segregated algorithm used in CASTS
The FE/FV is based on the Galerkin finite element method using first order
approximations. The thermo-physical parameters are approximated at the links
between neighboring nodes in a finite volume like manner. Therefore these non-
linear data can be extracted from the spatial finite element integrals. Special
treatment of the thermo-physical data at the central node ensures the flux balance.
The FE-integrals are summed resulting in unstructured stencils. These arbitrary
stencils are calculated at the start of the numerical simulation using the FE
enmeshment. The transient part is modeled by mass-lumping. By these means all
techniques used within the FE method can be applied. The hybrid FE/FV method
works on virtual finite volumes. These volumes are defined only by the lumped
masses of the shape functions. There is no geometrical description of the cells. An
unstructured 3D mesh composed of different volume elements (tetra-, penta- and
hexahedrons) can be used.
At the beginning of this work the simulation of fluid flow implemented in CASTS
revision 12.3 was based on a very simple approximation. The velocity field was
approximated first order. The pressure field was calculated piecewise constant on
each element. This is the simplest possible stable discretization of incompressible
flow. As common in finite volume methods, a staggered grid was used (fig. 1.9).
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velocity
pressure
Figure 1.9 Staggered grid of the type used in CASTS12.3
Furthermore, despite of the possible loss in accuracy, upwinding is non-oscillatory in
opposite to SUPG methods. Thus an upwind scheme, which is based on the local
analytical solution has been implemented. Additional to upwinding, artificial diffusion,
which smoothens the problem and decreases the effective Reynolds number, was
introduced in CASTS12.3:
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The continuity equation was used to update the pressure field. This was solved in an
iterative way. A common approach [48] is the introduction of artificial compressibility
to smoothen the condition ∇ ⋅ u = 0 . An intermediate velocity knu ,  was calculated
using an approximation of pressure knp , . Usually the new intermediate velocity was
of non-zero divergence 0, ≠⋅∇ knu	 . Then an approximate continuity equation using
artificial compressibility was applied: 0u n,0 =⋅∇+
∂
∂ 

ϖρ
τ
p
, using ϖ  as a relaxation
factor.
This resulted in a new guess of the pressure kn,,1, u⋅∇−=+ ρϖknkn pp . This new
guess was used to calculate a new velocity field 1,1, , ++ knkn pu  and so on. This iterative
scheme was applied until almost zero divergence was achieved and the change of
pressure is below a threshold. The relaxation factor ϖd should accelerate the
successive iterations of pressure and velocity [48] (fig. 1.10).
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Set ( )nn tuu    =0,  and ( )nn tpp =0, , 1=k
Solve the momentum equation using fixed pressure
0,np  for 1,nu

Iteration while 0, ≠⋅∇ knu
• Calculate knp ,  by solving 0u n,0 =⋅∇+
∂
∂ 
ϖρ
τ
p
.
• Solve the momentum equation using knp ,  for 1, +knu
Next correction step
Update velocity ( ) 1,1 ++ = knn utu   and pressure ( ) knn ptp ,1 =+
Figure 1.10 Flowchart of the artificial compressibility method
The implementation of the Navier-Stokes equation in CASTS12.3 required a proper
choice of the numerical parameters η and ϖd to specify artificial diffusion and
compressibility. Obviously the calibration of these parameters was a difficult and time
consuming task.
The modeling of free surfaces, which was implemented in CASTS, should take
advantage of the simplicity of the hybrid FE/FV method. Even only local remeshing is
contradictory to the principles of the FE/FV method, due to the necessarily required
recalculation of the FE integrals during the transient simulation. Hence the finite
volume based VoF method was preferred to an ALE method. The VoF method needs
some enhancements to ensure a compact representation of the interface. The
common reconstruction methods as SLIC or PLIC are not applicable within the
FE/FV framework, due to the only virtually constructed finite volumes. At ACCESS
the capabilities of the phase field method to handle interfacial problems effectively
were well known from its application to microstructural crystal growth. This lead to the
application of the phase field method to the fluid field. A stabilizing enhancement
depending on the interfacial forces of diffusion and adhesion was derived this way
[31]. This approach was especially promising, since in many casting processes the
filling of the mold is driven by gravity only. In this case filling is slow compared to
processes as die casting or centrifugal casting and the phase field stabilization
should work well. Therefore the phase-field stabilized VoF method (FF-VoF) was
implemented in CASTS and its hybrid framework to model free surfaces.
Tests of this approach using CASTS12.3 showed a qualitatively good performance
on convection problems. Nevertheless, tests on mold filling problems revealed a
disappointing performance of the approach, due to the slow convergence of the
pressure update with the domain of computation undergoing rapid changes.
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Furthermore, the calibration of the numerical parameters was tedious and erroneous.
However, the fill patterns were reproduced qualitatively, but filling times were
predicted far from reality. For example, the simulation of the selected MCWASP
benchmark (compare chapter 4) resulted in an unacceptable filling time of about 10
times of the experimental result. Therefore an improved approach to the calculation
of fluid flow was required.
Many industrial parts produced by casting processes are of complex shape.
Additionally, thin walled areas occur due to structural optimization. For example,
parts produced by investment casting can be characterized by the huge ratio
between length or width and local wall thickness. There are parts of about half a
meter height and local walls of only 2 millimeter thickness. Thus the effective
enmeshment of such parts is a complicated task, if limited memory and CPU
resources are taken into account.
The meshes used for the numerical simulation of industrial parts mostly origin from
CAD models provided by the construction site. Then enmeshment is performed using
mesh generators (e.g. IDEAS), which can handle such construction data. Even fairly
coarse FE meshes may consist of some 100000 nodes and numerous more
tetrahedal elements for industrial parts of complex shape and with thin walls.
Therefore the main concern of industry related numerical simulation is the use of
coarse meshes with a sufficient resolution of the numerical problem at the same time.
Using coarse meshes, only a few nodes are located within the domain of flow. This
way, in thin walled areas, often only one node is specified inside the domain of
computation. The simulation of such parts requires an improved resolution of the flow
in these critical areas. Additionally, for thin walled domains, effective boundary
conditions for the pressure field are necessary. Hence the application of CASTS to
industrial casting processes and mold filling requires a better resolution of velocity
and especially pressure. These requirements define the objectives of this work.
1.5 Objectives and Outline of the Thesis
The major application field of CASTS is the numerical simulation of industrial casting
processes. The enmeshment of industrial parts with often complex geometry leads to
numerous nodes and in most cases tetrahedral elements. Especially thin walled
areas are enmeshed coarsely. Using such meshes an integrated simulation of
casting processes from mold filling to residual stresses is aspired. Therefore, the
objective of this work is the assembly of a reliable flow solver, which can be applied
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to industrial casting processes and especially to mold filling of thin-walled parts of
complex shape.
Regarding the huge FE models for industrial parts and the associated CPU time and
memory requirements of higher order discretizations, an equal order approximation
of first order is selected for introduction into the hybrid FE/FV framework of
CASTS.
As stated above, equal order methods need not only stabilization for advection
dominated flows, but also for an accurate pressure resolution. Due to the
disappointing experience using the artificial compressibility method, such methods
were decided not to be suitable for the application to casting processes. Therefore,
within this work stabilized FE methods are introduced into the FE/FV framework to
obtain the required stabilization.
The MINI element is a stable discretization. Using static condensation the number
of degrees of freedom can be kept equal to the first order equal order method.
Furthermore, a consistently stabilized equal first order approximation can be
achieved. Thus this approach is selected for introduction into the hybrid FE/FV
method and implementation in CASTS in this work. This way the principles of the
hybrid FE/FV method require an approximate static condensation at the level of
the weak form and the calculation of unstructured bubble stencils.
The hybrid FE/FV method and its implementation in CASTS is presented in the
following second chapter. The principles of the method are shown using the
advective diffusive heat transfer problem. Then the hybrid method is applied to
transient incompressible flow and stabilized methods are introduced into the FE/FV
framework. In order to evaluate the stabilized FE/FV method, tests on fluid flow
problems are presented in chapter 3. Three problems are selected:
• Isothermal flow over a backward facing step
• Thermal convection without phase change
• Convection driven melting of a pure substance (AMETH)
Furthermore in chapter 4, the stabilized FE/FV method is applied to mold filling
problems. The FF-VoF method using the phase field method is presented. The
capabilities of the approach are demonstrated by 2-dimensional tests using Cartesian
grids. Afterwards, the stabilized method and the FF-VoF treatment is applied to T-
branch tests in 3 dimensions. Then the stabilized CASTS is applied to the MCWASP
benchmark 1995 designed especially for mold filling simulation. Finally, the
achievements of the thesis are summed up, conclusions are drawn and an outlook to
further directions of development is given.
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2 The stabilized FE/FV-Method
2.1 Comparison of the Finite Element and
the Finite Volume Method
The finite volume (FV) method, which is also known as control volume (CV) method,
evolved during the early seventies via the finite difference (FD) method. Today the
FV method has many proponents in the field of fluid flow and heat transport
simulation [24,40,48,96,103]. Several applications of FV method show this method to
be specially attractive for the solution of advection dominant equations. On the other
hand, the finite element (FE) method is a more general and consistent approach. It
provides a great flexibility in mathematical and geometrical terms to tackle almost
any class of numerical problem.
The debate between supporters of each method has divided the numerical
community for many years. Since Idelsohn and Oñate [40], for advective-diffusive
problems, and Zienkiewicz et al. [103], for structural mechanics, have illustrated the
similarities of the FE and the FV method and proven their equivalence for some
particular cases, this debate is calmed down. But there remain many practical
aspects such as computational cost and accuracy which still divide the two methods.
The FV method on one hand is based upon the simple physical principle of flux
balance. The reduction of the physical problem to the oriented interaction of two
control volumes makes the FV method flexible in dealing with non-self-adjoint
operators [24,55,69], i.e. as the advective term in the Navier-Stokes equations.
Various upwind schemes [13,24,50,67,69] have been developed in this framework.
Several ways to implement a FV method for arbitrary meshes have been developed
recently [18,55]. In these methods the geometric flexibility of the FE method has
been integrated in the FV method. In literature two kinds of control volumes are
mentioned: the cell centered type and the cell-vertex type. (fig. 2.1).
If the cell-vertex type is used, unstructured FV meshes are built by using finite
elements as control volumes (fig. 2.1a). Thus the finite volumes overlap each other
and more mass is specified than really exists. The main drawback of this
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discretization technique is the induced large numerical error [40]. As illustrated in
figure 2.1b cell centered, unstructured meshes of finite volumes are obtained by
subdividing the finite element reference mesh. Additional vertices are introduced at
the gravitational centers of the elements and at the center of the connections
between the nodes of the unstructured mesh. Thus for each node of the mesh its
partial contribution to the corresponding finite volume, which is centered in this node,
is defined. Any conventional method, such as upwinding, can be used in this
framework with some adaptation. Thus this method is a generalization of the
classical FV method to unstructured meshes. But the implementation of this kind of
cell centered FV method is rather complex in 3-D, since it requires much
book-keeping of geometrical entities, e.g. location of cell faces.
Figure 2.1 a/b Cell-vertex FV method (a) and the cell-centered FV method (b).
Therefore a new approach based on finite elements was developed at ACCESS
some years ago [62]. The FE method is built in a consistent mathematical manner. It
is very flexible in handling complex geometries and boundary conditions and is more
accurate by using higher order shape functions. Its accuracy is proven for self-adjoint
problems, e.g. heat conduction, stress-strain analysis. The advantages of FE
methods are plainly the disadvantages of FV method and vice-versa. Hence the
objective was the development of a hybrid method combining the mathematical and
geometrical flexibility of the FE method with a more physical interpretation of the FV
method. To achieve these features a formal FV method based on a FE discretization
with first order shape functions was developed and implemented in the former FE
code CASTS. The obtained hybrid FE/FV method is presented in the next chapter.
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2.2 The hybrid FE/FV Method
As stated above, it has been shown that the FV method and the FE method with
linear shape functions and lumped masses result in equivalent discretizations
[40,100,103]. This fact is used designing the hybrid FE/FV method. The FE/FV
method is based on a reordering of the FE integrals attributed to the nodes and a
finite-volume-like treatment of the thermo-physical data. Analogously to FV or FD
methods unstructured stencils are constructed. Figure 2.2 shows schematically the
definition of a stencil based on an unstructured FE mesh. At each node of the FE
mesh a finite volume is defined without a real geometrical description of the
boundaries. The links between the defined finite volumes are defined by the FE
interpretation. In the following this approach is described considering the heat
transfer problem.
Figure 2.2 Definition of a virtual control volume in an unstructured finite element
mesh.
Steady-state advective-diffusive heat transfer is described by the following differential
equation:
( ) qTu =∇+∇∇−  pcT ρλ (2.1)
with pcρ  as specific heat capacity, λ as heat conduction, u

 as velocity and q  as
volumetric heat source. The usual Galerkin FE discretization using shape functions
nodesofnumberii ,...,1, =Φ  leads to the weak equation (2.2) at node i :
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Next the thermo-physical data are extracted from the spatial integrals (2.3). The
mean thermo-physical properties ijpij uc )(,  ρλ  are selected to ensure the identity of
the left and right hand side.
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Several approaches exist to approximate these mean thermo-physical data
ijpij uc )(,  ρλ . Within FV methods often the harmonic average is applied. Due to the
use of first order shape functions, the arithmetic mean is applied in CASTS. This way
a linear approximation is used.
Further concepts of the FV method are introduced into the discretization. Applying
the partition of unity by the FE shape functions ( 1=Φ
i
i ), the integrals may be split
into the parts related to the center node i and its neighbors j.
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To ensure the identities of the equations (2.4) and (2.5) and the balancing principles
of the FV method, the diagonal values iipii uc )(, 	ρλ have to be approximated properly.
Thus these mean values are defined canonically as:
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These values need not to be calculated. They follow by summing the negative values
of the off-diagonal terms to the diagonal of the discrete system.
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The term   ΦΦ∇
V
ij dV  denotes the gradient between volumes i and j. To discretize
properly the advective-diffusive problem, an upwind scheme is introduced. This way
oscillatory solutions are avoided. Analogous to a classical FV method the upwind
scheme changes the evaluation of the gradient term at each connecting link. The
gradient is modified by an upwind parameter α: ( )  ΦΦ∇−
V
ij dVα1 . The upwind
parameter α is determined by the analytical solution of 1 dimensional advection-
diffusion problems (fig. 2.3) [69]:



Pe
1
-Pecoth=α     with: 
( )
λ
ρ ijiuPe
∆
=
pc (2.7)
where Pe  is the non-dimensional Peclet number and jiij xx  −=∆  is the vector from
node j to node i; pc, ρu	 and λ are evaluated amidst the links as above.
Figure 2.3 Analytical solutions φ  of advection-diffusion problems in 1D depending on
the Peclet-number P and the left and right nodal states Lφ  and Rφ .
Source terms and transient terms require the definition of the volume of an FV. This
volume is expressed by the lumped masses of the FE integration (2.8) concentrating
the mass to the centered node.


Φ=
V
ii dVV (2.8)
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As next step the transient advective-diffusive heat transfer (2.9) can be discretized.
( ) ( ) qTucTTc ptp =∇+∇∇−  ρλρ (2.9)
The temporal variation ( )
tpTcρ  in time step n+1 can be discretized in several ways.
The common consistent Galerkin dicretization results in a depending on the central
node i and its neighbors j. Using the averaging of thermo-physical data as above
(2.3) the discretization at node i reads:
( ) ( )  + ΦΦ
j
t
t V
ijtjijp
n
n
dVdtTc
1
ρ (2.10)
A more FV like discretization scheme is obtained by lumped masses. This technique
concentrates the mass matrix to the central node or volume i. This is possible due to
the partition of unity by the shape functions, i.e.  Φ
j
j , and the assumption, that the
variation of temporal change is small. Then the masslumping type of discretization is
given by (2.11).
( ) ( ) + Φ1n
n
t
t V
itiip dVdtTcρ (2.11)
Now the derivative of the temperature with respect to time is linearized. Thus it is
approximated as
( ) ( )
t
T
tt
TT
T i
nn
n
i
n
i
ti ∆
=
−
−
≈
+
+ δ
:
1
1
 with )(),( 11 ++ == nnnn tTTtTT (2.12)
The integral of this linearized derivation over the time step is just the multiplication by
the time step ∆t.
The time-integration of the discretized spatial operators, which are diffusion and
advection, can be modeled by implementing conventional time-integration methods
as θ-schemes (2.13):
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Within this scheme several well known one step methods are included. There are the
explicit ( 0=θ ) or implicit ( 1=θ ) Euler scheme as well as the second order accurate
implicit Crank-Nicholson scheme ( 21=θ ).
Also the second order accurate explicit Lax-Wendroff scheme is often used in
advection dominated problems. Within this scheme at first the solution at 2/1+nt  is
calculated predicting the spatial terms, which are used actually calculating the time
step. However, both schemes of 2nd order accuracy do not properly combine with first
order finite elements in advection problems. A rapid fall-off in phase accuracy is
observed when the time step is increased. 37]. Higher order implicit Runge-Kutta
schemes are also recommended for fluid flow. However, such schemes loose their
unconditional stability using Galerkin Least Squares (GLS) stabilization in advection
dominated flow [37].
Nevertheless, multi step schemes originating from the solution of ordinary differential
equations fit into the more general framework of Taylor-Galerkin (TG) methods.
Taylor-Galerkin type schemes were first introduced by Donea for time dependent
hyperbolic problems [21]. Morton and Parrot [60] considered the scalar advection
equation and showed that for each time stepping method there exists an optimal form
of the Petrov-Galerkin weighting function.
( )3261211 tOTttTTt TT ntttnttnt
nn
∆+∆+∆+=
∆
−
+
(2.14)
Donea studied different time stepping methods employing forward-time Taylor series
expansions (2.14). The resulting Taylor-Galerkin method, like the original Lax-
Wendroff scheme, has the property of stabilizing the central difference or Galerkin
approximation. Thus TG methods and stabilized methods are closely related. This is
emphasized by the analysis of Blank et al. They applied TG methods to steady
incompressible flow [4]. The resulting TG type schemes agree with stabilized
schemes developed by Franca [24] or Tezduyar et al. [92] up to the boundary
conditions.
Despite their accuracy multi step methods require much more CPU time and
memory. Due to a shortfall in these ressources and since TG type schemes lead to
stablized FE methods one step methods are considered in this work. The presented
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θ-scheme allow the simple and flexible use of explicit or implicit methods changing
only one parameter. The 2nd order accurate Crank-Nicholson method is selected with
2
1
=θ .
Gathering these ingredients - lumped masses, volumetric sources, upwinding and
numerical integration, the global linear equation system is defined by equation (2.15)
then:
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with )()( 1 nn tTtTT −= +δ and )( nn tTT =
The terms of this weak equation can be distributed easily into the linear equation
system ( )( ) ( )iiij rTA =δ  to solve for the variation Tδ  of the temperature in time. The
matrix ( )ijA and the right hand side ( )ir  is built by summation of the according parts:
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Since the elemental integrations are related to the nodes i and j (fig. 2.4) only,
discrete stencils are derived for the diffusion and the advection operator respectively.
These stencils are constructed from the summed FE integral including the nodes i
and j.
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i
j area of FE-integration
Figure 2.4 Element integration over those elements, to which nodes i and j belong
simultaneously
This hybrid approach diminishes the elemental integrations to a single integration of
shape functions and their gradients at the beginning of the transient analysis. These
integrations require only a few integration points, since the shape functions are of
first order. Furthermore, for tetrahedrons exact analytic integration is possible.
Additionally, matrix assembly consists only of combining the stencil and the averaged
thermo-physical data. Thus the FE/FV method works with much less computational
operations than required for the classical FE method. Whereas the FE method takes
about 50 operations for a matrix entry, the hybrid FE/FV method requires only about
10 operations. Therefore the effort to assemble the global matrices of each time-step
is reduced drastically. Since matrix assembly is one of the most time consuming
tasks in a transient simulation, the FE/FV method outperforms a classical FE method.
For constant thermophysical properties extraction and averaging are mathematically
exact operations. Therefore with masslumping applied also in the FE method, the
hybrid method and the classical method result in the same discretization for heat
transfer in absence of advection. In presence of advection an upwind scheme is
integrated into the FE/FV method much easier than in pure FE methods.
The implementation of heat transfer in the FE/FV framework is presented in a
flowchart (fig. 2.5).
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Eliminate Dirichlet nodes
Matrix Assembly for all other nodes
Set heat-transfer at boundaries
Set Neumann boundary conditions
Calculate Radiosity
Correction due to latent heat release
Set right hand side
Solve global system
Figure 2.5 Flowchart of the implementation of heat transfer in CASTS.
The diagonal ( )iiA  is constructed by the mass term and the negative sum of the off
diagonal terms. The right hand side ( )ir  is built from volumetric source terms and the
combination of thermo-physical parameters times the temperature of the last time
step. The FE integrations are performed once at the beginning of the simulation as
initialization. This way an efficient matrix assembly is realized. The transient problem
is linearized. A Newton-Raphson method has been implemented to solve the time
step. The implementation of the Newton-Raphson method is described in the
appendix (see chapter 6.1). The BiCGstab method [71] is introduced to solve the
discrete linear system for ( )Tδ . The linear system is diagonally scaled to ensure a
better convergence. Therefore the hybrid FE/FV formulation results in an efficient
simulation tool to deal with casting problems. Comparisons showed a speedup of 10
and more gained by using the hybrid FE/FV method compared to a pure FE
approach.
The simulation tool CASTS was designed to model casting processes in an
integrated manner from mold filling to a thermo-mechanical analysis of residual
stresses in the solidified part. Therefore the FE/FV approach is also applied to fluid
flow in casting processes. The introduced equal-order FE/FV method to model
incompressible flow is presented in the following.
A major concern in modeling flow problems is the treatment of the advective term in
the Navier-Stokes equation (1.2). A common way to deal with this nonlinear
advective term of the momentum equation is the linearization of this term (2.17). This
technique is also used within the FE/FV framework. The linearized velocity v   is
calculated from the velocity ( )ntu  applying averaged values. Thus the linearization is
applied locally and during each time step separately.
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The thermo-physical data density and dynamic viscosity υρ,  are evaluated amidst
the connecting links or at the nodes, if volumetric terms are regarded. The linearized
velocity v  is evaluated at the links: ( ) ( )( )( )njniij tutuv  += 21 . First order shape
functions are used to approximate the velocity and the pressure field. Gravity is
interpreted as volumetric source term. Applying the FE/FV framework above using
the notation )()( 1 nn tutuu

−= +δ , )()( 1 nn tptpp −= +δ  and )( nn tuu

= , )( nn tpp = , the
discretization (2.18) is obtained:
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The global system of the flow problem is assembled in an analogous way as for the
transient heat transfer problem. Since the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation is
a system of 4 equations in 3D, the matrix consists of 4x4 blocks, representing the
four unknowns per node or volume. Three equations result from the discrete
momentum equation (2.19) in each coordinate. The fourth equation is given by the
incompressibility constraint (2.20).
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The incompressible Navier-Stokes equation is implemented straightforwardly in the
FE/FV manner. The matrix is assembled according to the equations (2.19) and
(2.20). Then the boundary conditions, which overrule the discretization, are set. The
flowchart (fig. 2.6) shows the implementation of the equal-order method in CASTS.
List liquid nodes
If (mold filling) list free surface nodes
Matrix assembly Navier-Stokes (unstabilized equal-order)
Set slip condition
Set right hand side
Set Dirichlet boundary condition
Set pressure boundary condition
Solve global system
Figure 2.6 Flowchart of the implementation of fluid flow in CASTS
After matrix assembly the boundary conditions are set. For the velocity either a slip
condition or a Dirichlet condition can be imposed. With zero velocity the Dirichlet
condition results in a no-slip condition. This boundary condition is the best, if the
mesh size allows the resolution of the boundary layer. Otherwise a slip condition
allows the modeling of this boundary layer. The slip condition is realized by
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This way the flow is enforced in a direction tangential to the wall it is imposed on. The
parameter γ  generates a frictional force.
For pressure the normal gradient of the momentum equation (2.22) is selected as
boundary condition on any boundary. According to [30] this is the consistent choice.
( )( )uuvunpn t  ∆+∇⋅+∇⋅=∇⋅ ρυρ (2.22)
At in-flow or out-flow boundaries only pressure boundary conditions are imposed as
suggested by Gresho and Sani [30]. Even if, following them, the problem of proper
out-flow conditions still is an open question in numerical flow simulation, this setting
leads to a stable resolution of velocity and pressure at out-flow boundaries.
The FE/FV method is based on an approximation of equal order of velocity and
pressure. The discretization is of first order. The zero diagonal value, which is due to
the incompressiblity of the melt, leads to the special problems of any equal order
discretization. Spurious pressure modes can appear. Therefore a stabilization of the
method has to be introduced necessarily. Due to the usage of tetra-, penta- and
hexahedral elements for discretization, a unified approach, which is able to stabilize
the system for any type of element, is aspired. Stabilized FE methods provide such
approaches. Hence these methods are investigated further. In the following chapter a
brief overview of stabilized FE methods is given.
2.3 Stabilized FE-Methods and Sub-Scale
Resolution
Stabilized FE methods origin from the deficiency of the Galerkin method to ensure
stability properties of the continuous system to the numerical approximation.
Stabilized methods constitute a systematic methodology for improving stability
without compromising accuracy [7]. The different approaches are closely related. In
any case scales, which are not resolved on the coarse elemental length scale, are
added to the coarse system. These fine scales are resolved in different ways
depending on the selected approach of stabilization.
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One of the first applications of stabilized finite element methods was related to
advection-diffusion problems (2.23). For simplification purposes within the
presentation of the method the coefficients are supposed to be constant. Since the
Galerkin method provides in 1D discretizations equivalent to central differences, it
suffers from the same deficiencies. Considering advection dominated regimes the
Galerkin method leads to oscillatory numerical solutions. Thus a classical finite
element discretization is underdiffusive. Within the finite difference or finite volume
community upwinding is used to circumvent these problems. However, upwind
schemes introduce diffusion into the discrete problem at least locally, thus
decreasing the effective degree of advection. Henceforth many upwind schemes are
overdiffusive and thus less accurate.
( ) )(:)( TqTTuTL =∇⋅∇−∇= λρ   (2.23)
One of the first approaches to correct the underdiffusive deficiency of the Galerkin
method was the addition of artificial diffusion. Within this approach for a scalar
advection-diffusion problem, e.g. steady state heat transfer (2.23), a diffusional
tensor is added. Thus for FE methods the differential equation changes to equation
(2.24) for the artificial diffusion method using a 3x3 tensorial diffusion parameter τ .
)()( TqTTL =∇⋅∇− τ (2.24)
The diffusion parameter is chosen locally according to the local Peclet number
λ
ρ xuPe ∆=

, with x∆  being the nodal distance or an element width. This way diffusion
is introduced streamwise using 
ji
ji
uu
uu


⋅
= λτ  with ( )PePexu 1)coth( −⋅∆= ρλ . This
streamline upwind method solves the problem of crosswind diffusion, but some
deficiencies still remain if transient and source terms, which are centrally weighted,
are present. Overdiffusive solutions are obtained in such situations.
To overcome such excessive diffusion transient and source terms also have to be
taken into account. The first approach has been the modification of the Galerkin
Weighting functions using the analytical solution of advection-diffusion problems in
1D. This way the streamline upwind Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) method was designed
[10].
In a usual Galerkin weighted residual method the weighting functions are considered
to be continuous across elemental boundaries. The SUPG formulation, however,
requires discontinuous weighting functions of the form
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Ψ+Φ=Φ (2.25)
where Φ  is the continuous weighting function and Ψ is the discontinuous streamline
upwind contribution. Both parts are assumed to be smooth on the element interiors.
As seen above, the natural way to implement the streamline upwind method is the
modification of the diffusion term in the Galerkin variational equation adding artificial
diffusion. Alternatively, the same result is obtained, if the weighting function for the
convective term is modified (2.26)
j
u
u
ujj j
j Φ+Φ=Φ  
 
 
ρ
λ (2.26)
Thus if jΦ  is continuous across the elemental boundaries, then j
u
u
uj j
j Φ=Ψ 


ρ
λ
 and
jΦ  will be discontinuous (see figure 2.7).
Figure 2.7 Comparison of SUPG and common Galerkin weighting functions in 1D at
node i.
The upwind parameter λ  is determined as above. For multidimensional cases it is
calculated weighting the different coordinate directions. Several choices are
presented by Brooks and Hughes [10]. Also examples on the efficiency of this way to
implement SUPG are presented there. Besides the abilities of this approach to model
advection-diffusion problems, the modification of weighting functions does not fit into
the framework of the FE/FV method, since the modification of shape or weighting
function requires reintegration of the weak form for each time-step. Thus stabilizing
FE methods were investigated further and a more versatile and consistent approach
lead to residual or sub-scale methods [6,7,8].
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The modification of weighting or of shape functions acts on each element locally.
Thus the stabilization is obtained by adding some sub-scale resolution to the
Galerkin method. This way the residual, which is obtained by the common non-
stabilized FE method is minimized. Therefore stabilization can be considered from
the residual point of view.
Again the steady-state heat transfer (2.23) is considered as an example of advection-
diffusion. The residual of (2.23) now is defined as
)()()( TqTLTR −= (2.27)
The residual is only non-zero, in case the differential equation is not solved exactly.
For the discrete equation, the residual is usually non-zero. Henceforth the residual
can be taken as an additional penalty term. This leads to SUPG stabilization through
the enhancement by the scaled advection of the residual (2.28).
( ) )()()()( TqTqTLuTL =−⋅∇−  τρ (2.28)
Within this framework also the advective term is modified using the residual. But now
the consistent definition of the stabilization parameter is much more simple than if the
modification of weighting functions is applied. Proposals of selections of τ  can be
found in literature [8,10,25,26,38]. The parameter is always determined by
convergence analysis. The main features of τ  are
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τ (2.29)
with ( )⋅O  denoting the order of size.
The approach to SUPG as adding the suitably scaled discrete residual on each
element as corrective term results in a stabilization of the Galerkin method by a
consistent perturbation, which vanishes for the exact solution. Henceforth this kind of
stabilization methods are considered further in this work.
Another variant of such stabilized methods used for advection dominated flows is the
Galerkin Least Squares (GLS) method, which uses another operator for weighting
purposes in the stabilizing term [2,7,8]. This method is not regarded in the context of
this work.
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After considering the instability of the FE method, due to advection-diffusion, another
instability needs to be focussed on. Due to the well known Babuška-Brezzi or inf-sup
condition, a discretization using an approximation of velocity, which is of higher order
than the approximation used for pressure is needed for incompressible flow, if
spurious pressure modes shall be excluded. As described above the hybrid FE/FV
method is based on an approximation of equal-order for the velocity and the pressure
fields. Thus a pressure stabilization needs to be introduced into the FE/FV method.
Therefore as well bubble functions were investigated as they determine a stable
discretization, from which a consistent stabilization might be deduced.
Bubble functions were introduced to circumvent the inf-sup condition in flow
problems. Originally bubble functions were introduced to the FE method by Arnold
and Brezzi [1] for Stokes-flow. They enhanced the first order approximation of
velocity by a function, which is 1 at the center of gravity of the element and 0 at the
elemental boundary. This MINI element is completed using first order approximation
of pressure. This way an efficient coupling of velocity and pressure in the equation of
continuity is obtained. Due to the enrichment of the velocity approximating space by
bubble functions, this discretization fulfills the inf-sup condition resulting in a stable
element. Figure 2.8 shows schematically the unknowns and shape functions in 1D.
Figure 2.8 MINI element in 1D using first order velocity plus bubble function and first
order pressure approximations
Due to the locality of the bubble functions, which have as support only the interior of
an element, the bubble mode can be solved in dependency of the first order nodal
values of each single element. This way by so-called static condensation the degrees
of freedom can be reduced to the same number as for equal-order or first order
discretizations.
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The discrete problem can be sorted into first order DoF (subscript L) and bubble
related DoF (subscript B). Thus the bubble modes of the second row of (2.30), which
itself consists of as many rows as the number elements of the discretization, can be
solved (2.31
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( ) ( )LBLBBBB uAbAu  ⋅−= −1 (2.31)
The matrix ( )BBA  is a diagonal matrix, if the MINI element or generally a single
bubble function is used as enrichment. If the element is enriched by several bubbles,
this matrix describes the interdependency of the different bubbles added to an
element. The solution (2.31) is substituted into the first row of (2.30), which consists
of as many rows as there are nodes, then. This way a modified discrete system is
obtained (2.32).
( )( ) ( ) BBBLBLLBLBBLBLL bAAbuAAAA 11 −− −=⋅−  (2.32)
After obtaining the new nodal values, the bubble modes usually are reconstructed
using equation (2.27). Numerical results show, that this reconstruction of the bubble
function part of the solution even may be neglected [85].
The modifications of the purely first order system now are considered as stabilization.
This way an efficient and consistent stabilization of first order methods is achieved
without much computational effort. Thus the MINI element is an important
contribution to the field of stabilized FE methods. It has been shown, that this bubble
stabilization reproduces the SUPG method. However, such classical bubble
functions, which are used in the MINI element, only reproduce SUPG up to a certain
Peclet or Reynolds number [70]. With increasing advection the performance of
classical bubbles deteriorates and the upwind stabilization feature is lost, even if the
pressure stabilization still is obtained. But still the pressure coupling exists. Therefore
modified or adapted bubbles have been investigated by many research teams.
The latest development considering bubble functions are so-called residual free
bubbles (RFB). This kind of bubbles is defined by the exact solution of the residual of
the governing equation on each element [80]. As this boundary value problem (BVP)
mostly cannot be solved, these bubbles have been object of theoretical studies for
some time. It was shown, that RFB reproduce masslumping and exact upwinding [28]
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at least in 1D transient advection-diffusion problems. Nowadays approaches to
approximate residual free bubbles are under investigation. These methods solve the
elementwise BVP using the FE method and substitute the bubble values into the
coarse scale FE discretization. Hence such a method is called a two level FE method
[25,26].
The latest development on stabilized FE methods is the variational multiscale method
[39]. Within this method the PDE is solved on each element. Only fine scales
vanishing on the elemental boundaries are considered. This method is equivalent to
the approximate solution of residual free bubbles as the same BVP is solved. Figure
2.9 shows the commutative dependencies of the different stabilizing methods.
Figure 2.9 Commutative Scheme of Finite Element Stabilization Approaches
The variational multiscale method using residual free bubbles promises optimal
stabilization properties. But the adaptive residual free bubbles determine a severe
extra effort in research, implementation and computational resources. In opposite to
this expensive adaptive method the MINI element provides a well known stable
discretization, which leads to a consistent stabilization by static condensation of the
bubble functions. This way bubble stencils can be calculated according to the
principles of the hybrid FE/FE method, thus leading to stabilization terms. Therefore
the MINI element is selected as the starting point to design a consistently stabilized
equal order method. The classical bubble functions and static condensation are
introduced into the hybrid FE/FV framework of CASTS.
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Figure 2.10 Tetrahedron element and the 4 linear shape functions iΦ  plus bubble
function b .
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Figure 2.11 Pentahedron (prism) element and the 6 first order shape functions iΦ  plus
bubble function b .
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2.12 Hexahedron element and the 8 first order shape functions iΦ  and bubble
function b .
The MINI element is implemented in the FE/FV method using tetrahedrons,
pentahedrons (prisms) and hexahedrons as elements. Figures 2.10 to 2.12 list the
elements and the according first order shape functions and bubble functions. The
bubble functions is condensed approximately from the Galerkin discretization. Due to
the weakening performance of the classical bubble function with increasing degree of
advection [6], a limiting scheme is implemented. Furthermore a switch is constructed
ensuring the efficient use of either the condensed bubble functions or the limiting
scheme . The introduction of the stabilized approach into the hybrid method is
presented in detail in the following chapter 2.4.
2.4 Stabilized Methods applied to the
FE/FV-Method
Classical bubble functions and static condensation are introduced into the framework
of the FE/FV method to obtain consistent stabilization of scalar advection-diffusion
and incompressible flow problems. Within the FE/FV framework the static
condensation is applied approximately to the weak form of the differential equations.
This way stabilizing operators are derived and treated as common in the FE/FV
framework then.
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The equation of steady state heat-transfer (2.33) is used as starting point for
advection-diffusion problems.
( ) qTuT =∇+∇⋅∇−  ρλ (2.33)
Within the discretization the values of u,, ρλ  are assumed to be constant. Actually
during matrix assembly these values will be treated as averages at the links
according to the principles of the hybrid FE/FV method. Piecewise linear shape
functions are denoted as iΦ  numbered with respect to the nodes i. The bubble
functions are denoted as kb  numbered with respect to the element k. The integrals
are taken with respect to the domain of computation V. Then we achieve the weak
equations for node i (2.34) and the bubble k (2.35):

ΦΦ=Φ∇+ΦΦ∇+Φ∇∇+Φ∇Φ∇
j V
ijj
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Volumetric sources are assumed. Therefore the source terms attributed to the bubble
functions are neglected. Also 0,0 =∇=∇Φ∇  dVbbdVb
V
kk
V
kj  apply, giving the
bubble mode kT :
 

∇∇
Φ∇
−=
j k
V
kk
V
kj
jk dVbb
dVb
TuT λ
ρ  (2.36)
Finally, the condensation procedure is completed by substituting the bubble part into
the weak equation of node i. Then the stabilization (2.37) is obtained:
  

∇∇
Φ∇Φ∇
j k
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V
ik
V
kj
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Tu
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
 (2.37)
The condensed and substituted system reveals the addition of diffusion to the
Galerkin or central-difference approach. Thus similar to upwind techniques the
diffusion within the numerical scheme is altered and the effective Peclet number is
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changed. Up to a limited Peclet number this way a kind of SUPG method is built
[6,70]. The reconstruction of the bubble function part is neglected within the transient
equation. The stabilizing term is added and integrated by time only. Nonlinear
thermo-physical data are approximated according the FE/FV approach by averaged
properties of neighboring nodes.
As shown in the appendix and stated in publications [6,70] the condensed bubble
contributions of this kind grow with increasing Peclet number and thus are
overdiffusive for high Peclet numbers [6]. Therefore a limitation of the resulting
operator is required in advection dominated regimes. With increasing Peclet number
the bubble function stabilization is replaced locally by an upwind scheme. The Peclet
number is used as a penalty term to minimize oscillations. This approach results in
an adaptive selection of upwinding and bubble functions. This way an adaptive
upwind scheme is build by the bubble function stabilization applying limitation.
However positivity of the scheme is not guaranteed. In general terms positivity
means that the value of 1+niT  is a convex linear combination of the old values 1+njT
[50]. This way oscillations do not occur. Since the simple bubble stabilization does
not ensure the positivity of the scheme, even a restrictive limitation of the bubble
function mode by substitution through an upwind scheme according to the local mesh
Peclet-number results in a method which introduces oscillations. Thus this method is
less diffusive than applying the upwind scheme only. Implicit time integration
schemes are preferred as they suppress oscillations more effectively. But for low
range Peclet-numbers even with implicit calculations slight oscillations may occur as
being typical for SUPG methods. Using unstructured meshes even for large Peclet-
numbers less bubble function type stabilization are replaced than for structured grids.
As the bubble function approach needs about 10% more CPU time than first order
shape functions combined with an upwind scheme require, the application of an
upwind scheme is the more effective way in the FE/FV framework. Detailed results
are presented in the appendix chapter 6.2.
Since the results of the simple approach show rather poor stabilization features, a
more sophisticated approach is selected for the application to fluid flow. Therefore
the bubble DoF will be considered as complete as possible and a sophisticated
limiting scheme is applied.
In opposite to advection-diffusion problems the transient linearized incompressible
Navier-Stokes equation (2.38) is the starting point applying the MINI element. Again,
an approximate static condensation is performed calculating a mean bubble degree
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of freedom. This is substituted into the continuity equation then to obtain a pressure
stabilization.
( )
0=⋅∇
=∇+∆−∇⋅+
u
gpuuvut 
     
ρρυρρ (2.38)
In 3D the Navier-Stokes equation is a system of 4 differential equations. Three
advection-diffusion equations form the momentum equation. The continuity equation
completes the system. Analogously to the scalar advection-diffusion problem the
bubble function approach is introduced into this system. The condensation is derived
for each component of the advection-diffusion equations. Applying the MINI element
condensation procedure to a component zyxI ,,=  of the momentum equation, we
obtain the weak equations for node i and element k. To solve for the bubble mode
ku

, the Galerkin FE equation for the shape function kb  is considered for each
component:
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According to the FE/FV framework the thermo-physical properties υρ,  and the
velocity v  are approximated by values ijijij v,,υρ , which are averages amidst the
links of neighboring nodes. For the deduction of the stabilized method these
quantities are supposed to be constant. Static condensation now is the solution of
equation (2.39) for the bubble mode. This solution is performed only approximately
resulting in a mean bubble mode integrated over a time step. As no reconstruction of
the bubble mode is done, the change of the bubble during a time-step (2.40) is
neglected.
	 	
kV
kkk
I
t dVbbdtu )( 
ρ (2.40)
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This way the static condensation is reduced to a simple task. Equation (2.39) is
solved for the mean bubble mode:
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Using this result the discretized incompressible Navier-Stokes equation can be
stabilized. Stabilization is required in two kinds:
• The momentum equation needs stabilization due to advection-diffusion.
• The continuity equation needs a pressure stabilization.
Concerning the upwind stabilization for the momentum equation, a conventional
upwind scheme is regarded to be advantageous compared to classical bubble
functions. Therefore bubbles are selected for pressure stabilization purposes only.
This also follows an advice of Dhatt [19]. Hence for stabilizing the continuity equation
an adaptive approach was selected. According to the local Reynolds number either
the stabilization deduced by the bubble functions or the PSPG method was selected.
Thus wherever possible a stable discretization is applied.
Thus the bubble functions are investigated for pressure stabilization only. The
condensed mean bubble mode IkU  is substituted into the continuity equation
0=⋅∇ u . This leads to an enhanced equation:
0=


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Φ∇+ΦΦ∇
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ff
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By introducing the mean bubble mode IkUfl (2.41) the stabilizing enhancement term
(2.43) is derived. Additionally ffiffi Φ∇−=Φ∇
kk V
ik
V
ik dVbdVb  is applied:
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From our experience with the bubble functions and their limited capabilities to model
a well performing SUPG, we have decided to introduce a limiting switch. The terms
resulting from bubble function stabilization occur in similar form, if a Pressure-
Stabilizing-Petrov-Galerkin (PSPG) method [93] is applied. The PSPG method is a
stabilization method using first order shape functions. It is constructed analogously to
SUPG or other stabilizing methods for FE methods. PSPG consists of the addition of
a parameterized divergence of the momentum residual to the continuity equation
(2.44).
0)( =⋅∇−⋅∇ residualmomentumu ρ
τ (2.44)
Note the stabilizing parameter τ . The choice of this parameter will be discussed
later. First the discretization of the stabilization will be considered. The residual
( )puR ,  of the momentum equation is formed in (2.45):
( ) ( ) gpuuvupuR t  ρρυρρ −∇+∆−∇⋅+=, (2.45)
Then the stabilization ( )puS ,	  is given by (2.46), which is used as starting point for the
FE discretization.
( ) ( ) gpuuvupuS t 





 ⋅∇+∇⋅∇−∆⋅∇−∇⋅⋅∇−⋅∇−= τυτττ ρτ, (2.46)
Using first order shape functions, the term ( )u∆⋅∇ υ  cannot be reproduced. Thus it
has to be neglected in a method, which relies on first order functions only. Then 4
terms are introduced into the continuity equation. The other terms are discretized in
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the common way of the FE/FV method. Thus the usual stencils can be reused and
matrix assembly is simplified to the combination of the stencils, the thermo-physical
data and the stabilizing parameter τ .
As for other stabilization methods of Petrov-Galerkin type, PSPG depends on the
stabilization parameter τ . The proper choice of this τ  is crucial for the performance
of the PSPG method. Again several selections of τ  are proposed in literature.
Tezduyar et al. [93] suggest to adopt the same choice as for SUPG in transient
incompressible flow:
2
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where C  and Re  are the element Courant and Reynolds numbers, respectively.
They are defined as
υ2Re,
hu
h
tuC  == ∆ . (2.48)
Using this definition a form, which is more suitable for implementation, can be
deduced:
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It follows from (2.49), that the stabilization parameter τ is always less than t∆ . In the
limit of a vanishing time-step, the introduced stabilization reduces to zero. Thus the
stabilization by the PSPG method is a consistent perturbation.
The calculation of τ  is different in the FE/FV framework compared to the pure FE
method. Within the FE method τ  and the stabilization are calculated for each
element and h  is the inner elemental diameter. In opposite to this, within the FE/FV
framework, the stabilization is associated to the links between neighboring nodes.
The elemental diameter h  is interpreted as the nodal distance. Thus h  is defined as
the distance of these nodes i and j: jiij xxh  −=∆=: . The thermo-physical
properties υρ,  and the linearized velocity v  are evaluated as averaged values
amidst the links of nodes i and j. This way the stabilization parameter ijτ  is
constructed as presented in (2.50).
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The diagonal stabilizing parameter is defined according to the FE/FV principles
analogously to (2.6).
This way the stabilization by the PSPG method is discretized completely. Applying
the common Galerkin weak form and partial integration the FE/FV formulation of the
PSPG method now reads as
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The form of the stabilization terms again reveals the similarity of stabilized Petrov-
Galerkin methods and bubble functions.
Now the continuity equation is stabilized either by bubble functions or the Pressure
Stabilizing Petrov Galerkin method. A switch from condensed bubble functions to the
PSPG stabilization ensures this limitation and the performance of the stabilized
FE/FV method. Since with increasing Reynolds number the value of the bubble
function terms increase, the bubble function stabilization is selected only if their
absolute values are less than the absolute values of the related PSPG terms.
Whenever appropriate a stable discretization is applied, but for increasing Reynolds
or Courant number the PSPG terms are used predominantly.
The implementation of this adaptive stabilization is an enhancement of the equal
order discretization. In a separate procedure the stabilization is added to the global
system. For each link from node i to node j the local bubble and PSPG stabilization
terms are calculated including the local calculation of the local stabilization parameter
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ijτ . The diagonal stabilization iiτ parameter is calculated analogously to the
principles of the FE/FV method using definition (2.52). After calculating the bubble
function terms and the PSPG stabilization, the switch is applied to select the kind of
stabilization, which is introduced into the system.
  
≠
Φ∇Φ−=Φ∇Φ
ij V
jiij
V
iiii dVdV ττ (2.52)
The presented method is applied to fluid flow in the following chapter. To evaluate
the limitations of the method two tests regarding typical configurations occurring in
fluid flow are presented. Additionally the method is tested on thermal convection
coupled with phase change. Finally, the stabilized method is used to simulate fluid
flow in mold filling problems in chapter 4. Therefore a Volume of Fluid (VoF) method
using phase field like models is added to model mass transport.
3 Numerical Tests on Fluid Flow
After introducing an equal order method and the required stabilization into the hybrid
FE/FV method the implemented stabilized FE/FV method needs to be evaluated. Its
features dealing with incompressible flow in casting processes are validated on
several test cases. These test cases can be seen as building blocks for a validated
simulation tool of fluid flow in casting processes.
Each of the selected configurations represents a test on a special problem, which is
part in almost any industrial process involving fluid flow. Observing these test cases
in an isolated manner, the developed method can be evaluated and validated. This is
a common testing strategy. If each single problem is solved accurately, a proper
solution of the whole process may be assumed. Additionally, the single test cases
allow a good evaluation of the stabilized FE/FV method.
Three configurations have been selected:
1. Isothermal flow over a backward facing step
2. Thermal convection
3. Melting of a pure substance driven by convection (AMETH)
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Flow over a backward facing step is a basic test on any flow solver. This test shows
the capabilities of a method to resolve vortex patterns correctly. Thermal convection
is a basic test for any simulation tool applied to fluid flow coupled to heat transfer.
The 3rd test has been selected, since it deals with fluid flow coupled to phase change
and as it has been studied thoroughly. This test case was constituted by P. LeQuéré
and D. Gobin and is called AMETH [3]. It is of special relevance, if industrial
processes like those using silicon are considered. An additional challenge of this
benchmark is the modeling of the phase change of a pure substance. Henceforth this
test shows the ability of the stabilized FE/FV method to deal with fluid flow coupled to
thermal problems and phase change. The obtained results are compared to results
achieved by other groups participating in this benchmark test.
3.1 Isothermal Flow Over a Backward
Facing Step
Flow over a backward facing step is a common test case, which was studied
thoroughly by experiments and simulation. Therefore it was selected as the first
characteristic test. To test the features of the stabilized method, isothermal flow is
considered. This way the influence of heat transfer is excluded and fluid flow is tested
in an isolated manner.
Figure 3.1 Geometry and tetrahedral enmeshment of the backward facing step.
The domain of flow is basically rectangular. A channel is configured to model the flow
into the domain. After some distance the inflow channel widens in one direction, this
way forming a step (fig 3.1). In the inflow part of the domain a parabolic profile of
velocity is assumed, which is characteristic for flow in such a channel.
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Behind the step the characteristic flow pattern depends on the Reynolds number. For
very low Reynolds number flows the flow attaches smoothly to the wider domain. No
recirculation is observed in experiments. For higher Reynolds numbers a
recirculation zone with a vortex forms. The vortex enlarges with increasing advection
and velocity. With huge Reynolds numbers a separation of flow at the step is
observed leading to unsteady flow and vortex patterns. But such high Reynolds
number flows are not considered in this test.
Synthetic material data, which is similar to common metallic melts, were applied in
the simulation. Density was set to 34
cm
g
=ρ . The cinematic viscosity was selected to
be 
s
cm01.0=υ .
The test case is simulated as a quasi 2D problem using a 3D model to apply CASTS.
The step has been enmeshed by tetrahedrons. 3030 nodes and 13685 elements
have been used (fig. 3.1). Due to preprocessing possibilities a uniform velocity has
been set at the inlet. An outflow boundary condition, modeling free flow, has been
imposed at the outlet. At the other walls no-slip conditions have been used. Velocities
of 1 cm/s (fig. 3.2a), 2 cm/s (fig. 3.2b), 4 cm/s (fig. 3.2c) leading to mesh Reynolds
numbers of 140, 280 and 560 have been tested.
The numerical results show the experimentally known characteristics. In figure 3.2
the velocity is presented by arrows of equal length indicating the speed by color
varying from blue color (zero velocity) to red color (high velocity).
The imposed uniform velocity at the inlet evolves to a parabolic profile above the
step. At the outlet a parabolic profile is also observed according to the variation of
colors. As expected the peak velocity is lower than at the inlet – light green instead of
red color. The Dirichlet boundary condition leads to artificial arrows in dark blue color.
Below the step a recirculation zone with a vortex is obtained. A small vortex forms by
a velocity of 1 cm/s at the inlet. With increasing velocity and thus Reynolds number
the vortex enlarges.
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Figure 3.2 After steady state is achieved the flow field at a cross-section parallel to the
x-y plane in the middle of the geometry is presented. The backward facing
step problem is calculated using three different inlet velocities: (a) 1 cm/s,
(b) 2 cm/s and (c) 4 cm/s. Blue color indicates low velocities, red color
results from high velocities.
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The results obtained by the stabilized FE/FV method reproduce the known
experimental results at least qualitatively. Thus the stabilized method is able to
reproduce the characteristic flow pattern for this test. On this basis the stabilized
FE/FV method is applied to the next test of thermal convection.
3.2 Thermal Convection
The stabilized FE/FV method is tested on thermal convection due to a horizontal
thermal gradient. This way the capabilities modeling coupled problems of heat
transfer and fluid flow shall be evaluated. Any simulation tool, which is applied to
casting processes, must necessarily cover this problem.
As test case consider a liquid volume, which is heated from one side and cooled from
the adjacent one. The interaction of the temperature distribution and convection is
considered. If the heat flux into and out of the volume is balanced, a steady state
convection and thus temperature distribution will develop finally. Near the heated wall
the material will rise. The fluid will descend near the opposite cooled wall. At both
walls a boundary layer will occur leading to zero velocity at the walls. At the center of
the volume the fluid will remain still. Within this still region the temperature profile
depends on the Rayleigh number (see chapter 3.3). With a small Rayleigh number
the temperature profile in the center will be almost linear in comparison to a constant
profile with a high Rayleigh number. The overall temperature profile is similar to a
tan -function with the origin amidst the cube.
Again as CASTS is a 3D simulation program only, the benchmark test is modeled as
a quasi-2D problem. A cube of 3555 cm∗∗  is set to a uniform initial temperature. At
adjacent walls of the cube a constant heat flux of 2/5 cmW  into and out of the cube is
set. Hence one side is heated and the other side is cooled. This way at the adjacent
walls thermal gradients evolve. Therefore in each area convection should start driven
by the varying density due to the thermal gradients. The convection rolls should have
the same (clockwise) direction. At this time slight perturbation of the temperature due
to the convection should be observed in the heated and cooled areas. Ongoing heat
flux into and from the cube will change the temperature field further. Thus the heated
and the cooled areas will finally meet at a cross-section amidst the cube. This way
the convection rolls will also meet and interact. Now the temperature field will be
perturbed further by convection, since the convection rolls should merge to a single
roll. Finally, a steady state of temperature and flow field should be reached.
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Figure 3.3 Geometry of the convection test. The cube has been enmeshed by 3229
nodes and 15278 tetrahedrons. At two adjacent walls a constant heat flux
into and out of the cube is set.
For the test again a synthetic thermo-physical data set  is selected. The data are:
( ) ( )
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W
gK
J
p
cm
g
T
T
Tc
TT
2
3
01.0:viscositycinematic
1:tyconductivi
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=
=
=
+∗=
υ
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ρ
(3.1)
These thermo-physical data lead to a Rayleigh number of Order 104.
The cube has been enmeshed by tetrahedrons using 3229 nodes and 15728
elements, which are rather uniform (fig. 3.3). No-slip conditions have been set at the
cube’s boundary. At two adjacent walls the defined constant heat flux was imposed.
Insulation boundary conditions were set to all other walls.
The results show the pattern, which has been indicated above. When the cube’s
temperature changes, the flow starts slowly. Two convection rolls (fig. 3.4a) form at
each side, where the heat flux is imposed . After the heat flux reaches the mid of the
cube, the two convection rolls interact. The rolls merge (fig. 3.4b) and form a single
convection roll. Due to the balanced heat flux a steady state with the characteristic
temperature distribution (fig. 3.4c) is reached finally.
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a) t=3s
b) t=5s
c) t=12s
Figure 3.4 The evolution of the temperature and the flow field are presented in this
figure at a vertical cross-section in the middle of the cube. Blue color
indicates low temperature, red color stands for high temperature. The cube
is heated at the left side and cooled at the right side. The perturbed
temperature distribution lets two convection rolls start. These rolls evolve
and influence the temperature field further (3.4a). The convection rolls
merge (3.4b) and finally a single roll is left (3.4c).
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3.3 Melting of a Pure Substance Driven by
Convection – the AMETH Benchmark
The AMETH test was first introduced by D. Gobin and P. LeQuéré [3] as a
comparative exercise. Several research groups have participated up to now. Thus it
is a problem, which has been thoroughly studied, and some solutions exist for
reference and for comparison. Therefore, this benchmark is well suited to identify the
quality of the implemented stabilized FE/FV method applied to fluid flow coupled to
phase changes.
Melting of a pure substance coupled to convection is regarded as a benchmark
problem. Many important physical processes including both solid/liquid and
solid/solid transformations involve phase changes. Modeling phase changes or
solidification of a pure substance is rather delicate due to the singular release of
latent heat at a specific temperature. For a brief description of methods to model
phase changes refer to the appendix chapter 6.3.
As initial condition of the AMETH test consider a 2D square cavity of
mmLengthHeight 1.01.0 ∗=∗ , which is initially filled with a solid material at freezing
temperature FTT =0 . The melting starts raising the temperature at the left vertical
wall to Fl TT > . The right wall is held at freezing temperature during the entire
simulation. The top and the bottom walls are treated as adiabatic. The material melts
from left to right. Due to the variation of density thermal convection is induced in the
liquid during the melting process. This convection leads to a distortion of the melting
front (fig. 3.7). The material melts faster at the top. This phenomenon is
characterized by the Rayleigh number. With an increasing Rayleigh number the
influence of this instability rises. The higher the Rayleigh number, the earlier the
deformation of the melting zone is observed.
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Figure 3.7 Schematic configuration of the AMETH problem.
The benchmark consists of four tests cases on two different materials – tin and
paraffin - and several Rayleigh numbers. Since we are focussing on casting
processes, only the test cases regarding the metal tin are considered in the following.
The thermo-physical properties of the material are given as:
( ) 2
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Two test cases are defined by different boundary conditions for Fl TT >  inducing
different Rayleigh numbers. The first tests with ( ) 4105.2
3
∗==
−
αυ
β HTTg FlRa  is defined
by 3.232=lT . For the second benchmark test the temperature lT  is set to 235=lT ,
hence having the tenfold Rayleigh number 5105.2 ∗=Ra .
There are two other characteristic numbers classifying this kind of test:
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1. Prandtl number λ
υρυ pc
a
==Pr ,
2. Stefan number ( )L
TTc FlpSte −= .
The Prandtl number is the ratio of cinematic viscosity to temperature conductivity.
Since the viscosity of liquid metals is almost constant and of the order 
s
m2610.1 −⋅ , an
increasing Prandtl number indicates decreasing temperature conductivity. Thus in a
test case having a higher Prandtl number temperature changes spread less quickly.
The Prandtl number of the selected test case is 0.02.
The Stefan number describes the ratio of heat capacity multiplied by the
characteristic temperature difference and latent heat release. Therefore for a fixed
( )Fl TT −  a smaller Stefan number indicates a more global influence of phase
change. For metals the Stefan number is usually of the order 0.01, which is also the
Stefan number of the presented test cases. Since for the selected test case a high
value of ( )Fl TT −  is set, this test case is the less stable when considering tin.
Figure 3.8 shows results obtained by 8 French research teams [3]. The material
melts from left to right with an almost planar front up to 250s ( 01.0* =FoSte ). This is
captured by all approaches. The results do not vary much. Later the front becomes
distorted, due to the increasing convection. At 1000s ( 04.0* =FoSte ) the distortion is
resolved by each research team. Two different types of disturbance are presented.
Six groups gained an increased melting in the upper half, two results – among them
the result of IUSTI by Marc Medale – show a further increased melting in the lower
part of the front. After 2500s the results of all the research teams are very similar. At
the upper half the front has evolved much further than in the lower half, where a
characteristic “knee” is observed.
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Figure 3.8 Calculated melting front of the AMETH test case 2 at 100s (SteFo=0.004),
250s (SteFo=0.01), 1000s (SteFo=0.04), and 2500s (SteFo=0.10). The results
were obtained by several French research teams [3]. Up to 250s the results
do not vary much. With increasing simulation time and thus deformation of
the melting front the variations in the results increases.
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Figure 3.9 Results obtained by IUSTI using an ALE method to track the melting front.
The figure shows the position of the front depending on the velocity
boundary condition at the front at 4 times - t1=100s, t2=250s, t3=1000s, t4=
1000s. The more sophisticated the boundary condition is, the more the
front evolves.
Furthermore Marc Medale has analyzed numerically the influence of the velocity
boundary condition at the melting front [58]. Even if the choice of this boundary
condition does not influence the overall melting pattern, the results in figure 3.9 show
a difference in the position of the front at the top when convection has started. The
final positions of the front vary significantly. Using a no-slip condition, the front does
not evolve as far as with perfect slip. Particularly the use of Marangoni convection
lets the front evolve a lot further.
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Figure 3.9 Enmeshment of the AMETH test case using hexahedrons. The enmeshment
is performed in 3D since CASTS deals with 3D problems only.
The stabilized CASTS with the apparent heat capacity method as well as with the
discontinuous integration method was applied to the AMETH test case. Since CASTS
deals only with 3D problems, the geometry was enmeshed using 5100 hexahedrons
and 7956 nodes (fig. 3.9). At the left wall two layers of hexahedrons half as wide as
the others are selected to model fluid flow.
Figure 3.10 shows the weakness of the apparent heat capacity method applied to
pure substances. The substance melts much too fast. The material is almost
completely liquid after 20s and convection is deforming the melting front. This way of
modeling latent heat release results in a too wide evolution of heat into the square.
a) b) 
Figure 3.10 The effective heat capacity method shows excessive melting. The block is
almost molten after 20s (a). The temperature field is disturbed, due to the
convection at the hot wall (b).
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The difference between the apparent heat capacity method and the introduction of
latent heat at the iso-surface is shown in figure 3.11. If the calculation using the
apparent heat capacity method was proceeded an almost linear temperature profile
would have been obtained, because of an excessive smearing due to the
temperature interval, in which the latent heat is released. Opposed to this, the
introduction of latent heat by integration over the iso-surface FTT =  shows a very
restricted evolution of heat. This pattern is expected due to the reduction of heat flux
by the melting substance. However, the implementation of latent heat release at the
isosurface extracts too much energy, since only a small region at the left side melts.
a) b)  
Figure 3.11 Temperature distribution of the AMETH test case. Both parts show the
temperature field without advection after 100s. The left figure (a) shows the
result obtained using the effective heat capacity method. The result of
figure (b) is achieved using the integration of latent heat at the iso-surface.
Numerical results obtained by CASTS on the AMETH test case (3.12) setting the
temperature at the left wall to CTl °= 235  are presented in figures 3.12 and 3.13. As
shown in figure 3.11 only a small region melts. Thus at the left wall perfect slip has
been imposed as boundary condition. So the variance of density lets convection
start. After 100s a convection roll is observed within the small region, which is
molten. However, the front does not evolve further indicating the extraction of too
much energy by the implementation of the discontinuous . Thus the modeling of
latent heat release needs further investigation and development. As a first test an
initial temperature, which varies from 235°C at the left wall to 232°C at cmx 8.0=  and
stays constant to the right wall, was selected to test whether convection will influence
the front in this case. Unfortunately the same pattern as in the true test cast is
observed. Convection starts and after some time a steady state is achieved. The
front does not evolve (fig. 3.13). Therefore the implementation of the discontinuous
integration method requires further investigation. The results obtained using CASTS
show the importance of an accurate modeling of latent heat release for pu
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substances. Since this modeling is beyond the main scope of this work, the AMETH
test and latent heat release for pure substances will be subject of further work.
Figure 3.12 Results on the AMETH test using the stabilized FE/FV method and the
improved model of latent heat release. At the left side a small region melts.
There a convection is observed. No further melting is observed.
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Figure 3.13 Different initial temperature field. The initial temperature is set to 235°C at
the left heated wall. From 0.cm to 0.8cm the temperature varies linearly
from 235°C to 232°C. From 0.8cm to the left wall it is set constantly to
232°C. Within the liquid region convection starts. Again no further melting
is observed.
Nevertheless, the stabilized FE/FV method is able to handle fluid flow problems
coupled to thermal transport at least for alloys. The achieved results reproduce the
expected characteristics of two tests at least qualitatively. This encourages the
application of CASTS using the stabilized FE/FV method to mold filling especially
when no phase change occurs. A phase field stabilized VoF method is presented to
model free surfaces. This approach is added to the stabilized FE/FV method and
applied to a T-branch and the MCWASP benchmark 1995. The results on these tests
are presented in the following fourth chapter.
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4 Mold Filling
Mold filling is a delicate part of casting processes, since the filling process deter-
mines many of the features of the solidified part. Among these features there are:
• porosity
• breaking of molds due to high temperature gradients
• entrapment of separated mold material, etc.
Thus numerical simulation of mold filling processes is an invaluable tool for the
foundry engineer to predict and optimize the casting process. Nevertheless, much
effort is still required before phenomena such as entrapment can be really predicted.
Physically speaking, mold filling is an excellent example of complex free surface flow.
Usually several “fluids” separated by distinct interfaces are present during the filling
of a mold. There are
• the mold cavity material, which may be vacuum or gas
• the molten liquid filling the mold
• the mold material, which may be eroded
• the solidified melt
Due to the simultaneous coupled occurrence of physical phenomena, each of which
is a formidable challenge in numerical simulation itself, mold filling is a very difficult
task in simulating casting processes, These phenomena range from transient
multiphase incompressible flow, interface kinetics and dynamics, heat transfer, which
consists of convection-diffusion and radiation problems, phase change including
multiple components and microstructural phenomena, and finally thermo-mechanical
effects. Much work is left before this nonlinear coupled problem can be analyzed
completely. Numerical simulation of mold filling provides a tool to gradually gaining
further insight into the mechanisms taking place and understanding these
complicated interfacial flows [45].
Among the methods used to model interfacial flows, interface capturing methods are
rather popular and wide spread especially within the finite volume community. Since
the first publication of volume tracking methods, i.e. the volume of fluid (VoF)
method, several improvements have been developed (see chapter 1). Recently
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phase field schemes [43,46,51,61,63] have also been applied to free surface flow.
Within CASTS free surface flow occurring in mold filling is modeled using a combined
approach applying phase field concepts to the VoF method [31] (see also chapter
1.4). This enhanced method is named “FF-VoF method”.
4.1 The FF-VoF Method
The VoF method is a popular algorithm modeling free surface flow. Since its
development over two decades ago it has proven to be a useful and robust tool. Thus
it has become a frequent choice in Eulerian models of interfacial flows, especially
where interfaces undergo topology changes. The essential features of the VoF
interface tracking method are as follows:
• First the initial interface geometry is used to compute fluid volume fractions
F  in each computational cell or finite volume. This task amounts to
computing the volume truncated by the fluid interface in each cell containing
an interface.
• Exact interface information is discarded in favor of the discrete volume
fraction data. Interfaces are subsequently tracked by evolving fluid volumes
in time with the solution of a standard convection equation (4.1).
qFu
t
F
=∇⋅+∂
∂ (4.1)
• Volume fractions result from normalization of fluid volumes relative to the cell
control volume, i.e. 1=F  means full and 0=F  means empty. An exact
interface location is not known. A location of the interface is reconstructed
from local volume fraction data.
The reconstructed locations are used to compute the fluxes necessary for the
convective term in the transport equation. Without reconstruction of the front the
interface will not remain compact. The interface spreads over the domain as a result
of the numerical diffusion introduced to preserve monotonicity. This diffusion can be
reduced in certain methods to a determined width (e.g. superbee limiter, steepened
piecewise parabolic method (PPM) [13]). But without reconstruction even these high
order advection schemes show an excessive amount of numerical diffusion even for
the 4th order PPM, if they are applied to mold filling.
There are different reconstruction methods as SLIC (Simple Line Interface
Calculations) and PLIC (Piecewise Linear Interface Calculations). Actually some
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enhancements to VoF methods for unstructured grids are under construction
[43,44,45], i.e. the PLIC method.
With the PLIC method the front is reconstructed in a piecewise linear manner taking
curvature (and surface tension) into account, and is positioned in the cell according
to its volume fraction of fluid. At last the front will be advected in a conservative way.
Difficulties occur in calculating the normal directions of interfaces accurately and in
constructing a 3D advection scheme. The PLIC algorithm is based on geometrical
descriptions of control volumes. As all reconstruction based concepts are related to
geometrical concepts they do not fit into the hybrid FE/CV framework of CASTS.
Therefore a new stabilization scheme, which can be used on unstructured meshes
without any reconstruction on cell level, was developed. This stabilization scheme
was named “FF-VoF method” and it was implemented in CASTS 12.3.
The FF-VoF stabilization scheme is based on the thermodynamic concept of minimal
free energy at the surface. The main principles were developed in the phase field
theory. The phase field approach was applied to the VoF method as a consistent
perturbation of the transport equation. For many years the sharp-interface model was
used. It assumes that the interface is a two-dimensional surface of zero width.
Besides this approach phase field models aim to provide a continuum model, which
models the interface between two different phases, e.g. liquid and solid, as a
transition region by assuming the existence of an order parameter [31,41,45,47]. The
value of the order parameter determines in which phase the system is. It changes
smoothly through the interface region from one value to another. By description of
the dynamics of the order parameter the necessity to track the interface drops. The
evolution of the phase field is propagated instead. So, the numerical implementation
of the interface dynamics becomes much simpler.
Phase field models in solidification are based on a Ginzburg-Landau free energy
functional [47],
( ) ( )  ∇+=
V
dVfF 222
1ˆ ϕεϕβ , (4.2)
where ε and β are small parameters, which are constant for isotropic materials and
related to the interfacial thickness. The function ϕ  is usually interpreted as fraction of
solid or concentration, but it may be also interpreted as a density or a fraction of
volume. Therefore ϕ  is a function with values between 0 and 1.
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The gradient energy term models the increase in free energy associated with the
formation of an interface, because it is non-zero in the interfacial region. A steep
gradient of ϕ  needs a higher energy. Thus flat gradients are preferred and the
solution will be smoothed. Therefore this term describes effects of diffusion.
The function )(ϕf  represents the density of the Helmholtz free energy. The increase
in surface energy - caused by surface formation - is also accounted for by )(ϕf ,
which has a double well structure with respect to ϕ  (fig. 4.1) [42,47]. The two minima
represent the stable liquid respectively solid state. An interface modeled continuously
by ϕ  takes intermediate values where the free energy density is increased compared
to the liquid or solid states - 0=ϕ  or 1=ϕ . Thus generation and maintenance of an
interface requires energy. The larger an interface expands, the more energy is
needed and 0=ϕ , 1=ϕ , which are states of minimum energy, are preferred. This
term may be interpreted as a model of molecular forces. A common choice to
represent )(ϕf  is a polynomial function of fourth order [31] with value zero at 0=ϕ
and 1=ϕ .
22
4
1 )1()( ϕϕϕ −=f (4.3)
Figure 4.1 Double well potential to define the free energy at the interface
The free energy equation (4.2) is used to derive a kinetic equation for the phase field
by requiring that the total free energy Fˆ  decreases monotonically in time until an
equilibrium is reached. The simplest choice which is consistent with this approach is
given by a relaxation approach
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In equilibrium the diffusive and molecular forces cancel each other as
))(1(0 2
122 ϕϕβϕϕεϕ −−−∇== (4.6)
The parameters ε and β can be related to the interface thickness δ by investigating a
one dimensional solution of (4.6). Considering liquid state at the right and solid state
at the left, the boundary conditions 0lim =
−∞→
ϕ
x
 and 1lim =
∞→
ϕ
x
 are selected. Using
these conditions the solution is:
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The integration constants are chosen to locate 
2
1
=ϕ  at 0=x . The same solution is
obtained for radial symmetric problems. If every interface can be approximated by
circular functions, the transition region can be determined locally by (4.7).
Figure 4.2 Shape of the interface in one dimension. The thickness δ  is determined by
the parameters ε and β (4.8).
The thickness of the interface is controlled by diffusion and molecular forces. From
the solution (4.7) it is easy to show that the transition - 95.005.0 << ϕ  - has a
characteristic thickness of
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126 −= βεδ (4.8)
The system tends to reach interfaces of the above profile (fig. 4.2). So the interface
will be of defined thickness, which is controlled by ε and β.
The profile (4.7) also gives a relation of the interface to surface tension. If the
interface kinetics is determined by its curvature and surface tension, the development
of the interface can be modeled as
ϕσκϕϕ ∇−=∇−= nu 
 (4.9)
σ is a parameter of surface tension at the interface and κ denotes the curvature of
the interface. The curvature
n
n 
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∂
=−∇= ϕκ (4.10)
gives the normal gradient of ϕ  in the normal direction. Curvature can be also
formulated as following
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Now the interface kinetics formulated in the phase state variable reads as
( )( )ϕϕϕσδϕσϕ −−+∇−= − 2122 12 (4.12)
And in equilibrium with σε =2  and 22 −= σδβ equation (4.6) is reproduced. Thus
surface tension is modeled inherently by the phase field method [31,63].
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The main features of the phase field concept are:
• The sharp interface is modeled as a smooth transition over a thin but
numerically reasonable layer.
• The interfacial dynamics are treated by interfacial forces, i.e. diffusive and
anti-diffusive forces, which cancel in equilibrium.
• The interfacial energy defines a consistent model similar to the continuous
surface force (CSF) model [44] (see below).
The main concept of FF-VoF is the use of the Gibbs-Thompson relations and the
description of the interface free energy as a model for the liquid-gas interface. The
phase field is interpreted as fluid-field. The microscopic phases liquid and solid are
now referred to the macroscopic liquid and gas phases. The equations model the
free energy of a front in micro- and macroscopic scales. If the interface is planar, the
diffusive and the source term cancel each other in equilibrium. Therefore the
interfacial energy may be considered as a consistent perturbation. Thus the surface
potential (4.6), which consists of diffusion and the molecular forces, was added to the
transport equation (4.1) of the filling function F . Using this approach the
reconstruction on cell level was avoided. Then the modified transport equation of FF-
VoF is given by (4.13).
))(1(
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12 FFFFqFu
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∂ βε  (4.13)
A similar enhancement is derived by the model of continuous surface force (CSF)
[44]. This model needs a geometric description of the control volumes and the
reconstruction of the interface.
Obviously the original VoF method is included in FF-VoF as it can be reproduced
setting the numerical parameters to 0== βε . In an exact calculation and with ε=0
the transition zone should be then of zero width. A solution with jumps should occur.
Therefore with 0=ε  the numerical diffusion of the method can be estimated by the
size of the transition zone. If this numerical diffusion is taken into account, the
correction of the fluid-field by the source term only, i.e. 0=ε  and 0≠β  is a simple
variant of FF-VoF. By varying locally the parameters ε and β, the interface region can
be adopted to the mesh. The parameters are controlled locally by the size of the
elements. This way a fixed transition zone of a few elements thickness for
unstructured meshes is obtained efficiently.
Since the modified differential equation is rather parabolic than hyperbolic other
numerical difficulties, such as the need for sophisticated advection schemes, drop.
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Furthermore, existing routines modeling the parabolic heat transfer problem can be
reused after being adopted. Consequently the changes of the code to implement FF-
VoF in CASTS are limited to a few routines.
))(1()( 2
1 FFFFP −−= (4.14)
The polynomial )(FP  (4.14) was treated in an explicit way to keep the resulting
equation system linear. Mass lumping techniques were applied according to the finite
volume framework. Thus the polynomial expression can be evaluated once per time
step in the nodes respectively finite volumes.
The implementation of the FF-VoF method follows the principles of the hybrid FE/FV
method. Again a segregated approach was selected to calculate the solution of the
coupled problem (see chapter 1.4). The stabilized FF-VoF equation (4.13) was
discretized analogously to the likewise parabolic equation of heat transfer. Only the
treatment of the changing domain of calculation needed special concern.
Calculating the new time step from nt  to 1+nt , at first the flow field is solved for time
1+nt  using the filled region at nt . The domain of calculation is determined by a
threshold of 05.0min =F . This way numerical diffusion is diminished. In the empty
domain, which is defined by minFF < , velocity and pressure are set to zero. The
thermo-physical data υρ,  and the linearized velocity v   are weighted by the degree
of filling.
Determine domain of transport minFFi ≥
Matrix assembly for the FF-VoF method
Solve the global system
Figure 4.7 Flowchart of the implementation of mold filling in CASTS
Then in a separate step the mass is advected to obtain the filled region at 1+nt .
Within CASTS 12.3 global parameters βε ,  were set by the user. A new approach is
the calculation of ε and β with respect to the enmeshment and the filled region. In a
first approach global values are calculated using βε = . The parameters are
calculated using an estimation of the aimed interfacial width. The interface should be
spread over 3 to maximum 5 cells. Thus the width δ  should not be larger than 3
times the minimal cell width, but it may be about 2 times the average cell width. The
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cell width is defined accordingly to the FE/FV approach as the distance between
adjacent nodes ij∆ . Thus the desired width of the interface can be set to
( ) ( )( )ijij ave ∆⋅∆⋅= 2,min3min:δ . Equation (4.8) is used to calculate the numerical
parameters βε , . Within this step equal diffusive and molecular forces are assumed.
This way equation (4.8) is reduced to
( ) ( )( ) βεεεδ ===∆⋅∆⋅ − andave ijij 1262,min3min (4.15)
In a first attempt global stabilizing parameters are calculated at each time step at the
nodes i with  05.0min => FFi  using equation (4.16):
72
2δεβ == (4.16)
Then the transport equation is solved applying the FF-VoF method (4.13) using the
previously calculated velocity field. Again (4.8) is used to determine the filled region
and the interfacial transition. The filled region is defined by all nodes i with
95.0max =≥ FFi , which are set to filled nodes with 1=iF . The transition and thus the
interface is defined by the nodes with 95.005.0 maxmin =≤≤= FFF i . All nodes, which
are filled below the threshold of 05.0min =F , are neglected in the advection step.
These nodes define implicitly the boundary of the filled domain and are filled
throughout the progressing simulation.
4.2 Validation Tests
As validation of the stabilizing features, which are a reduced smearing and avoiding
of oscillations, simple 2D test cases are selected to evaluate the FF-VoF method
[31]. This way the features of the FF-VoF method could be identified using a
prototype program. The stabilization parameters are set as 1=ε  and 1=β . A square
domain is discretized by a regular 2D Cartesian grid. A constant advecting velocity
field is set.
An in-flow condition is imposed at the lower left corner. Without reconstruction the
VoF method results in oscillations in the direction of the flow. Additionally numerical
diffusion is observed normal to the flow direction. The wiggles can be suppressed
efficiently by an upwind scheme (fig. 4.3). Nevertheless, smearing of the front still
occurs.
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a)
b)
Figure 4.3 VoF method without reconstruction and stabilization. The figure shows the
development of a free surface in direction )1,1(=u  . Without upwinding the
hyperbolic problem oscillations in the flow direction occur (a). An upwind
scheme smoothes the solution (b) still showing. a severe numerical
diffusion.
Counter to the results of figure 4.3, the FF-VoF method keeps the front compact due
to the surface potential (fig. 4.4a). The numerical diffusion is diminished. Due to
upwinding, no wiggles are observed. Using different directions of the flow - )1,1(=u
and )1,2(=u  - a compact interface of same width is achieved. Thus the fluid field
based VoF method is independent of grid orientation (fig. 4.4).
a)
b)
Figure 4.4 Filling as in fig. 4.3 using the FF-VoF method for different velocities (a)
)1,1(=u  and (b) )1,2(=u . The numerical results show the limitation of the
front to a few cells. Since the front is kept compact for different velocities,
grid orientation effects are diminshed.
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Furthermore, the advantages of the FF-VoF method, compared to a VoF method
without reconstruction, become obvious if two parallel in-flow conditions are set (fig.
4.5). Due to a severe numerical diffusion the VoF method without reconstruction
results in a large mixing zone of the two flow fields. Since the FF-VoF method
minimizes the transition region, the interfaces are kept compact to a width of about 5
cells. Therefore the filled regions remain separated.
a)
b)
Figure 4.5 The FF-VoF method compared to the VoF-method (a) without
reconstruction using two parallel in-flow conditions. Without reconstrucion
mixing occurs due to numerical diffusion. Using the FF-VoF method (b), the
two areas remain separated.
The inherent modeling of surface tension effects is demonstrated, if the FF-VoF
method is applied to a fixed filled square. Automatically the surface of the filled region
is minimized. Thus the square area changes to a circular area (fig. 4.6).
Unfortunately, the FF-VoF is not yet conservative. Thus the proper choice of the
stabilization parameters has to be investigated further.
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Figure 4.6 Surface tension effects modeled by the FF-VoF method. The surface
potential leads to a minimal surface.
These tests demonstrate the capability of the new FF-VoF method to stabilize
interfacial flows. Numerical diffusion is diminished without reconstructing the interface
at cell level. The obtained results encouraged the implementation of an FF-VoF
method in version 12.3 of the program CASTS (see chapter 1.4) and application of
the FF-VoF method to 3 dimensional mold filling problems.
4.3 T-Branch Test
T-branches often occur in real filling processes. They are particularly part of almost
any gating system. Thus the simulation of T-branches is a necessary test of any
simulation tool applied to mold filling to model complex filling processes. Therefore a
T-branch is selected to evaluate the stabilized FE/FV method. The selected test
configuration, to which the stabilized FE/FV method is applied, is a bottom up T-
branch with a square cross-section filled from the top. Synthetic material data
analogous to metallic melts are selected: 23 01.0,.1 s
cm
cm
g
== υρ .
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Figure 4.8 Hexahedral enmeshment of the T-branch. A regular mesh is used. At the
inlet and the outlets free flow is modeled.
Gravity driven filling of such a T-branch is supposed to form a Bernoulli-type thinning
profile, when the fluid falls down the sprue. No hydrostatic pressure should be
observed meanwhile. When the liquid reaches the bottom of the sprue, hydrostatic
pressure should be observed almost instantaneously. Experiments show the fluid
spreading sideways almost symmetrically. The interface should form a bottom up
mushroom like profile. When the liquid flows into the branching tubes, vortices should
occur at the edges aside the sprue. A high pressure  should be observed at the
bottom below the sprue.
A coarse hexahedral enmeshment with 6370 nodes and 4644 elements is used (fig.
4.8). On top an in-flow condition is set. At the ends of the horizontal branches out-
flow conditions are imposed. The flow is driven by gravitational forces only. The filling
is started with a fixed filled region on top of the vertical branch. At the walls no-slip
conditions are imposed. Boundary conditions, time steps and numerical parameters
of the simulation are summarized in table 4.1.
At the beginning of the simulation the melt is accelerated due to gravity and the
vertical branch is filled. No droplets occur. Due to the no-slip boundary condition and
to the coarse mesh the boundary layer is not resolved. Thus separation from the
walls does not take place (fig. 4.9a). When the melt leaves the sprue, vortices are
observed at the corners to the horizontal tubes. The melt and the interface spread
sideways to each side (fig. 4.9b). The horizontal tubes are filled further during the
process. A slight non-symmetric pattern is observed. The front is kept compact
during the whole process (fig. 4.9c).
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At the free surface boundary pressure is set to zero. Therefore a pressure profile
similar to hydrostatic pressure is observed in the vertical branch (fig.4.10a). After the
melt has reached the bottom of the sprue a high dynamic pressure is observed at the
bottom as expected. Pressure lows occur at the corners to the horizontal tubes and
at the end of the sprue (fig. 4.10b). The pressure lows and the resulting vortices at
the corners are kept stable during the rest of the filling process. Hydrostatic pressure
is observed in the vertical branch, when the filling proceeds (fig. 4.10c). Due to the
non-symmetric filling pattern a non-symmetric pressure pattern is also observed.
Number of nodes and elements 6370 nodes and 4644 hexahedrons
Boundary conditions No-slip at the walls
Free flow at inlet, outlets and the free surface
Zero pressure at the free surface
Initial condition The sprue is filled the top 2 cm.
FF-VoF parameter 0868055597.0== βε
Time steps 0.01s from 0.0s to 1.5s
Table 4.1 Computational parameters used within the simulation of the T-branch test
The small deviations of the expected and the achieved results show the capabilities
of the implemented flow field and mold filling procedures to handle T-branches at
least qualitatively. The dynamic pressure as well as the hydrostatic pressure is
resolved. Also the vortices are resolved as expected. The artificial pressure profile in
the vertical tube during filling by gravity is caused by the boundary conditions. Thus
the resolution of the boundary layers is still an open question. Therefore sub-mesh
approaches such as the variational multiscale method are under investigation for
coarsely enmeshed parts.
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b)
c)
Figure 4.9 Filling of a T-Branch. The melt is driven by gravity into the vertical branch
(a). A compact and convex curved front is observed. When the melt leaves
the end of the sprue (b) it is driven into the horizontal tubes. The T-branch
is filled almost symmetrically (c).
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Figure 4.10 The pressure profile is shown at three different time steps. As long as the
melt falls down the sprue (a) a pressure profile is observed due to the no-
slip condition at the walls and the zero pressure condition at the front. After
the melt leaves the sprue (b) a high pressure at the bottom develops as
expected. At the edges left and right of the sprue, vortices and pressure
lows occur. When the melt fills the horizontal tubes (c), metallostatic
pressure is built-up and additionally the dynamic pressure is observed at
the bottom of the sprue.
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4.4 MCWASP Benchmark 1995
At the 7th conference on Modeling of Casting, Welding and Advanced Solidification
Processes 1995 results of a benchmark problem of mold filling were presented
[16,29,83]. Numerical modeling was tested against a well defined experiment, which
was documented by x-ray radiography. This benchmark is well known and a standard
test considering the simulation of mold filling. Since it is well documented, this
benchmark allows a very good evaluation of any mold filling simulation.
Nevertheless, this benchmark still is a challenging test of any computational tool to
simulate complicated mold filling processes. If this benchmark is solved properly, it
may be assumed that CASTS is applicable to industrial mold filling in general.
Therefore this test was selected as the central mold filling benchmark.
For the design of the benchmark two requirements had to be fulfilled. The selected
geometry of the casting should be simple to ensure reproducible experiments, but it
needed to be of sufficient complexity to result in a fastidious numerical test. Thus the
experimenters at Birmingham UK selected a rising filling of a bottom gated simple
plate (fig. 4.11). However, the filling system is less easy to model numerically. A short
sprue, which often is selected for small castings, would have been a relatively easy
task to model, due to the modest velocities. Therefore a tall sprue was selected
(table 4.2) From previous experiments it was known that such a sprue results in a
high turbulence in the runner and the gate. This is still a challenging test for any
current computer model.
The test mold consisted of AFS grade dried and washed silica sand bonded with 1.2
mass per cent phenolic urethane resin (Ashland Pepset) [83]. This is a widely used
molding material, and it gave the possibility of observing the experiment by x-ray
radiography. Furthermore, the permeability to air of this material reduced the back
pressure due to entrapped gas. Hence numerical modeling may assume vacuum in
the mold. As liquid metal 99.999% pure aluminum was chosen. This material was
selected, because accurate material data could be obtained (figures 4.12-4.16). The
thermo-physical data of the metal was acquired from the “Metals Handbook”, besides
the data of kinematic viscosity, which was provided by MAGMA GmbH Aachen [83].
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Figure 4.11 7th MCWASP benchmark 19995 - blueprint of the mold dimensions
For the benchmark experiment approximately 2.2 kg of metal were poured into a
pouring basin on top of the sprue. When this basin was full, a stopper was lifted
abruptly, thus starting the filling of the mold. The melt entered the sprue at about
700°C. The pouring continued uninterrupted for about 3.5s. The x-ray images show a
filling time of 2.24s (fig. 4.17).
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Figure 4.12 Kinematic viscosity of 99.999% aluminum as function of temperature
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Figure 4.13 Thermal conductivity of 99.999% aluminum as function of temperature
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Figure 4.14 Apparent heat capacity of 99.999% aluminum as function of temperature
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Figure 4.15 Fraction solid of 99.999% aluminum as function of temperature
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Figure 4.16 Density of 99.999% aluminum as function of temperature
The mold filling was observed via an x-ray radiography unit and was recorded using
a VHS VCR. The experiment was carried out remotely in an lead-lined cabinet. It was
controlled by an operator watching the pour via a closed circuit TV camera. The lifting
of the stopper was set at time zero. Then each 0.02s an x-ray video frame was taken
during the filling proceeded. The experiment was repeated several times to ascertain
its reproducibility. Three examples were selected and published. In figure 4.12 a
synopsis of these examples is shown, ranging from t=0.24s until the filling was
completed at t=2.24s in steps of 0.25s. The comparison of this synopsis shows a
qualitative agreement of the filling patterns in the selected experiments. Nevertheless
the patterns differ when the melt fills the runner and enters the gate. This is mainly
caused by the impressive degree of turbulence occurring during this part of the filling.
The turbulent flow in the runner and the gate requires additional attention. There are
three main classes of modeling and prediction (fig. 4.17). The first possibility is given
in highly viscous laminar flow filling runner and gate in a smooth pattern (4.17a). If
viscosity is decreased using a low viscosity laminar flow model, the pattern changes.
A fast flow along the bottom of the runner exists. When the melt reaches the end of
the runner, a wave is reflected and flows back above, but no mixing occurs. The
reflected wave enters the gate from right to left (fig. 4.17b). In figure 4.17c complete
turbulent mixing between the streams is assumed. The reflected wave is compressed
into the end of the runner and expands rapidly into the gate. Since there is
momentum only from the direction of the sprue, the melt enters the gate from left to
right (4.17c).
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a)
b)
c)
Figure 4.17 The different flow patterns depending on the type of numerical simulation.
(a) Highly viscous laminar flow lets the melt fill the whole cross-section of
the runner. (b) Low viscosity laminar flow results in filling the bottom of the
runner first and a wake splashing backwards, when the end of the runner is
reached. Then the melt enters the plate. (c) Simulation of turbulent flow lets
the melt fill the end of the runner and splash into the plate.
It is clear from figure 4. 18, that in this case the modeling of turbulent flow assuming
a high degree of mixing will yield the best results simulating the benchmark problem.
This agrees with the high Reynolds numbers of 40000 or more in this domain. Many
models fall in between of the three cases of figure 4.18. In CASTS only laminar flow
is modeled and no turbulence model is used.
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Figure 4.18.1 X-ray photos of three representative experimental validation tests of the
MCWASP benchmark.
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Figure 4.18.2 X-ray photos of three representative experimental validation tests of the
MCWASP benchmark.
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Table 4.2 Freezing times of the MCWASP benchmark experimentally measured by
thermocouples
Figure 4.19 This figure shows the geometry and the FE-enmeshment of the plate.
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As the freezing times are much higher than the filling time (table 4.2), the filling
process may be modeled regarding only the mold. The mold (fig. 4. 11) is discretized
by a mesh of 7740 hexahedrons and 10224 nodes (fig. 4.19). No slip boundary
conditions are imposed. The pouring basin is kept full during filling. Vacuum is
presumed within the mold. Additionally two simplifying assumptions are made. First,
isothermal flow is assumed. Second, separation of mold material is not modeled.
The benchmark problem was already tackled by the former revision 12.3 of CASTS.
This version was based on a first order approximation of velocity and a zeroth order
approximation of pressure applying piecewise constant pressure on the elements.
Continuity was modeled by an artificial compressibility method. For a detailed
description refer to chapter 1.4.
Figure 4.20.1 Numerical results obtained using CASTS 12.3. The melt leaves the sprue.
From blue to red color indicates from empty to filled. At the front droplets
occur.
The results obtained by this approach were extremely disappointing. The melt
reached the bottom of the sprue after about 1s. Furthermore, droplets were observed
(fig. 4.20.1), when the melt reached the bottom of the sprue due to the poor
resolution of incompressibility. The plate was almost filled after 22s, which is almost
ten time the experimental filling time. Many areas inside the plate were only filled
partially (fig. 4.20.2). This disappointing result lead to the development of an
improved flow solver.
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Figure 4.20.2 Using CASTS 12.3 the plate is almost filled after 22s. Filling time and
pattern deviate severely from the experimental results.
The same enmeshment and thermo-physical data is used, when the stabilized FE/FV
method is tested on the MCWASP benchmark problem. In table 4.3 the boundary
conditions, time step sizes and numerical parameters used in the simulation are
summarized. The stabilized method shows a thinning profile when the melt falls down
the sprue. The front remains compact. High velocities occur when the melt leaves the
sprue and enters the runner after about 0.26s (fig. 4.21.1a). This time almost agrees
with the experimental 0.24s (fig. 4.18.1). Entering the runner, the melt fills the bottom
of the runner first (fig 4.21.1b). A vortex is observed at the top edge of the runner’s
entry. A second vortex forms at the bottom of the sprue. Due to the high velocities
the front still is smeared over the whole cross-section of the runner (fig 4.21.1c)
instead of leaving the top part of the runner unfilled. However, due to the vorticity at
the edge connecting sprue and runner, an empty region is observed. This also
corresponds to experiences in casting processes.
Number of nodes and elements 10224 nodes and 7740 hexahedrons
Boundary conditions No-slip at the walls
Free flow at inlet and the free surface
Zero pressure at the free surface
Initial condition The bassin is filled.
FF-VoF parameter
800
1
== βε
Time steps 0.005s from 0.00s up to 0.14s
0.002s from 0.14s 0.25s
0.001s from 0.25s to 3.00s
Table 4.3 Computational parameters used within the simulation of the MCWASP
benchmark
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Figure 4.21.1 Numerical results achieved using the stabilized FE/FV method. The melt
leaves the sprue (a) and enters the runner (b). Still the transition region
remains compact (c)
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Figure 4.21.2 Numerical results achieved using the stabilized FE/FV method. The plate is
entered by the melt (a). The melt flows aside and the front flattens (b). When
the melt reaches the sides of the plate it rises and splashes back (c)
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Then the melt fills the complete runner from the entry to the end. The end is reached
at about 0.45s (fig. 4.21.2.a) in agreement with the experiment again. Since the front
is smeared, the melt starts piling up into the gate before the end of the runner is
reached. Entering the plate, the melt forms the characteristic mushroom kind front
(fig. 4.21.2b). Then it spreads aside and swashes against the left and right wall
rising there (fig. 4.21.2c). This is observed in experiments also.
Figure 4.21.3 The plate is filled vertically (a). An almost plane front is observed. Using the
stabilized FE/FV method the plate is filled at 2.65 seconds (b).
Finally an almost planar front is formed (4.21.3a) and the plate is filled vertically. The
plate is filled after 2.65s (4.21.3b). Thus using the stabilized equal order method the
patterns and the filling times agree with experiment now. Still the filling time of 2.65s
deviates by 18.3% from the experimentally obtained filling time of 2.24s. But this
result was obtained without any optimization of numerical parameters besides time
stepping. This way the time consuming search of a suitable set of parameters drops.
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To demonstrate the capabilities of the stabilized FE/FV method the obtained result on
the benchmark problem is compared to the published filling times calculated by other
simulation tools (table 4.4). Whereas the first approach implemented in CASTS 12.3
is unable to predict the filling time in an acceptable range, the stabilized flow solver is
within the range predicted by other simulation tools [16,29,83].
PROGRAM Filling Time Deviation from Experiment
Flow-3D 1.83s 22.4%
WTCM perfect slip condition 2.15s 4.1%
LS-DYNA3D 2.2s 1.8%
Experimental results 2.24s 0%
WTCM no slip condition 2.33s 6.25%
CASTS stabilized FE/FV 2.65s 18.3%
FIDAP 4.0s 78.5%
CASTS Rev. 12.3 22s 982.1%
Table 4.4 Filling times for the benchmark problem calculated by several simulation
tools.
Since the benchmark is a challenging problem and several simplifying assumptions
have been made (e.g. laminar flow, no-slip boundary condition), it will be a remaining
test for ongoing developments. The FF-VoF volume tracking method still leads to a
smearing of the front in the runner. Hence the filling pattern is not well reproduced.
Furthermore, the boundary conditions at the free surface still are open issues.
Finally, due to the no-slip boundary condition the boundary layer cannot be resolved,
if coarse meshes are used. The fractional step approach coupling the flow field and
mass transport still leads to small times steps due to the hyperbolic kind of the
transport equation and the predicted filling times depend strongly on the selected
time stepping. Therefore improvements of the solution of mass transport and the
treatment of free surfaces in general need additional investigation. Thus sub-mesh
technologies as multiscale methods are under investigation for further development.
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5 Achievements and Conclusions
A new flow solver applicable to casting processes is presented with this work. This
solver is achieved by introducing an equal order approximation and stabilized FE
methods into the hybrid FE/FV framework established within the simulation tool
CASTS. Using bubble functions and static condensation a consistent pressure
stabilization is achieved. To ensure the stabilizing properties for high Reynolds
numbers the bubble function terms are limited locally by a pressure stabilizing
Petrov-Galerkin method.
This way typical problems occurring in fluid flow can be solved. Tests on fluid flow
problems demonstrate the capability of the stabilized FE/FV method to solve the flow
patterns, occuring in casting processes, at least qualitatively. These tests cover:
• Isothermal flow over a backward facing step
• Thermal convection without phase change
• Melting driven by convection (AMETH)
The proper results of these flow tests have encouraged the application of the
developed method to mold filling problems. A smoothed or regularized VoF-method
applying principles of the phase field method is used to model free surface dynamics.
This method was implemented in CASTS revision 12.3 earlier.
A T-branch and the MCWASP benchmark 1995 are presented as tests on mold
filling. The T-Branch test reveals the proper flow and pressure patterns. Vortices at
the edges of the tubes and characteristic pressure profile, including hydrostatic and
hydrodynamic pressure, are observed. Additionally, the FF-VoF method ensures a
compact interfacial region. Along with the test on filling a T-branch, the MCWASP
benchmark 1995 problem has been performed. The simulated flow and filling
patterns agree with experimental results. Only the highly turbulent regime, when the
melt enters the runner, leads to a smearing of the interface by the FF-VoF method.
Nevertheless, due to the boundary conditions at the free surface and the fractional
step type coupling of the fluid flow and transport modules, a deviation of 18% from
the experimental time is still observed. However, the predicted time is within the
range obtained by other participants of the benchmark and commercial simulation
programs using the stabilized FE/FV method.
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Thus, by the introduction of stabilized FE methods into the hybrid FE/FV framework,
a drastic improvement is achieved, compared to results obtained using CASTS 12.3.
Furthermore, the simulation using the stabilized FE/FE method predicts a realistic
filling time for a standard benchmark. Additionally, these results are obtained without
a time consuming search for suitable numerical parameters, which was required for
the previous version 12.3 of CASTS. Therefore, the implementation of stabilized FE
method in the FE/FV framework of CASTS lead to a simulation tool applicable to
mold filling processes.
Further developments beyond the goals of this work will improve the stabilized FE/FV
method. Adaptive time-stepping and improved pressure boundary conditions at the
free surface are important features. By using the variational multiscale method the
capabilities to resolve velocity and pressure in thin walled areas, as well as in the
transition region,  can be enhanced. This way an improved resolution of pressure and
velocity in thin walled domains and at the free surface may be obtained without
refining the finite element mesh.
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6 Appendix
6.1 The Newton-Raphson Method to Solve
Systems of Non-linear equations
The discretization of transient problems results in non-linear equations unless explicit
methods are used. However, explicit methods are limited severely in the size of time
steps and accuracy. Thus the Crank-Nicholson method, or the backward Euler
method are the favored choices of time discretization. The resulting non-linear
equations can be solved by various methods such as steepest decent, Lanczos or
Newton methods [24,55,69]. Due to their efficiency Newton or Newton-like methods
are widely used for solving non-linear systems. Hence the Newton-Raphson method
was selected for the solution of the non-linear transient problem. In the following the
implementation of the Newton-Raphson method applied to the FE/FV method is
described.
The Newton method was developed to find the roots of non-linear equations )(xF   ,
e.g. polynomials. It is based on a contraction principle using a linearization of )(xF  
by its Taylor expansion.
)()()()()()(0 2111 kkkkkxFkk xxOxxxxFxFxF


−+−⋅+=≈= ++∂
∂
+
∗ (6.1)
Equation (6.1) can be solved for the root ∗x  (6.2) leading to the iterative procedure of
the Newton method:
[ ] ,...1,0),()( 11 =−=≈ −∂∂+∗ kxFxxxx kkxFkk   (6.2)
The Newton method now consists of an iterative calculation of estimations of the root
by the procedure (6.2) until an kx

 with ( ) ε≤kxF   is found. If the first estimation 0x  is
sufficiently close to ∗x  the method will converge as the iteration algorithm then
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defines a contraction operator then. There are lots of variants of Newton methods,
which differ mainly in the way of the calculation or approximation of the used
Jacobian [ ] 10 )( −∂∂ xxF   .
The Newton method is applied to the transient problem now by taking the residual R
of the FE discretization as function F  and the vector of the nodal degrees of
freedom, fpuT ),,(,   as the root kx

, which is to be found. Then the iterative algorithm
reads
[ ] )()( 11 kkxRkk xRxxxx   −∂∂+∗ −=≈ (6.3)
Now either the residual as well as the Jacobian with respect to the degrees of
freedom have to be defined. Therefore the FE/FV discretization will be analyzed. A
special feature of the discretization used in the hybrid FE/FV framework is the matrix
assembly with respect to the change of the unknown, i.e. temperature, velocity,
pressure or degree of filling during a time-step. Therefore the discretization reads
( )( ) ( ) ( )nnnnnn xRxxqxxxK  −+=+ +++ 111 θδδθδ (6.4)
with
• the global Matrix ( )1++ nn xxK  θδ  depending on the variables nx  at time nt , at
the beginning of the time-step,
• the change nx
	δ  during the time-step [ ]1, +nn tt  and
• the integration parameter θ , which determines the method of integration,
explicit or implicit.
The right hand side consists of
• the source terms ( )nn xxq 

 θδ+ , which may depend on the variables, e.g.
radiosity, and
• the discretization error or residual at time nt , which is denoted by ( )nh xR  .
The residual is defined similar to linear systems by :
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )1111 ++++ +−−+= nnnnhnnn xxxKxRxxqxR  δθδθδδ (6.5)
Using this definition the Newton method for calculating the correct value of nx
δ  is
built by
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( )[ ] )()( ,11,1,11,11 knknxRknknn xRxxxx +−+∂∂+++∗+ −=≈        δδδδδ δ (6.6)
The iteration starts with a first solution of the discretized partial differential equation.
Then the residual is calculated. If the norm of this residual is less than a required
tolerance, the iteration is converged. Otherwise the new value 1,1 ++ knx
δ  is calculated
by solving the equation using the BiConjugate Gradient Stabilized (BiCGstab)
method [71]
( )[ ] ( ) )()( ,1,1,1 knknknxR xRxx +++∂∂ =∆⋅  δδδδ (6.7)
and setting
( )
( )knnkn
knknkn
xxx
xxx
,10,11,1
,1,11,1
++++
++++
∆+=
∆+=


δ
δδδ (6.8)
with 00,1 =+nx
δ
The BiCGstab method was designed to deal efficiently with non-symmetric matrices.
It was developed to avoid the often irregular convergence patterns of the Conjugate
Gradient Squared (CGS) method. BiCGstab often converges about as fast as CGS,
sometimes faster and sometimes not. CGS can be viewed as a method in which the
BiCG “contraction'' operator is applied twice. Bi-CGSTAB can be interpreted as the
product of BiCG and repeatedly applied GMRES(1). At least locally, a residual vector
is minimized , which leads to a considerably smoother convergence behavior. Bi-
CGSTAB requires two matrix-vector products and four inner products, i.e., two inner
products more than BiCG and CGS. This is a reasonable additional effort to obtain
improved convergence [71].
The modified system (6.7) is built completely and solved, the intermediate solutions
are updated. Then again the residual is calculated and its norm is checked against
the required tolerance.
The remaining but crucial task is the determination of the Jacobian ( )[ ])( ,1 knxR x +∂∂  δδ .
Within the Newton-Raphson method a simple approximation of the Jacobian will be
used.
The determination of the Jacobian starts with the definition of the residual (6.3).
Using this definition a formal differentiation can be performed:
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )knnknknnxKknnxqknxR xxKxxxxxx .1,1,1,1,1 +++∂∂+∂∂+∂∂ +−+−+=           θδδθδθθδδ δδδ (6.9)
Thus the Jacobian is determined by the variation of source terms, the former global
matrix and the variation of the global matrix due to the new approximation of the
solution. Henceforth this formal differentiation reveals an embarrassingly simple
approximation of the Jacobian matrix. If the sources do not depend on the nodal
degrees of freedom, the Jacobian matrix is given by a Taylor expansion of the
negative global matrix, which is calculated applying the new approximate values at
knn xx ,1++
 θδ . Then the updated global matrix will be a suitable approximation to the
Jacobian. As the new global matrix is also required for the calculation of the residual
no additional effort except the solution of the equation system is required, if this
approximation of the Jacobian is used. Therefore this method is implemented in
CASTS. At least for the calculation of fluid flow this will be sufficient, since there are
no sources depending on velocity or pressure.
This way a Newton-Raphson method is built easily by solving the updated global
system with a replaced right hand side, which is given by )(
,1 knxR +
δ . The
approximated solutions are then updated within each iteration using equation (6.8).
This approach allows a simple implementation. Therefore it is preferred to more
performant methods as e.g. Broyden updates or quasi-Newton schemes [72]. This
method is implemented for heat transfer, fluid flow and mold filling problems.
6.2 Numerical Results on the Scalar
Stabilization Approach
For testing the bubble functions approach on advection-diffusion problems, heat
transport in a rectangular bar 40*2*2 cm3 is selected. This bar is enmeshed by hexa-
and tetrahedrons (fig. 6.1). Dirichlet boundary conditions for temperature are
imposed on each side. At the left side 1900°C are imposed, at the other side 1000°C
are set. Constant thermo-physical data according to mesh Peclet numbers of 1, 5,
50, 100, 1000 are selected. A fixed constant velocity of (10,0,0) cm/s is imposed to
ensure steady state after 6 seconds of simulated time for each example. The figures
show results for Peclet numbers of 50 and 1000. The results were obtained without
using the Newton-Raphson method even if Crank-Nicholson and implicit time
discretization were used.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.1 The upper figure (a) shows the uniform discretization of the bar by
hexahedrons. 2025 nodes and 1280 elements are used. The lower figure (b)
shows the enmeshment of the bar by 2331 tetrahedrons and 9383 nodes.
The tests on the advection diffusion problem having the Peclet number 50 reveal a
mesh dependent behavior of the bubble function stabilization (fig. 6.2). Using
structured meshes with the direction of flow aligned to the mesh the bubble functions
introduce too much diffusion. Using unstructured tetrahedral meshes the bubble
functions result in overshoots. Thus the enhancement is underdiffusive. Therefore a
method is required to ensure the introduction of the necessary amount of diffusion. A
switch is introduced, which replaces the bubble related operator by an upwind
scheme depending on the local Peclet number at the connected links. Even with a
very strict limitation, which replaces the bubble terms by upwind terms depending on
the local Peclet number, slight oscillations still appear for tetrahedral meshes (fig.
6.3). Applying unstructured meshes this method introduced less diffusion than
needed for a non-oscillatory solution, which is obtained using a classical upwind
scheme (fig. 6.4). This is similar to the experience with SUPG methods. The
overshoots are diminished by using an implicit time integration scheme, as this
method introduces diffusion as well. The transition profile is as expected. The
application of the analytical upwind scheme shows the same pattern for both
enmeshments. The transition as well as a non-oscillatory steady state are resolved
(fig. 6.4).
As stated in the literature [36] the condensed bubble functions are overdiffusive for all
meshes, if the Peclet number is high. This is observed in figure 6.5, where the
diffusion-like bubble stabilization is applied to a heat transfer problem with Peclet
number 1000. Thus a limitation of the resulting operator is needed again. Contrary to
Peclet number 50 no oscillations occur, when the limiting switch is introduced since
the bubble operator introduces additional diffusion (fig. 6.6). Again the classical
upwind scheme gives the correct results independent to the enmeshment (fig. 6.7).
Using unstructured meshes even for large Peclet numbers less bubble function type
stabilizations are replaced by the upwind scheme than for structured grids. This way
a locally adaptive upwind scheme is built by the bubble function stabilization applying
limitation. However, even the limitation of the bubble function mode by substitution by
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an upwind scheme according to the local mesh Peclet number results in a method
introducing oscillations. Thus this method is less diffusive than applying the upwind
scheme only. Implicit time integration schemes are preferred as they suppress
oscillations. But for low range Peclet numbers (from 4 to 80) even with implicit
calculations slight oscillations may occur as the bubble functions reproduce SUPG
methods.
As the bubble function approach needs about 10% more CPU time than first order
shape functions combined with an upwind scheme require, the application of an
upwind scheme is the more effective way in the FE/FV framework.
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Figure 6.2 The figures show the steady-state solution for the heat-transfer problem
with a mesh Peclet number of 50. The bubble functions stabilization is not
restricted. The meshes consist of hexahedrons (a) or tetrahedrons (b).
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Implicit time integration
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Figure 6.3 The limitation is applied to the condensed bubble functions . The steady-
state solution of a heat-transfer problem with Dirichlet boundaries is shown
for Peclet number 50. A structured hexahedral mesh (a) and an
unstructured tetrahedral mesh (b) are used.
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Figure 6.4 The heat-transfer problem has been simulated using a classical upwind
scheme. The figure shows the steady-state solution for Peclet number 50.
Figure (a) shows a hexahedral enmeshment. The bar is partitioned by
tetrahedrons in figure (b).
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Implicit time integration
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Figure 6.5 The figures show the steady-state solution for the heat-transfer problem
with a mesh Peclet number of 1000. The bubble functions stabilization is
not restricted. The meshes consist of hexahedrons (a) or tetrahedrons (b).
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Figure 6.6 The limitation is applied to the condensed bubble functions . The steady-
state solution of a heat-transfer problem with Dirichlet boundaries is shown
for Peclet number 1000. A structured hexahedral mesh (a) and an
unstructured tetrahedral mesh (b) are used.
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Implicit time integration
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Figure 6.7 The heat-transfer problem has been simulated using a classical upwind
scheme. The figure shows the steady-state solution for Peclet number 1000.
Figure (a) shows a hexahedral enmeshment. The bar is partitioned by
tetrahedrons in figure (b).
6.3 Numerical Modeling of Phase Change
In the numerical modeling of phase change the emphasis is put on the treatment of
latent heat release. Due to the inherent strong non-linearity of the energy balance in
the phase change region, only few analytical solutions of interest are available [68]
leading to the development of a great number of numerical algorithms based on finite
difference, finite volumes [89,95,96], finite elements [13,14,16,77,88,90] and recently
boundary elements. All these methods can be classified into two main groups:
• front tracking and
• fixed domain methods
There are very comprehensive reviews of these numerical methods by Idelsohn et al.
[41], and Voller et al. [96].
Solidification of pure metals and of alloys of eutectic composition occurs at a specific
temperature, at which latent heat is released. This iso-surface defines a distinct
sharp solid/liquid interface. Front tracking methods, which track the solidification
interface, have the advantage that the position of the liquid/solid interface is
evaluated explicitly at each time step. Therefore the discontinuity of the temperature
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gradient across this interface can be taken into account more accurately.
Unfortunately, these methods are restricted to problems where the solidification front
has a relative simple and smooth form. They cannot cope with complex evolutions of
the interface, for example appearing and disappearing phases. But the main
drawback of front-tracking methods is their failure to model mushy zones and thus
the solidification of most metal alloys [41].
As the objective of CASTS is the modeling of the casting of real 3-D components,
fixed domain methods are more versatile and easier to implement in an existing
code. These methods, which are based on weak formulations of the energy equation,
can handle complex topological evolutions of the interface and therefore have found
wider use in the modeling of casting processes. Several fixed domain methods are
commonly employed to solve solidification problems; these are the so called
apparent heat capacity, enthalpy and discontinuous integration methods. The
following attributes [96] characterize a suitable method for the analysis of industrial
phase change problems:
• applicability to 3-D and arbitrary geometries
• ability to deal with the general liquid fraction - temperature curve (fig. 6.5b)
• ease of implementation into existing programs
• reasonable computational efficiency and accuracy
• ability to couple additional effects and phenomena like convection, solute
transport, microstructural evolution.
Considering these criteria the apparent heat capacity, enthalpy and discontinuous
integration methods are described briefly.
With solidification occurring, the transient advective-diffusive heat transfer (2.10) has
to be formulated in the solid and liquid phase separately. The equations are indexed
by the phases liquid l  and solid s :
( )
( ) llll
ssss
inqTu
t
T
inqTu
t
T
Ω=∇⋅+∇∇−
∂
∂
Ω=∇⋅+∇∇−
∂
∂
,cTc
,cTc
ll
ss
 
 
ρλρ
ρλρ
(6.10)
At the solidification front of a pure metal the following conditions hold:
Fsl TTT == (6.11)
slls vL
n
T
n
T
ls


ρλλ =
∂
∂
−
∂
∂
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denoting FT  as the freezing respective melting temperature, L  as the specific latent
heat, n
 
 and sv

 respectively as the normal and the velocity of the solidification front.
Equations (6.10, 6.11) define the well known Stefan problem. Alternatively, equations
(6.1) can be rewritten in terms of the volumetric enthalpy, H , which reduces these
equations to a single expression:
( ) qHu
t
H
=∇⋅+∇∇−
∂
∂ Tλ  in Ω (6.12)
If metals are considered, enthalpy is an unique function of temperature. Hence
equation (6.12) changes to:
( ) qTcu
t
T
c =∇⋅+∇∇−
∂
∂ ** T λ (6.13)
The value 
dT
dH
c =*  is defined as the apparent heat capacity. The apparent heat
capacity includes a discontinuity. The discontinuity is modeled by a Dirac function at
the solidus temperature FT  (fig. 6.8a) for pure metals. In the mushy region of a metal
alloy (fig. 6.8b) a step function is applied to represent the jump of heat capacity.
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H ρcp
Figure 6.8 Liquid fraction, enthalpy and apparent heat capacity for a pure substance
(above) and an alloy (below).
The apparent heat capacity *c  is described in terms of the local solid fraction sf  by:
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The numerical implementation of this equation requires some caution. The apparent
heat capacity needs to be calculated at nodes undergoing the phase change.
Therefore the time step is restricted to prevent the solid/liquid interface advancing
more than one finite element or finite volume per time step. Otherwise latent heat is
not released completely. Additionally, this direct evaluation of apparent heat capacity
leads to inaccuracies for materials with small or no mushy zones. For example, a
specific heat is added in a narrow interval of at least 1°C in CASTS in the case of
pure materials.
As first improvement the effective capacity can be evaluated by numerical integration
over a finite element or control volume. This method is more accurate but also
computationally more expensive and described in reference [84].
A further approach is based on the enthalpy H  as the main discretized variable.
Temperature is obtained by inverting the function )(TH :
( ) HLcT
LcTHcT
cTH
for
c
LH
T
cH
T
sol
solsol
sol
sol
<+
+<<
<




	


−
=
/
(6.15)
This algorithm can treat problems with mushy zones, but spurious plateaus in
temperature curves are observed, when a sharp slope change at the interface should
be expected. Several methods [58,94] are proposed to overcome this problem, but
no method is really satisfying currently.
Therefore another approach has combined the classical apparent heat capacity
method with the enthalpy approach. Comimi et al [14] and Song, Dhatt, Ben Cheikh
[86] propose a predictor-corrector scheme using the classical apparent heat capacity
as predictor. The nodal enthalpy increments are calculated from the predictor
temperatures. Then the corrected temperatures are obtained by inverting the
constitutive equation )(TH  (fig. 6.9). This scheme is named post-iterative method
and does not require checking the time step like the conventional apparent heat
capacity method.
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Figure 6.9 Predictor-corrector scheme. The temperatures obtained by the classical
apparent heat capacity are corrected by inverting the constitutive equation
H(T).
Due to its easy implementation in an FE or FV code and its increased accuracy in
comparison to the classical method, this combined scheme was implemented in
CASTS for the modeling of alloys at the start of this work. As the corrector phase
produces outbalanced temperatures, an iterative Newton-Raphson scheme is
needed and is under development in order to avoid oscillating temperatures at nodes
undergoing phase change [41].
A more efficient and accurate alternative to evaluate the apparent capacity for pure
substances was proposed by Storti et al [88], Pardo, Weckman [68] and Fachinotti et
al. [23]. The proposed method starts with the following exact expression for the Dirac
contribution δ  of the latent heat:
( )   
=
Γ
∇
=−
FTT
m
V
d
T
dVTT φδφ (6.16)
where φ  is any smooth function. Then their method considers a constant lc  by
averaging (6.16) over the area ΓV  of the iso surface FTT =Γ | , where phase change
occurs, within the element
lccc +=*   with  
ΓΓ
Γ
∇
= d
T
L
V
cl
1 (6.17)
This analytical expression gives an exact average of the heat capacity for simple
configurations of the liquid-solid interface, which constitutes a real advantage.
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Furthermore, by introducing (6.17) in the framework of a Newton method it allows to
express a consistent tangent matrix of the discretized nonlinear equation. This
Jacobian is physically realized through an additional interface capacity matrix. The
matrix notably improves the convergence rate of the nonlinear system. So from the
theoretical and numerical point of view, this method is the most accurate and efficient
one. But it is efficient only for materials with small or no mushy zone only. The
application for metal alloys which are mainly produced by casting with large mushy
zones needs to be investigated further. Additionally this method needs a
mathematical description of the solid-liquid interface inside the elements. This is a
non-trivial task for complex 3D components such as turbine blades. Nevertheless,
this method is implemented in CASTS modeling the solidification of pure substances.
The modified transient equation of this approach is analogous to equation (6.13):
( ) qTcu
t
T
c =∇⋅+∇∇−
∂
∂ ** T  ρλρ (6.18)
Due to the approximation with first order shape functions the jump occurring in the
conductivity cannot be captured [68]. Thus this method reduces to the introduction of
an apparent heat capacity *c  for first order approximations.
The calculation of the apparent heat capacity *c  now requires the calculation of the
surface integral in equation (6.18). Therefore the iso-surface 
FTT =Γ |  has to be
determined at first. A first order approximation of the iso-surface is proposed by
Pardo [68] for 3D applications. Such an approximation can be implemented efficiently
using first order shape functions. This approximation leads to triangles, if
tetrahedrons are used. Therefore using hexahedral discretizations several
intersections may occur leading to complex configurations. Thus each hexahedron is
divided into 6 virtual tetrahedrons, in which the iso-surface and the according
integrals are evaluated. This way the approximated iso-surface consists of several
triangles for heaxahedral discretizations. Furthermore, the nonlinear shape of the iso-
surface is approximated as well.

ΓΓΓ
ΓΦΦ
∇
=ΓΦΦ dT
T
L
V
dTc
V jitjitll
ρρ 11 (6.19)
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The next step in this method is the calculation of the surface integral to determine the
amount of released latent heat. This requires the calculation of two FE integrals as
the effective heat capacity is part of the mass term and the advective term (6.19,
6.20).
The assumption of planar interfaces allows the usage of first order 2D shape
functions in the calculation of (6.19) and (6.20). At first the iso-surface is identified by
the intersections at the edges of each (virtual) tetrahedron The intersections are
defined by local elemental coordinates. Then the planar iso-surface is parametrized
with respect to the local coordinate with the smallest variation. This ensures a
suitable representation of the iso-surface. Now the values of jiTTuL ΦΦ∇∇ ,,,,,,  ρ
are determined at the quadrature points of the 2D reference element. These values
are combined with the weights and the values of the 2D shape functions as usual in
the FE method. The surface integrals are calculated, and the additional heat capacity
lc  is defined for each link at which solidification occurs.
Within the FE/FV framework the surface integrals are evaluated separately using the
FE method only. The resulting surface integrals are used as additional contribution to
the heat capacity defining an apparent heat capacity lccc +=* . This apparent heat
capacity is applied during the assembly of the 3D global matrix according to the
nodal degrees of freedom of the temperature field. Additionally upwinding is
determined using this apparent heat capacity *c .
This method has been used to perform the AMETH benchmark on convection driven
melting of pure substances.
6.4 List of Abbreviations and Symbols
BVP Boundary Value Problem
DoF Degree of Freedom
ENO Essentially Non-Oscillating upwind scheme
FD, FDM finite difference, finite difference method
FE, FEM finite element, finite element method
FF-VoF Fluid Field Volume of Fluid
FV, FVM finite volume, finite volume method
GLS Galerkin Least Squares
MAC Marker And Cell
MINI First order element enriched by one bubble function for
velocity
MUSCL Monotone upwind scheme with limiter
PETSc
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PLIC Piecewise Linear Interface Calculation
PPM Piecewise Parabolic Method
PSPG Pressure Stabilizing Petrov Galerkin
RFB Residual Free Bubbles
SIMPLE Pressure Correction Method
SLIC Simple Line Interface Calculation
SUPG Streamline Upwind Petrov Galerkin
TG Taylor-Galerkin
TVD Total Variation Diminishing
VoF Volume of Fluid
h
tuC ∆=
 
Courant number
λ
ρ ijuPe
∆
=

pc
Peclet number
α
υ
=Pr Prandtl number
( )
αυ
β 3HTTg FlRa −= Rayleigh number
υ
iju∆
=

Re Reynolds number
( )
F
Flp
L
TTcSte −= Stefan number
a temperature conductivity( )ijA global matrix of the FE/FV method
BBBLLBLL AAAA ,,, blockwise partition of the global matrix in first order and
bubble blocks
α upwind parameter
kb bubble function on element k
β thermal expansion coefficient (chapter 5)
adhesive coefficient of the phase field method (chapter 6)
pc heat capacity
ls cc , heat capacity in solid or liquid
*
c apparent heat capacity
( )βεδ , Interface width of the phase field method
( )Tδ Dirac-function at temperature T
ij∆ ijij xx

−=∆
∆ Laplacian operator
ε artificial diffusion parameter of the FF-VoF method
η artificial diffusion parameter for the momentum equation
sf fraction solid
F degree of filling of a finite volume
Fδ variation of degree of filling during a time step
tF t
F
tF ∂
∂
=
Fˆ interfacial energy
Φ first order shape function
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Φ first order shape function used in the SUPG method
ji ΦΦ , first order shape function in nodes i or j
ϕ phase field
φ analytical solution of a 1D advection diffusion problem
g gravity constant
g
 
gravity vector
FTT =Γ | iso-surface at FTT =
h elemental width
H enthalpy
( )TH enthalpy depending of temperature
3,2,1, =JI components in x-,y-,z-direction
( )xK  global matrix depending on the degrees of freedom x
κ surface curvature
L latent heat
( )TL differential operator applied to T
λ heat conductivity
λ artificial diffusion for scalar advection-diffusion problems
ijλ average conductivity at the link of node i and node j
n

outward normal
n
n


⋅∇=∂∂ gradient in the outward normal direction
∇ nabla, gradient operator
υ kinematic viscosity
ijυ average cinematic viscosity at the link of node i and node j
( )•O size in the of order •
sl ΩΩ , domain of liquid or solid material
p pressure
ji pp , pressure at node i or node j
tp t
p
tp ∂
∂
=
pδ variation of pressure during a time step
( )FP polynomial used in the FF-VoF method
Ψ SUPG modified shape function
jΨ SUPG modified shape function in mode j
q source term
( )Tq source term depending on temperature
( )xq  source term depending on degrees of freedom x
BL qq , first order and bubble modes of source terms
( )ir right hand side of the global system of the FE/FV method
( )TR residual depending on T
( )puR , residual depending on pu,
( )nxR 	 residual depending on the degrees of freedom nx

( )nh xR  spatial discretization error at time nt  depending on the
degrees of freedom nx
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ρ density
tρ tt ∂
∂
=
ρρ :
ijρ average density at the link of node i and node j
( )puS ,  stabilization depending on pu,
σ surface tension
nt time at time step n
t∆ time step width
T temperature
Tδ variation of temperature during a time step
tT t
T
tT ∂
∂
=
ji TT , temperature at node i or node j
kT temperature at the bubble mode
FT freezing temperature, at which a pure substance
solidifies/melts
nT temperature at time step n: ( )nn tTT =
θ time step integration parameter
τ stabilization parameter for stabilized Petrov Galerkin
methods
ijτ stabilization parameter at the links of node i and node j in
the FE/FV method
SuPGPSPG ττ , stabilization parameter for PSPG or SUPG
u

velocity
ji uu

, velocity at node i or node
ku

velocity at the bubble mode
tu

t
u
tu ∂
∂
=


u
δ variation of velocity during a time step
BL uu
		
, first order and bubble modes of velocity
kU


solution of the bubble mode Galerkin equation
v

linearized velocity
ijv

average velocity at the link of node i and node j
ji xx

, coordinates of node i, node j
kx

iteration value in the Newton method
*
x

solved root in the Newton method
knx ,
δ variation during the kth iteration of the Newton-Raphson
method in time step n.
V finite volume
( )ij• average value at the link of node i and node
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